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PRE F ACE
This volume contains papers which were accepted for publication by
the Organizing Committee of the Conference on Origins of Mare Basalts
and Their Implications for Lunar Evolution. Papers were solicited
which addressed one of the following major topics or problem areas:
1.

Mare volcanism in space and time.

2.

Remote sensing and characterization of mare deposits.

3.

Ages and isotopic studies.

4.

Whole rock chemistry and its constraints on source regions.

5.

Mineral chemistry and petrology of mare basalts.

6.

Cooling histories and near-surface fractionation.

7.

Characterization and nature of mare basalt source regions.

8.

Geophysical constraints on the origin and evolution of
mare basalts.

9.

Comparative studies of the terrestrial planets.

The Organizing Committee consisted of J. Head (Br own Uni versi ty ),
N. J. Hubbard (Jo h n son Sp ace Cen t e r), G. E. Lofgren (J o hnson Spa c e
Cente r), R. B. Merrill (Lun a r Sci ence I n st it ut e ), J. Minear (Johns on
Sp ace Cent e r), J. J. Papike (Stat e U n iver si t ~ o f Ne w Y o r k ~ St ony
Br oo k), R. O. Pepin (Lunar S cien c e Institut e ), W. I. Ridley ( Co lumb i a
Univers i t y ), and R. J. Williams (Johns on Sbace Ce nt e r).
Papers are arranged alphabetically by the name of the first author.
An index lists the papers which were submitted to address one of
the nine major topics. Additional indices by sample number, author,
subject and topic are included.
The Lunar Science Institute is operated by the Universities Space
Research Association under contract No. NSR 09-051-001 with the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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RB-SR AGES AND INITIAL 87SRj86SR RATIOS FOR APOLLO 17 MARE BASALTS
B. Bansal, H. Wiesmann, Lockheed Electronics Corp., Houston, TX 77058 and
L. Nyquist, TN7, NASA Johnson Space Center, Houston, TX 77058.
We have previously reported Rb-Sr mineral isochron ages and initial
87Srj86Sr ratios for Apollo 17 basalts 70035, 70017, 70135, and 75075 (1,2).
We have continued study of Apollo 17 basalts in order to complete the set of
age and Sr-isotopic constraints which may be placed on their petrogenesis.
Accordingly, we have studied two station 4 basalts (74255 and 74275) which
have the highest RbjSr ratios of any Apollo 17 samples studied to date, and
sample 70215 because it has been suggested by Longhi et al. (3) that parental
liquids similar in composition to 70215 may have led to the generation of one
suite of Apollo 17 basalts. We had already studied 70017, suggested by Longhi
et al. (3) as representative of another possible parental liquid composition.
Unfortunately, obtaining mineral separates from fine-grained 70215 is extrer~
ly difficult and thus we are only able to report partial results. Work on
74275 is still in progress and we report only preliminary results here.
Rb-Sr data for 74255 are reported in Fig. 1. A precise mineral isochon
is determined corresponding to an age, T, = 3.83 ~ .07 AE (1 AE = 10 9 years)
and initial 87Srj86Sr ratio, I, = 0.69924 ~ 0.00004. Preliminary data for
74275 (two data po"ints, not shown here) lie on the same isochron and by them
selves determine an I = 0.69924 + 0.00010. The data for 70215 (also not
shown) do not by themselves define either an a~e or initial ratio precisely.
However, if the age of3.8 AE obtained by the 9Arj 4 °Ar method (4) is assumed,
then I = 0.69917 + 0.00005 can be calculated.
The T,I parameters for those Apollo 17 basalts for which we have deter
mined mineral isochrons are shown in Fig. 2. The data form a closely grouped
cluster. (T,I) for 74255 appears to be resolved from that of 70017, and
possibly from 70035 and 70135. If this indication of a fine scale resolution
is ignored, the weighted average age defined by the data is 3.79 + 0.08 AE.
(Error estimated is twice the standard deviation of the mean.)
The (T,I) data in Fig. 2 indicate that these mare basalts were produced
from a source materia; in which RbjSr was not grossly different from that in
the basalts thermselves, if the source composition remained constant for a
major portion of the interval from the formation of the Moon to extrusion of
these lavas. , A backward extrapolation in time from (T,I) for 74255 using the
decay corrected whole rock 87Rb/86Sr ratio intersects LUNI, our estimate of
the lunar initial 87Sr;S6Sr, at 4.5 AE ago. Because 74255 has the highest
RbjSr ratio this is the youngest age at which such an intersection occurs for
any of the basalts studied. At the other extreme, a similar construction for
70017, which has the lowest RbjSr, yields an intersection at an age far older
than 4.6 AE ago. Choice of BABI = 0.69910 on our scale would yield inter
sections at ~.3 and >4.6 AE ago for 7425,5 and 70017, respectively. Thus,
although one cannot conclude that there has been no fractionation in RbjSr for
these rocks and their source(s) from the formation of the Moon to the present,
there can have been no large fractionation of long duration.
Although RbjSr in the mare basalt source must not have been grossly dif
ferent than in the basalts themselves, modest fractionations in this ratio
must have occurred for at least some of the basalts at the time of their
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genesis 3.8 AE ago. This is shown most clearly in Fig. 3, in which I is
plotted versus whole rock 87Sr/86Sr (lower part). The initial ratios are
constant within analytical uncertainty for a range of a factor of four in
Rb/Sr ratio. The reference isochrons for 6T = 0.85 AE through BABI and LUNI
for a single stage evolution from ~.6 AE ago to ~3.75 AE ago do not fit the
data. At least the Rb/Sr ratios for 74255 and 74275 must have been increased
with respect to that in the source material, if such a single stage evolution
is assumed. It is also difficult to reconcile the 70017 data with single
stage evolution in a single source material. (It should perhaps be mentioned
that rocks 75075, 70215, 70035 and 70135 are typical of the majority of Apollo
17 basalts and data for these rocks are compatible with a simple single stage
evolution.)
The upper part of Fig. 3 plots the whole rock Sm/Eu ratio versus the
whole rock Rb/Sr ratio for these basalts. As discussed by Nyquist et al. (2)
a correlated variation between Sm/Eu and Rb/Sr, given by a power law, is
expected for the products of a parental liquid undergoing fractional crystal
lization involving plagioclase if all other mineral phases involved have
(solid-liquid) distribution coefficients «1 for Sm, Eu, Rb and Sr. If more
than one parent liquid contributes to basalt genesis, a smooth curve will
still be obtained if the initial value of the ratio [(Sm/Eu)/(Rb/Sr)] is the
same for all liquids. This appears to have been the case for the suite from
70017 to 70135. Samples 74255 and 74275 depart drastically from the trend
defined by the other samples due primarily to a much higher Rb content. The
origin of the high Rb concentration in these sam~les is ll not understood; the
Sr-isotopic evidence strongly suggests that the 'excess Rb was introduced at
the time of basalt genesis 3.8 AE ago. In any event, samples 74255 and 74275
are clearly representative of a lava flow distinct from those represented by
the other samples, a result only marginally suggested by the (T,r) data.
The data reported earlier (2) for the suite 70017 to 70135 could not
clearly resolve whether the I-values were exactly the same for all samples
suggesting that the variations in Rb/Sr were caused by events such as near
surface fractional crystallization at 3.8 AE ago or whether the Rb/Sr varia
tions and undetectable variations in I were inherited from multiple sources.
The new data do not significantly clarify the situation as the relationship
of samples .74255 and 74275 to the others is unclear. As suggested earlier
(2) the data for 70017 to 70135 are best fit by a three-stage model involving
(i) evolution of 87Sr/86Sr in an environment with Rb/Sr greater than in the
basalts, (ii) production of mare basalt source regions of lower but variable
Rb/Sr sometime in the interval 4.6 to 3.8 AE ago, (iii) extraction of lavas
from these sources with little or no fractionation of Rb/Sr 3.8 AE ago. The
dotted line in ~1g. 3 is the same as given earlier (2) and would reflect the
intermediate stage ((ii) above) in such a model. Although this model is only
very weakly indicated by the Rb/Sr data it is consistent with establishment
of the mare basal t source regions ~.4 AE ago as suggested by Sm/Nd and U,
Th-Pb data (5,6). However, the data are also consistent with the hypothesis
that much of the variation in chemical composition among these basalts occur
red during near surface fractional crystallization (see Longhi et al. (3) and
Shih et al. (11)). We emphasize that the Sm/Eu - Rb/Sr data indicate that a
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separate mechanism is called for in order to explain the high Rb/Sr for 74255
and 74275, even though the simplest explanation for the Sr-isotopic data
alone would be to postulate that the entire factor of four range in Rb/Sr for
Apollo 17 basalts was produced 3.8 AE ago.
It is useful to compare Sm/Eu - Rb/Sr relationships for Apollo 11 basalts
to the (T,I) data. Fig. 4 shows Sm/Eu - Rb/Sr data for Apollo 11 basalts and
should be compared to the (T,I) data of Papanastassiou and Wasserburg (7).
Considering the low-K Apollo 11 basalts, 10050 and 10058 have virtually iden
tical (T,I) parameters and also lie on the same curve in Fig. 4. Thus they
could represent the same flow or similar, nearly simultaneous flows. Basalt
10044 appears marginally resolved from them. Basalt 10003 is set apart from
other data in Fig. 4; Papastassiou et a1. (8) have recently obtained an older
age for this rock than for other Apollo 11 basalts in agreement with 39Ar/4°Ar
ages by Turner (9) and Stettler et a1. (10). Considering the high-K Apollo 11
basalts, 10069 and 10071 could represent the same flow by both criteria.
Basalts 10017 and 10057 are resolved by both criteria. Basalts 10024 and
10057 which have adjoining error polygons on the (T,I) diagram lie on the same
curve in Fig. 4. Thus, it seems that the Sm/Eu - Rb/Sr relationship may be
used to complement (T,I) data in distinguishing separate lava flows among the
Apollo 11 basalts in a manner similar to that in which we have used it here to
distinguish 74255 and 74275 as separate from the rest of the Apollo 17 lavas.
In summary, we conclude from our study of Apollo 17 basalts that (i)
basalt flooding occurred in the Taurus-Littrow valley 3.8 AE ago; (ii) the
Rb/Sr ratio in the source for these basalts was not grossly dissimilar from
that in the basalts themselves; (iii) the (T,I) parameters of the basalts
studied are nearly identical, thus, (iv) the Sr-isotopic data is consistent
with much of the variation in chemical composition among these basalts arising
from near surface fractional crystallization; (v) if such is the case and if
basalt 70017 is representative of a parent liquid (see Longhi et a1. (3) and
Shih et a1. (11)) a minimum of two stages of isotopic evolution from 4.6 AE
ago to 3.8 AE ago is required to explain the Rb/Sr and initial 87Sr/86Sr for
this hypothetical parent, and (vi) basalts 74255 and 74275 represent lava
flows which were distinct from those of the other basalts and in which Rb was
enriched relative to Sr 3.8 AE ago.
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Figure Captions
Fig. 1.

Mineral isochron for Apollo 17 basalt 74255.

Fig. 2. (T,I) diagram for Apollo 17 mare basalts. From left to right: 70017,
70035, 70135, 75075 and 74255. The direction of a backward extrapolation
in time for a source with the same Rb/Sr ratio as the rocks is shown for
74255 and 70017.
Fig. 3. Upper: Whole rock Sm/Eu vs. whole rock 87Rb/86Sr for Apollo 17
basalts for which we have made Sr-isotopic studies. Lower: Initial
87Sr/86Sr (I) vs. whole rock 87Rb/86Sr. The.I values for 70215 was
determined from measurements on the whole rock and two low purity mineral
separates and an assumed age of 3.8 AE. The I value for 74275 was deter
mined from two mineral separate analyses. The whole rock 87Sr/86Sr of
74275 was inferred from the measured 87Sr/86Sr and is uncertain by about
+ 6%. The dotted line is the best fit to the data of 70017, 75075,
70035 and 70135 and has a slope corresponding to ~T = 0.39 + 0.33 AE and
intercept 1 = 0.69917 ~ 0.00005.
Fig. 4. Rb/Sr vs. Sm/Eu for Apollo 11 mare basalts. Data from the literature
and this laboratory. Curves are for various values of the parameter C in
Sm
Rb l / 2
Eu = C Sr
See Nyquist et al. (2) for discussion and refer to Papanastassiou and
Wasserburg (7,8) for corresponding (T,I) values for some of the basalts.
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PYROXENES FROM APOLLO 15 MARE SOILS : IMPLICATIONS TO
PROVENANCE STUDIES
Abhijit Basu and Janice F. Bower, Smithso
nian Astrophysical Observatory, 60 Garden St.,Cambridge, MASS.
Rock fragments provide the best clues to the source rock
type of any sediment, and the lunar regolith is no exception. The
lunar fines contain a large number of rock-fragments and are
ideally suited, despite the small size of the particles, for a
search for the rock types making up the outer crust of the moon.
Lunar anorthosites [1], for example, were discovered through a
search of the rock-fragments in the lunar fines. A number of
lunar rock types, including some rare ones, have been identified
since then[2] from studies of rock-fragments not only in the
fines but also in breccias as clasts [e.g.3,4]. In the fine fines
it becomes exceedingly hard either to observe texture or to
obtain representative chemical analyses of the rock-fragments.
However, a study of isolated mineral grains in such fines may
provide information regarding the spatial distribution of differ
ent rock types or may even indicate hithertofore unidentified
rock units. For example, assuming that there exist some mare bas
alt flows which have not provided any of the large samples retur
ned, it is likely that some characteristic mineral grains ejected
from these flows can be found in the lunar fines samples. If so,
the distribution of such rock units can be inferred from a quant
itative study of the population of different kinds of any index
mineral. In other words, recognition of mineralogic provinces
would help in interpreting provenance. Pyroxenes are ubiquitous
in the lunar regolith, and they have also been studied in great
detail by several workers. We have chosen to examine the bulk
chemistry of pyroxene populations in different mare fines from
the Apollo 15 mission.
In this note we make use of the current and previous micro
probe data collected at the SAO lab on pyroxenes from Apollo 15
mare soils. For data portrayal major emphasis is placed on the
traditional pyroxene quadrilateral. We also use the now familiar
Ti vs Al, Al/Si vs Fe/(Fe+Mn+Mg), and Ti-Alv~-Cr triangular plots
Eac~plot usuallY-contains data from single soil samples which in
turn are composed of many particles. Thus more than one particle
is represented in each plot which, therefore, provide a composite
picture. We have deliberately avoided samples from areas such as
those around the Dune or Spur craters where mixing of mare and
highland grain populations is likely to be very high.
As might be expected, familiar and common crystallization
trends are shown by many of the pyroxene populations studied. For
example, in samples 15102 (st. George talus; SAO 465), 15602
(Rille margin; SAO 453), and 15005,157 (ALSEP: deep drill core;
SAO 499) the crystallization trends (Fig. lX are similar to those
reported previously in pyroxene porphyritic basalt 15], Mare III
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Ti

F ig. 1. Common pyroxenes in Apollo
15 mare soils. Concentrations are
calculated on 6 oxygen basis.
The index to the right is for
triangular plots only and
i s v alid for fig.2 also.
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Type [6], Mare basalt I [7], etc. Small discontinuities seen in
the trends in the pyroxene quadrilateral may be due to the
effects of advent/simultaneous crystallization of plagioclases.
The pyroxenes usually have bronzite cores, pigeonite or augite
mantles, and the outer rims tend towards pyroxferroite or heden
bergite. "Swiss-cheese" faylite associated with high-K high-Si0 2
glass and phosphates are found in the mesostasis of a few grains.
with continued crystallization there is a general decrease of
octahedral Al and an increase of Ti with respect to Cr at the
late stage. The Ti/Al ratio increases from < 1/2 in early ortho
pyroxenes to > 1/2 in later clinopyroxenes. There are, of course,
minor variations between soil samples. The lack of Mg-pyroxenes
in the Rille margin sample is a case in point. Nevertheless, the
chemical trends remain similar and we believe that all these soil
samples are dominated by common Apollo 15 pyroxenes.
A grain in sample 15005,218 (ALSEP: deep drill core;SAO ~29)
is rather unusual. This grain is a subophitic intersertal ilmen
ite basalt, showing boxwork plagioclases (An75-90), with high-K
high-Si0 2 glass and skeletal ilmenite in the mesostasis. All the
large pyroxenes analyzed plot on the magnesian half of the quad
rilateral (Fig. 2). Two points from a pyroxene overgrowth near a
pyroxene-glass boundary analyze as Fe-pigeonites. On the Ti vs Al
as well as in the Ti-Al-Cr plots the trends are similar to that
shown by the t.igh alumina Fra Mauro basalt 14310 [5,8,9] but with
a little more Cr. The Al/Si vs Fe/(Fe+Mn+Mg) plot of the pyroxe
nes of this grain deviates from the trends shown by 14310, Apollo
11 , and Luna 16 pyroxenes [5] in having a spike of Al/Si at about
0 . 42 Fe/(Fe+Mn+Mg) .No anomalous zoning has been seen in the
pyroxenes of this sample as has been observed in 14310 [10). A
near surface rapid crystallization of a melt arrested for some
time towards the late stage of cooling could give rise to such
texture and chemical trends. The particular combination of the
trends observed is not common in Apollo 15 mare basalt pyroxenes.
Mare II Type of Powell et al. [6] comes closest, but only in terms
of the pyroxene quadrilateral trends. It is possible that Fra
Mauro-like material is present
in this interval of the
Apollo 15 deep drill core, which deserve further careful study.
A mixture of various kinds of pyroxenes with no particular
distinctive trend except Fe enrichment is found in 15042 and
15043 (ALSEP: top of the deep trench; SAO 473, 488). Sample 15032
(SAO 430), collected from the bottom of the same trench contains
many light breccia fragments. Pyroxenes in these breccias are
hi ghly magnesian[(Mg/(Mg+Mn+Fe) z 0.75], at places coarsely exso
lved, and show almost no zoning (Fig. 3). Obviously, breccias of
d eep seated rocks somehow got concentrated at this place. This
al so needs further investigation, particularly in view of the
fact that the astronauts observed no layering in the trench.
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We are convinced that in very fine particles, where "whole
rock" studies may produce non-representative data, pyroxenes can
be used profitably for provenance interpretations. We plan to
employ pyroxenes as an index mineral in our detailed investiga
tion of the Apollo 15 deep drill core.
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CHRONOLOGY OF THE MAJOR FLOW UNITS IN THE WESTERN NEARSIDE MARIA,
Joseph M. Boyce, U.S. Geological Survey, Flagstaff, Arizona 86001.
A prelimi nary map of flow un i ts in the western nearside maria has been
compil ed from Lunar Orbiter IV high resolution photographs. The mapping is
based on del ineating areas of uniform age. Absolute ages can be estimated
from these data by comparis on with a calib rated flux curve.
The rel at ive ages of the flo ws were de t ermined on the basis of crater
morphology by t he method described by Boyce and Dial (1) and involves measur
ing the l ar gest crater that is shadowed halfway across its interior (diameter
OM) ' OM is co nverted to a r~fere~ce d~amete r DL (the diameter of a crater
that would be worn t o 1° maXlmum lnterlor s l ope under the net accumulated
flux) us in g a sma ll - impact erosion model (2).
Absolute ages have been estimated by comparing Apollo crystallization
ages with OJ values for the landing sites. Figure 1 gives these 01 values
(Table 1) in relation to crystallization and exposure ages for North Ray
crater (3), Aristillus (4), Copernicus (5), Apollo 11, 12,15 and 17 mare
basalts (6, 7, 8), the minimum ages for the Cayley Formation at the Apollo 16
site (9) and the Fra Mauro Formation at the Apollo 14 site (10). The shape
of th i s curve is dependent on the valid ity of the crystallization and exposure
ages, particularly with respect to Copernicus and Aristi11us . This curve
i s consistent with previous similarly derived curves of Soderblom and Boyce
(11) and Boyce et al. (12).
Rela t i ve ages were determined in 768 areas in the western maria using
Lunar Orbiter IV high reso1ution photographs. Each area sampled contained
2 Figure 2 i s a histogram of these relative ages. It
ap proximate l y 1600 km.
shows that t he data groups into four major subdivisions: (1) DL = 140-200 m;
(2) DL = 201- 260 m; (3) 0 = 261-310 m; anc (4) 0L = 31 1-380 m. Figure 3
i s a map of areas of unif6rm relative age derived by contouring the 768 data
points . The dashed lines indicate that the age boundaries are approximately
l ocated. Absolute ages of these un i ts have been estimated by using the
calibrated curve in figure 1 and are shown in figure 3.
Fi gure 3 shows that extensive young (0 = 140-200 m) flows occur in
Oceanus Proce11arum and southwestern Mare I ~brium. Young to intermediate
age (0 = 201-260 m) flows are found as large patches in all the western
maria knd comprise the largest area. Old to intermediate age (0 = 261-310 m)
flows a re generally fo un d in large patches around the edges of the basins,
however , a few scattered ones occur in more central locations . The oldest
f l ows (0 = 31 1-380 m) are found i n northwestern Oceanus Procel1arum , north
cent r al ~a re Imbrium, west of the Art i starchus Plateau, and around western
Montes Carpatus .
Several generalizations can be made from the regional trends that are
apparent in f ig ure 3:
1. The older flows are generally fo und around the edges of the basins.
The s igni fic ance of such a patte rn has been discussed by many
authors (1), (1 3), (14) and may be due to pre-mare topography, or
sagg ing du rin g mare emplacemen t .
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Figure 1. Comparison of crystall iza
tion ages of Apollo samples and rela
tive ages.

Figure 2. Histogram of relative
ages (D L) determined for the
western nearside maria.

Table
Relative ages of the Apollo landing sites and of
Copernicus, Aristillus, and North Ray crater.
Site
Apollo 11
Apo" 0 12
Apollo 14
Apo" 0 15
Apo11 0 16
Coperni cus
Ari sti 11 us
North Ray

Sun Angle
(degrees)
17
19
19
18
10
17
18
17

Photograph
IV-78H
IV-125H
IV-120H
IV-l03H
AS 16-~1-0165
IV-121H
I V-11 OH
AS16-P-4563

DM(m)
1197-1575
630-820
>3720
1020-1157
1021-1220
312-437
338-473
75-105

DL(m)
335+55
210+20
>1000
270+15
550+50
100+10
85+10
30+5
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2.

3.

Several units are elongate trending northeast-southwest along an
axis that is aligned with the Rima Sirsalis structure. This suggests
that the structure may have been active during the time of mare
emplacement.
The largest area of young mare in Oceanus Procell arum is elongate
in a northwest-southeast direction coincident with systems of mare
ridges and gravity anomalies (15). Scott (15) suggests that the
ridges may be the surface expression of deep seated systems of
basaltic dikes. These dikes and associated ridges may be part of
the latest stages of igneous activity in the area.
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PRELIMINARY R MODE ANALYSIS OF APOLLO 15 BASALTS TAKING THE EFFECTS
OF CLOSURE AND RATIO FORMATION INTO ACCOUNT: J.C. Butler, Department of
Geology, University of Houston, Houston, Texas 77004
Faced with the interpretation of a collection of chemical analyses, one
c a n look for relationships betwe~n the variables (R mode) or between the
samples (Q mode). The choice of a suitable measure of similarity for
either Q or R mode has been discussed by many authors and in this study, the
Pearson product moment correlation coefficient is taken as the measure of
simil ar ity for an R mode analysis of selected Apollo 15 basalt chemical
a na l yses as it provides a dimensionless index of the joint behavior of each
pa i r of variables with equal weighting of all variables. Each pair of
var iables can be examined using a graphical (scatter diagram) or statisti
cal approach . The goal of the examination is to determine which pairs of
variables exhibit a significant relationship. To make this determination a
statement of what constitutes an insignificant relationship is necessary.
In constructing a model to account for the petrogenesis of a selected group
of samples, one needs to be able to focus attention on those relations that
s i gnificantly depart from randomness. If relationships that fail of signi 
ficance are included or if significant relationships are omitted, the model
wi ll not accurately portray the available information. Intuition and in
t r oductory statistics suggest that zero is the appropriate measure of ran
domness and if an observed correlation differs significantly from zero,
the relationship is judged to be significant. The purpose of this study
wa s to examine the chemical analyses of a suite of Apollo 15 lunar basalts
using three data forms in which zero may not be the appropriate null value:
(1) c l o sed data, (2) normalized data, (3) ratios with common terms.
Data sets in which the sum of the variables measured for each sample
is constant are termed closed and chemical data, by their very nature, are
, closed (1). Deviations between 100.00% and the sum of the measured variables
re sult from a combination of errors of commission and omission. It can be
shown that there are no restrictions on the row sums of the variance-covari
anc e matrix generated from open data (1). Open data being defined as data
i n wh ich the constant item row sum restriction does not hold. For closed
da t a, however, each row of the variance-covariance matrix sums to zero; that
is, verA + COV AB + COV AC .... + COVAM = 0.00
(1)
Thus, for closed data, the sum of the covariances between A and all other
variables is equal to the negative of variance of A which is positive by
definition. There must be at least one negative covariance in each row of
t h e variance-covariance matrix for closed data; there is no such restric
t ion on the variance-covariance matrix for open data. As the correlation
coe f f i c ient is simply the covariance divided by the product of the standard
deviations, a negative covariance manifests itself as a negative correlation
coe fficient. In a data set in which there was zero correlation between the
variables in the open form, closure (by forming percentages for example)
I
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would induce some degree of correlation and, in general, the larger the
variances of the larger the induced correlation. Thus, the observed corre
lation between variables in a closed data set contains a contribution due to
closure as well as a measure of the joint behavior of the variables. Chayes
(1) argued that the contribution due to closure should be used as the null
value instead of zero. This strategy often leads to a conflict with an in
tuitive assessment of randomness as large negative induced correlations are
quite common; especially between the variables that are used in the fre
quently invoked Harker diagrams. Several stratigies have been suggested
which may appear to reduce if not eliminate the closure effect: (1) norma
lization to a constant composition and (2) formation of ratios .
Suess and Urey (2) appear to have introduced the strategy of normaliz
ing chemical compositions to the composition of the average carbonaceous
chondrite by dividing the amount of each variable by the amount of that
variable in average carbonaceous chondrite (CI). Thus, comparision with
average CI is facilitated. Examination of a normalized data matrix reveals
that it is not closed in the sense that the row sums are not constant.
However, because each variable in each sample is divided by the same value
(the amount of that variable in CI), the correlation between normalized
variables (such as, Si0 2 /Si0 2 CI versus CaO/caOCI) is identical to that
between the raw or non-normalized data (Si02 versus CaO).
Creation of ratios by dividing the value of one variable by the value
of another variable in the same row does indeed remove the effects of
closure as the row sums are no longer constant. Depending upon the manner
in which the ratios are formed, however, another form of induced correlation
may arise (summarized in 1). For example, if the ratios have a common
denominator (caO/Si02 versus A1203 /Si02 ) there will be a correlation
induced between the ratios even though there may be zero correlation bet
ween the parents of the ratios. It is possible to compute and simulate
the correlation between ratios with common terms as functions of the co
efficients of variation of the parents. This expected correlation can be
used as the null value for determining whether the observed correlation
differs significantly from that expected for randomness.
Chemical variations of Apollo 15 lunar basalts have been the subjects
of many previous investigations; including, the recognition of olivine
and quartz nromative subgroups. The apollo 15 basalts appear to be separable
(on basis of major element variations) from other lunar basalts (3) and
this study is a precursor to a more detailed statistical analysis of major
and minor element chemical variations of all of the lunar basalts. A total
of 28 major element analyses of Apollo 15 basalts were chosen as a trial
set of data (3 and 4). This set of analyses was closed by recalculating
Si0 2 , A1 2 03 , Ti02 , FeO, MgO, Cao, Na20, K20 and P20sto 100%. The summary
statistics, variance-covariance matrix and the correlation coefficient
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matrix were computed and, to compare with previous work, the correlations
(rij) were tested against zero (Table 1.). To use the Chayes and Kruskal
test for significant departures from randomness one computes the means
and variances of X - the hypothetical open array. This array is character
ized by having zero covariances and hence, zero correlations. When X is
closed to form Y - the hypothetical closed array - the means and variances
of the variables in Yare equal to those in the array being tested. As
there are zero correlations in X the correlations in Y (Pij) arise solely
as a result of closing the data; these are the null values for the Chayes
and Kruskal test. The open variances of the Apollo IS lunar basalt suite
are all positive; a prerequisite for application of the test (1). Values
of Pij must be considered as approximate as the equation for their calcu
lation is derived using a first order delta approximation. A computer pro
gram in Fortran IV was written that enables simulation of the X and Y arrays.
The observed correlations (rij) were also tested against the simulated (qij)
and approximated (Pij) closure correlations and the results are given in
Table 1. Of particular interest is that fact that correlations between
Si0 2 - MgO and A1 2 0 3 - MgO would be judged significant (99%) when tested
against either Pij or qij' In fact, the expected closure correlation bet
ween Si02- MgO would be significant (99%) if tested against zero. Yet,
this is the correlation induced solely by the process of closing the data.
Perhaps of greatest interest, however, are the correlations between Si02 _
Al2C3 and FeO-MgO which fail of significance when tested against zero yet,
as the result of relatively large negative closure correlations, are
significant when tested against both Pij and qij' Thus, a petrogenetic
model for the Apollo IS lunar basalts should include the correlations
between Si02 -A1203, and FeO - MgO. That these correlations are signifi
cant can only be detected if the effects of closure are considered. Simi
larly, such a model need not include the correlation between Si02 - MgO
and A1203- MgO.
The 28 Apollo IS basalts were normalized by dividing each variable by
the amount of that variable in average CI (recalculated to 100% on a
volatile-free basis; Mason). These basalts contain greater amounts of
Si02 ' A1 2 03 Ti02' MnO, and CaO than the average CI and lesser amounts of
FeO, MgO, Naio, K20, and P20S' Correlations that are significant against
their appropriate null values are those given in Table 1.
Characterization and comRarison of lunar sample chemistry by using
ratios has been quite common. To illustrate the problems inherent in
the interpretation of ratio correlations, the ratios FeO/Al203, MgO/A1203
and cao/A1203 were computed. If the parents of ratios with a common
denominator were uncorrelated and homogeneous in coefficient of variation
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a correlation of + 0.5 would be induced between ratios. This is the corre
lation referred to as spurious by Pearson (5). In general, as the coeffi
cient of variation of the denominator increases relative to those of the
numerators of the ratios, the induced correlation increases. Ratios in
which the numerators are in common or in which the numerator of one ratio
is the denominator of the other ratio are also subject to a spurious
correlation; that is, a correlation that results solely from the formation
of the ratios. Observed (rij)' approximated (Pij)' and simulated (qij)
correlations between the three ratios with A1 0 as a common denominator
2 3
are given in Table 2. The parents of the ratios (see Table 1) are far
from being uncorrelated yet large samples of ratios formed from uncorre
lated variables with means and variances equal of those of the observed
A1 2 0 3 ; FeO, CaO and MgO might exhibit correlations as strong as those
exhibited by the ratios FeO/A1 2 0 3 - CaO/A1203 and CaO/A1 2 0 3 - MgO/A1 2 0 3 .
There is a definite need for more experimentation with ratio formation
before it will be possible to unambigously assess the significance of
ratios formed with common parts. Testing ratios with common parts requires
that the parent variables be measured individually so that their means and
standard deviations are known. Situations in which the ratio itself is
measured instead of the individual variables are not testable. Thus, if
one measures the ratios of Al/Si and ca/Si, it will not be possible to
isolate the component of the observed correlation that is the result of
working with ratios with a common denominator (the null portion) from the
true correlation between the ratios.
Use of multivariate statistical models such as cluster analysis,
principal components analysis and various factor analysis models are being
used with increasing frequency in the analysis of chemical data. All of
these models require a measure of similarity as a starting point. If the
similarity matrix is the correlation coefficient matrix or the variance
covariance matrix then some method of taking the effects of closure
normalization or ratio formation must be derived. If these effects are
ignored, the results will be difficult to interpret as the investigator
will not be able to separate out the bias that definitely is introduced
when one deals with ratios or percentage data forms.
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TABLE 1.

Observed (rij)' Approximated (Pij) and Simulated (qij) Correla
tions for the Apollo 15 Lunar Basalt Data

Variables
Si0 2 -A1 2 0

r ij

1

Pij

2

qij3

.l35l

-.2721

-.2951

Si02- Ti 02
Si02-FeO
Si02-MgO
Si02- CaO
A1203-FeO
A1 20 3 -MgO

-.7156
-.7699
-.5662
.5281
-.6104
-.4517

-.0839
-.4409
-.4712
-.1150
-.1634
-.1634

-.0733
-.4432
- .4710
-.1217
- .1272
-.1836

A1203-cao
TiOTFeO
Ti02- Mn O
FeO-MnO
FeO-MgO
FeO-CaO
MnO- Na 20
MgO-CaO
Na20-K20
K20- P205

.6586
-.8841
.4768
.4935
.3608
-.5336
-.4242
-.9219
.6833
.5512

-.0552
-.0539
.0498
.0049
-.2727
-.0822
.1014
-.1980
.0260
.0099

-.0350
-.0688
.0160
.0066
-.2670
-.0942
.1202
-.1954
.0383
-.0624

3

1 an underlined rij indicates significance against zero at 99%
2 an underlined Pij indicates significance against Pij at 99%.
3 an underlined qij indicates significance against qij at 99%
TABLE 2.

Observed (rij), Approximated (Pij) and Simulated (qij) Correla
tions for Selected Ratios of the Apollo 15 Lunar Basalt Data

variables
FeO/A1 2 03

CaO/A1 2 0 3

.8488

.7443

.7487

FeO/A1203

MgO/ A1 203

.8260

.5001

.5164

caO/A1203

~O/A1203

.5296

.5002

.5163

1 an underlined rij indicates significance against zero at 99%
2 an underlined Pij indicates significance against Pij at 99%
3 an underlined qij indicates significance against qij at 99%

An Auger-ESCA Study of Taurus-Littrow Orange Soil, D. A. Cadenhead,
Department of Chemistry, State University of New York at Buffalo, Buffalo,
New York

14214.

There have been relatively few Auger or ESCA studies carried out on
· 1 1,2,3,4,5,6
1 unar rna t erla
s,
and of these only one (an Auger study) was on
2
the orange soi1 .Ihave recently obtained new data on 74220,46 which confirm
the original study, but greatly increase its findings.

Auger data were

obtained on a Phi SAM (Scanning Auger Microprobe) Model 545 and the equiva
lent Varian system.

Typical Auger electron beam potentials were 3-5 KeV.

ESCA data were obtained using a Hewlett-Packard HP

59S0~.

Auger Data
Figure 1 shows Auger point
center of a 20

~M

(~

3~M)

spectra obtained from the edge and

orange soil glassy sphere.

With the possible exception

of Cl we see all the elements reported by Grant et al:

o

and Fe.

2

Si, S, Cl, C, Ti,

In some spectra there were indications of elemental silicon as

well as Si0 . Since elemental silicon was not detected in the ESCA studies
2
it was assumed that the electron beam was reducing Si0 . On the plus side
2
the higher beam potential permitted the excitation of the high energy Al and
Si peaks.

Since Mo has not previously been reported for 74220 its presence

is in doubt and we may be seeing the combined presence of Cl and Rb.
ESCA studies clearly reveal surface Cl.

In most survey spectra, the pre

sence of Na was usually detected, but only in small amounts.

Here, however,

sodium is seen in high concentration at the sphere edge but in lower amounts
at the center.

This could be explained by either a heterogeneous surface

coating or a variation in Na concentration with depth since the depth seen
by the Auger beam ranges from approximately 10 AO

(edge) to 5 0 AO

(center).

The fact that Na is still seen at the center of the sphere indicates that
the surface concentration

(~l % )

is greater than the bulk and that a

significant surface zoning effect exists for Na.
surface contaminant) is similarly surface zoned.

Carbon (presumably a
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Figure 2 shows part of the scanning Auger spectra on a second
(~

30wm sphere).

Secondary electron imaging indicated no large topographi

cal abnormalities.
(top) 0, Al ;

The elements represented from left to right are

(center) Ca, Si and (bottom) Ti, Fe.

We appear to have a

silica-aluminate and possibly some rutile in the upper right hand sec
tion, also based on a similarity of iron and sulphur (not shown), a
possible troilite splash at the upper right.

Clearly the sphere has a

heterogeneous surface composition as was further demonstrated by selected
point spectra.

Other spherical particles show similar heterogeneity.

ESCA DATA
Figure 3 illustrates a 64 scan survey spectrwn of 74220.
all of elements seen in the Auger spectra are detected here.

Essentially
Chlorine

required a more detailed search of the 150-300 eV binding energy region for
its detection.

Fluorine, not seen in the Auger spectra because of one of

the iron peaks, is readily observed here.
contaminant due to teflon packaging.
vation was the detection of Zn.

Preswnably this is a surface

Perhaps the most surprising obser

This detection indicates a 1% or greater

surface zinc concentration in contrast to the reported bulk concentration
of 292 p.p.m.
volatile.

8

Once again we have a distinct surface zoning effect for a

Careful examination of the iron 2p region reveals a slight

shoulder on the 2P /2 indicating trace of reduced iron. Most of the major
3
elements have transitions in the valence band region suggesting that the
surface chemical states of other elements could readily be investigated.
Conclusions
Typical spherical particles in 74220 are clearly heterogeneous in their
surface composition and exhibit distinct zoning effects for volatile ele
ments including Na and Zn.

These observations indicate a rapid supercooling

followed by partial crystallization.

While they are consistant with a

fi re-fountain origin for the orange soil, they do not preclude the possi
bility that some of the surface material was deposited in subsequent events.

9
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MARE BASALTS: CHARACTERIZATION OF COMPOSITIONAL PARAMETERS BY SPEC
TRAL REFLECTANCE; Michael P. Charette and John B. Adams, Department of Geol
ogical Sciences, University of Washington, Seattle, WA 98195.
In this paper, we discuss the spectral reflectance properties of the
major mare basalt types as defined by petrographic and petrologic methods. We
show how these properties may be used to assist in compositional and petrol
ogic mapping of the lunar surface using remote telescopic or spacecraft meas~
urements.
Classification schemes have been developed for the returned basalts
based primarily on textural, mineralogic, and major element considerations.
Table I lists the major basalt types and subgroups along with the average
values of their minerals. The mineral averages for Apollo 11 are by James
and Jackson (1) and Warner (2); Apollo 12: James and Wright (3) and Warner
(2); Apollo 15: Rhodes and Hubbard (4), Bence and Papike (5), and Dowty
et al. (6); and Apollo 17: Papike et al. (7), Brown et al. (8), and Longhi
et al. (9). We have measured the spectral reflectance of samples from each
type (Figures 1-3), and the average pyroxene composition (10) derived from
these examples is listed in Table I. The basalts from each site are dis
cussed below.
Apollo 11: Spectra for two Apollo 11 basalts (interior chips) are
shown in Figure 1. Sample 10003 has bands centered at 0.95 ~m and 2.1 ~m
that arise from electronic transitions in Fe 2+ on the M2 site of clino
pyroxene. A weak inflection near 1.3 ~m is due to Fe 2+ in plagioclase.
Sample 10020 has a band centered near 1.0 ~m that is a combination of the
absorption by Fe 2+ in clinopyroxene and Fe 2+ in olivine. The pyroxene band
near 2 ~m is very faint, as is the plagioclase band near 1.3 ~m, and a pro- .
bable Fe 2+ - Ti4+ charge-transfer band in ilmenite at 0.6 ~m. The fine grain
size and high ilmenite content of these basalts (Table I) contribute to the
nearly flat reflectance curves.
Apollo 12: Spectra of powdered samples are shown in Figure 2. The
glass-rich nature of 12009 (Table I) is evident from the steep overall slope
of the curve towards the infrared that is similar to glassy soils (10). The
predominance of olivine is indicated by the 1.02 ~m band (11), although the
small amount (~3%) of pyroxene is sufficient to produce a band near 2 ~m.
The deep band at 0.6 ~m probably arises from fine-grained ilmenite set in
glass • . The remaining samples have pyroxene bands near 0.95 ~m and 2.1 ~m
although small variations in these band positions occur with differences in
the average pyroxene composition (Table I). The lower spectral contrast and
the shallower slope between 0.5 ~m and 0.75 ~m of 12022 relative to 12063
are due to a more glassy ground mass. The larger amount of plagioclase in
12038 causes a more pronounced band at 1. 3 ~m and a lower shoulder near 1.4 ~m.
Apollo 15: Spectra of powdered samples are shown in Figure 3. The
quartz normative samples have narrow pyroxene bands at 0.95 ~m, while the
olivine normative basalts have broader bands caused by a combination of
pyroxene (0.95 ~m) and olivine 1.02 ~m) bands. The vitrophyric texture of
15499 produces a shallower 0.5 ~m - 0.75 ~m slope relative to 15065 and
15058, and the two-fold increase in plagioclase effects a shallower 1.1 ~m 
1.5 ~m slope (due to the 1.25 ~m Fe 2+ - plagioclase band).
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Apollo 17: Spectra of basalt chips are presented in Figure 1. The pri
mary difference between these samples is their olivine content, and the aver
age clinopyroxene composition as derived by the pyroxene band position (12;
Table I). The quartz normative basalts have spectra that are very similar
to the Apollo 11 low-k ophitic basalts. The olivine normative, plagioclase
poikilitic ilmenite basalts also have similar spectra, but their average
wollastonite content never exceeds W025. The large amount of ilmenite and
the fine grained glassy groundmass in the olivine-porphyritic ilmenite
basalts is sufficient to mask most of the spectral features and yield a
nearly flat spectrum. Sample 74275 does exhibit a 1.02 ~m olivine band, and
the average clinopyroxene composition in this rock differs from that in the
other two Apollo 17 subgroups.
Discussion: Intrasite differences in basalt types can be recognized in
the reflectance spectra by the presence or absence of olivine bands, dif
ferent pyroxene-band positions, the strength of the 1.25 ~m plagioclase band
and the 0.6 ~m ilmenite band, and the 0.5 ~m - 0.75 ~m slope change as a
function of glass content of the matrix. Intersite differences are more
difficult to discern, as some basalts having different origins may exhibit
similar spectra (e.g. Apollo 12 and 15 basalts; Figures 2 and 3).
Another parameter that can be used to distinguish such basalts in the
Ti02 content (12). Although the Ti02 content of rock chips or powders can
not be deduced as yet, the spectra of lunar soils derived from impact
comminuted basalts do yield their Ti02 contents to within 1% (13). By
assuming that the Ti02 values of soils are roughly similar to those of the
parent basalts, one can assign them to their established classes (1-9;
Table I).
Telecopic measurements of lunar surface soils can presently map their
Ti02 (13,14) and FeO (15) contents, which are first-order delineators of
their parent basalt types. The discrimination of so-defined basalt classes
into their subgroups (Table I) can be accomplished by observing fresh, rocky
craters which characteristically exhibit most of the spectral features
shown in Figures 1-3. Such refinements must await the increased spatial
and spectral resolution afforded by a orbiting spacecraft (16).
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iIGURE 1. Apollo 11 and 17 basalt
(interior) chips. Basalt classi
fications by Warner (2) for Apol
lo 11 and Papike et al. (7) for
Apollo 17. Dashed vertical lines
are placed at 1.0 ~m over each
spectra. The integers below each
spectra are the absolute reflect
ance values at the marked wave
length.

FIGURE 2. Apollo 12 basalt pow
ders. Classification by James
and Wright (3).
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FIGURE 3. Apollo 15 basalt pow
ders . Classification by Rhodes
and Hubbard (4).
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AN ISOPACH MAP OF THE EASTERN MARE BASALTS, R. A.
DeHon, University of Arkansas at Monticello, Monticello, AR.
71655
An isopach map of mare basalts in the eastern basins
(30 0 N to 30 0 S; 00 to 1000E) is based on measurements of ex
posed external rim height of partially buried craters (1,2,3).
The nonuniform data distribution within the basins is suffi
ciently scattered to yield gross thickness variations.
Data are restricted to shallow mare basins where thick
nesses are less than 1500 to 2000m. In the deeper basins,
burial results in total obscuration of craters. Hence, it is
impossible to measure the thickness of materials in the deep
parts of Mare Serenitatis, Mare Nectaris, Mare Crisium, and
the deepest portion of Mare Fecunditatis. Mare Nectaris and
the inner Fecunditatis basin are shown in Fig. 1 with modeled
thicknesses.
A preliminary composite map (Fig. 1) is assembled from
analyses of each of the major mare basins of the eastern lunar
hemisphere. The total area of mare surface in Fig. 1 is approx
imately 1.4X106 km 2 . The average thickness of mare basalts,
exclusive of the deep circular maria is only 350 to 400 m.
Data for Mare Serenitatis are limited to a few scattered,
partially buried craters located primarily along the southern
and eastern margins of the basin; However, localized thickening
along the broad eastern shelf area is apparently real. Maximum
thickness in Mare Tranquillitatis occurs in the area of the
Lamont ring. The trough connectiny Mare Tranquillitatis and
Mare Nectaris is also filled with a relatively thick sequence
of materials. Only the thinner edges of the basalt disk in
Mare Nectaris have been measured. The inner central Nectaris
basin has been modeled by projecting the increasing thickness
toward the area of maximum gravity.
Data in Mare Crisium are limited to a small number of
points on the western and southern shelf of the basin, and
thickness is projected toward the center of the basin. Materials
in the Fecunditatis basin are thickest in the central and
western parts of the basin. The central region is sufficiently
thick to mask all underlying craters; therefore, a model thick
ness based on the diameter of a circular pattern of mare ridges
is used. The small basins of Mare Undarum and Spumans are
relatively shallow, but contain a wealth of data points.
Shallow mare basalts in the incompletely flooded Smythii basin
are limited to the northeastern part of the Smythii depression.
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The following correlations occur between mare basalt
thickness and surface features:
1. Positive gravity anomalies occur over areas thicker
than 1000 m.
2. Mare ridges are typically located in regions of pro
nounced thickness changes (e.g. change from shelf
to inner basin).
3. Surface topography is commonly depressed in the
region of thick mare basalts.
4. Arcuate rilles are generally confined to areas where
mare basalts are thin (less than 500 m), and they
tend to be subparallel to the zones of equal thickness.
Some implications of the isopach maps are:
1. The total volume of mare basalts generated during
late Imbrian to early Eratosthenian times are less
than previous estimates. Therefore, the smaller
volume of basalts requires less heat output for this
late stage volcanism. Also, the gravity differential
observed in the basins may not be entirely due to
surface basalts.
.
2. The structure of irregular basins is largely con
trolled by nearby circular mare basins.
3. Some ancient circular mare basins may have formed in
Tranqui1litatis or Fecunditatisat a time of near
complete isostatic recovery.
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MARE FECUNDITATIS: BASIN CONFIGURATION, R. A. DeHon
University of Arkansas at Monticello, Monticello, AR. 71655
The thickness of mare-filling material in the 400,Oon km 2
Fecunditatis basin, (Fig. 1) is estimated from data derived
from craters partially buried by mare basalts. Within the
range of 8 0 N to 8 0 S latitude, topographic data ( Fig. 2)
allow reconstruction of the basin floor beneath the mare
basalts (Fig. 3).
The overall trend of surface topography is shown in Figure
2. The mare surface slopes from about 6000 m elevation in the
west to 5250 m along the eastern margin. A broad trough trends
northwesterly along the northeastern portion of the mare sur
face and another broad low area (less than 5250 m) is located
near 3 0 S; 52 0 E.
The isopach map (Fig. 1) reveals local thickening of mare
basalts (in excess of 500 m) at the northern end of the basin;
within the eastern embayment; and in a large area of the
western and central part of the basin. Total volume of
The
materials in the basin is estimated to be 127,000 km 3
thick central lens is not measured directly but is modeled by
using the arc defined by Dorsa Geikie as the diameter of a
buried crater. Existence of a probable mare deep in this
region is based on the association of related features such as:
topographically low surface; peripherial mare ridges;positive
gravity anamoly; and lack of exposed partially flooded craters.
The reconstructed basin floor (Fig. 3) exhibits depressions or
troughs which reflect the major trends of surface lows and
thickening materials.
The northeast portion of the basin lies on an arc con
centric to Mare Crisium which includes Mare Undarum, t1are
Spumans, and mare basalts near the crater Macrobius. The
western half of the basin lies on an arc concentric to Mare
Nectaris which includes southern Tranquillitatis and low terra
behind the Atlai Scarp.
In general, Mare Fecunditatis is an irregular shallow
mare basin shaped by events occuring beyond its borders. A
multi-ring impact basin in north central Fecunditatis is not
totally ruled out, but if such a basin existed it is highly
degraded by later extrabasinal events. The gravity anomaly is
more like that observed over Lamont in Mare Tranquillitatis
than those associated with major circular mare such as Mare
Imbrium or Mare Serenitatis.
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SHALLOW ORIGIN OF MARE BASALTS. Eric Dowty, Dept. of Geological
and Geophysical Sciences, Princeton University, Princeton, N.J. 08540.
This paper reviews (1) the interpretation of experimental pressure-temp
erature (P-T) diagrams and the compositional characteristics of mare basalts
in terms of depth of origin, and (2) some aspects of differentiation of large
bodies of ultramafic magma which could have an influence on the nature of the
lunar mantle. This is done primarily to show the possibility of origin of
mare basalts from shallow, olivine-rich regions of the lunar mantle.
A typical P-T diagram for Apollo 12 or 15 olivine-bearing mare basalts
has olivine as the liquidus phase at low pressure, replaced by pyroxene at
high pressure. The Apollo 12 and 15 pyroxene-phyric or quartz-normative
basalts generally have pyroxene replacing olivine on the liquidus at very low
pressures (or already on the liquidus at zero pressure), and the diagrams of
the Apollo 11 and 17 basalts are complicated by the presence of iron-titanium
oxides, but in very general terms, one may speak of three possible types of
source region for a given mare basalt: a shallow region, dominated by olivine;
an intermediate region, with both pyroxene and olivine; and a deep region,
dominated by pyroxene. This analysis assumes that the magmas have not frac
tionated significantly since they left their source regions, an assumption
which may not be completely justifiable, especially in the case of Apollo 11
and 17 basalts (1).
The hypothesis that the basalts are derived from deep, primitive pyrox
enitic material has already been considered in detail by Ringwood and Green
(2) and need not be gone over again here. This hypothesis has several at
tractive features, but appears at present to be incompatible with trace
element data; both the slope of the rare-earth pattern and the europium
anomaly suggest that the basalts were derived from'previously fractionated
(cumulate) material (3,4)
In the absence of other criteria, the most probably P-T region for
derivation of large volumes of homogeneous magma is currently thought to be
that region of the liquidus curve on which the greatest number of solid
phases coexists with the liquid (5). Accordingly, several investigators have
proposed derivation of mare basalts from the depth at which pyroxene and
olivine are both on the liquidus, and complete petrogenetic schemes for the
moon have been erected on this basis (6,7). This "multiple saturation"
approach is no doubt appropriate for such homogeneous terrestrial lava types
as oceanic tholeiite, but lunar lavas seem to be rather variable, even at a
single site (it should be kept in mind that most samples from each mission
probably represent only two or three thin flows). For example, the Apollo
15 lavas range from the silica-saturated pyroxene-phyric type to the very
olivine-rich green glass, and there is an analogous variation at the Apollo
17 site. Table 1 shows the norms of some of these materials. Note that the
plagioclase/pyroxene ratios are about the same for all the basalts. It is
possible to approximate .roughly the composition of green grass by adding a
very magnesian olivine to the olivine-normative magma, and likewise to con
vert the typical Apollo 17 magma to orange glass. This type of relationship
suggests control of liquid composition by olivine melting, which implies
shallow origin.
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According to the multiple-saturation hypothesis, the Apollo 15 lavas
must all have been derived from titanium-poor source regions at depths rang
ing from near zero to 300 kilometers, which implies a titanium-poor mantle
beneath this site, whereas the Apollo 17 lavas are similarly deduced to come
from a mantle which is titanium-rich to a great depth. The shallow-origin
hypothesis, by permitting the basalts to be deriveu from a restricted depth
range, avoids the necessity for such pervasive lateral compositional varia
tion in the mantle.
If the basalts were derived from shallow, olivine-rich regions, the
compositional variation at each site could simply be the result of different
degrees of partial melting due to different Quantities of heat added or to
pressure effects over time (8). Alternatively, it could be due to varia
tions in the proportions of the minerals of the source regions. In partic
ular, a higher percentage of olivine in the source could lead to a higher
percentage of olivine in the melt for a given Quantity of heat added. For
example, in the peritectic system forsterite-enstatite, the amount of heat
which applied a crystal mixture F098En2 produces a melt of composition
F031En69 at 1950 0 kand 3% partial melting, produces from a crystal mixture
F080En20a melt Fd8En92 at 1880° and 20% partial melting. Such variations in
mineral proportions are commonplace among the layers of terrestrial differen
tiated complexes. However, it still seems necessary to account for the pre
sence of abundant magnesian olivine at a shallow level in the mantle.
Consider an early differentiation of the outer part of the moon. Vari
ous estimates of the starting material for an outer melt layer on the moon
have been made, some of which are shown in Fig. 1. Although alumina-rich
compositions should not be ruled out, geophysical data are more commonly
interpreted as favoring ultramafic compositions. Among the latter both
petrologic and chemical data suggest that olivine rather than pyroxene was
the predominant constituent. If the liQuid were rich in pyroxene, the
Table 1.
( A)

11

ab
an
"'0
hy
01
pl/py

Normative compositions of mare basalts.
(B)

Apollo 15
olivinenormative

(A) +
58 %
F0100

3.6
2.0
24.8
11. 2
47. 6
10.8

2.3
1.3
15.7
7.1
30.2
43.5

.46
analysis
(19 )

(C)

Apollo 15
green
glass

(D)

Apollo 17

(F)

(D) +

Apollo 17
orange
glass

25 %
F090

0.6
0.5
19.0
9.0
27.4
43.5

19.8
3.5
24.0
12.8
39.8

.54

.52

analysis
(20)

(E)

analysis
(21)

14.8
2.6
18.0
9.6
29.8
25.2

13.0
3.5
16.5
9.6
32.2
25.2
.48
analysis
(21 )
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presence of olivine-plagioclase and spinel-bearing rocks among the presumed
primitive highland samples would be unexplained (9,7,10). The low content
of volatiles in the lunar samples suggests that the moon as a whole is rather
refractory, hence silica-poor, as reflected in the estimates of Ganapathy
and Anders (11) and Wanke et al (12). The following analysis will assume a
composition near the estimates of Ganapathy and Anders (11), Taylor and
Jakes (6) and Hodges and Kushiro (7), which was also used by Walker et al
(10).
Two aspects of this composition should be noted. First, the overall
crust and mantle, when solidified, will consist predominantly of olivine
and plagioclase, with pyroxene a distant third in Quantity. Second, such a
composition will crystallize olivine along for a long period, and pyroxene
will be the last of the major minerals to crystallize (Fig.l). High pres
sure shifts the liQuidus phaze boundaries somewhat, expanding the pyroxene
and spinel fields at the expense of plagioclase and olivine, but even at the
bottom of a large magma layer, olivine would still crystallize first.
If the mafic minerals settle out at the bottom of the layer in the
order in which they would normally precipitate, the lower regions will
consist solely of olivine, and olivine will probably be almost entirely
absent from the upper levels. This is apparently inconsistent with both the
model which derives the mare basalt from intermediate regions containing
both pyroxene and olivine, since these regions may be Quite deep for some
basalts (green and orange glasses), and the model which derives the basalts
from shallow olivine-rich regions. Walker et al (10) have proposed a rather
elaborate model for crystallization involving, in effect, pressure Quench of
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sinking crystal-liquid mush. This is intended to account for pyroxenitic,
iron-rich material at depth, in support of the intermediate~depth hypothesis.
A greater proportion of pyroxene and a higher Fe/Mg ratio at depth necessar
ily implies the reverse in the upper parts, and therefore if this hypothesis
is correct, it may remove the objection to the shallow-origin hypothesis as
well.
A somewhat simpler and perhaps more conventional model is that of
Jackson, proposed for the ultramafic zone of the Stillwater complex (13).
According to this model the mafic minerals are precipitated at the bottom of
the magma chamber, even though the major heat loss is from the top, because
the near-adiabatic temperature gradient of the convecting liquid is steeper
than the curve of liquidus temperature versus pressure. The minerals are
postulated to crystallize cyclically from temporarily stagnant layers of
liquid, and need settle only a short distance to the floor. This model is
consistent with field evidence in the Stillwater (13). This type of crystal
lization would result in laying down of the crystals in the order precipi
tated, and there would be no appreciable enrichment of early olivine crystals
in iron.
By the time plagioclase begins to precipitate, late in the history of
the melt layer, the situation is probably more complicated, and the near
adiabatic gradient probably modified (e.g.14). Possibly plagioclase would be
precipitated from stagnant layers near the top, and float only a short dis
tance to the developing crustal layer; in any case, the flotation of plagio
clase crystals upward through dozens of kilometers of liquid is implausible.
The situation as envisaged at a late stage is shown in Fig. 2. The pile
of mafic crystals is obviously unstable; not only are the later iron-rich
olivine crystals overlying the lighter magnesian ones, but the relatively
heavy mineral spinel also occurs only near the top of the pile. The effect
of temperature should also be taken into account, but would certainly be
subordinate to that of composition. It is at least conceivable that overturn
would occur - when and how often is difficult to predict. In any case, the
result of overturn would probably be an incomplete mixing of the mafic
minerals and perhaps also the overlying liquid. The later material, contain
ing pyroxene and plagioclase (~Fe-Ti oxides), might end up as pockets in the
more abundant olivine.
The instability and mixing would not extend into the upper plagioclase
crustal layer, since this layer would be lighter than the mafic minerals and
liquid. However, the upper layer would probably be mixed anyway by impacts
(14). Overturn of the deep layers could also be triggered by large impacts
(the lack of which in large terrestrial differentiated complexes might account
for the apparent absence of overturn). Another possibility is that overturn
would not occur until much later, when radioactivity begins to heat up the
part of the moon below the original melt layer. Movement at this stage
might start in the solid state, but some melting could take place on change
of pressure.
Thus, in principle, a mechanism exists for mixing early magnesian
olivine with later differentiated material. The postulated mixing mechanism
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could also account for the presence of some iron-rich material including
pyroxene at depth, as required by the intermediate-depth hypothesis.
Finally, it may be mentioned that the combined density and seismic velocity
data have been interpreted as favoring an olivine - rather than pyroxene
rich upper mantle (15).
One of the principal objections to an origin of mare basalts from
differentiated material is the presumed difficulty of generating sufficient
heat for remelting over 1 By after the original differentiation (2). This is
true for origin at any depth but the problem is more acute for shallow origin.
One possible means of overcoming this objection is the tidal energy hypothesis
of Wones and Shaw (16). According to this hypothesis, the tidal energy should
be localized at regions of density contrast, and the crust-mantle boundary
could be such a region. Another possibility for heat sources is impact
related phenomena, which are widely presumed to have produced KREEP basalt
from the crust.
While emphasis has been placed in this paper on the plausibility of the
shallow-origin hypothesis for a mare basalts, it is certainly not claimed that
the other hypotheses can be ruled out. At this stage, all three hypotheses
should be seriously considered.
Acknowledgements. Supported by NASA grant NGL 31-001-283. I thank
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MODELING THE TWO-STAGE EVOLUTION OF REE ABUNDANCE PATTERNS IN
HIGH-TI MARE BASALT LIQUIDS. Michael J. Drake and Guy J. Consolmagno. Dept.
of Planetary Sciences and Lunar and Planetary Lab., Univ. of Arizona, Tucson,
Ari zona 85721.
It is generally accepted that the plagioclase-rich lunar crust formed
at 4.5 ± 0.1 AE by fractional crystallization of a magma ocean of global ex
tent. For all reasonable lunar bulk compositions a complementary mafic cumu
late must be present at depth. Our inadequate knowledge of the bulk compo
sition of the Moon prohibits an accurate estimate of the thickness of this
mafic cumulate and, consequently, of the original depth of the magma ocean.
However, a consensus is beginning to form that a bulk composition similar to
those deduced by Taylor and Jakes [lJ and Ganapathy and Anders [2J is appro
priate for the Moon. Isotopic studies (Rb/Sr, Sm/Nd systematics) indicate
that REE abundance patterns in most mare basalts (Apollo 11 high-K variety
excepted) were inherited with little-or-no relative fractionation directly
from their source regions, and that the patterns were developed in the source
regions at 4.3 - 4.4 AE. A candidate for the source regions is the comple
mentary mafic cumulate. Simple fractional crystallization of a magma ocean
with a bulk composition similar to those referenced above [1,2J would probab
ly lead to efficient phase separation and the production of monominerallic
cumulates. Such cumulates are unattractive source regions for mare basalt
liquids. Walker et al. [3J have suggested that the differential effect of
pressure on the llquidus temperature gradient and an adiabatic temperature
gradient could lead to crystallization occurring at the base of a thick
magma ocean as well as at the top, resulting in inefficient separation of
phases and the production of polyminerallic cumulates which are more suitable
source regions for mare basalt liquids. This Abstract considers the evolution
of REE abundance patterns during fractional crystallization of a magma ocean
with the composition of model #2 of Ganapathy and Anders [2J. The crystalli
zation sequence (Table 1) is based on the experiments of Hodges and Kushiro
[4] and the crystallization model reflects the hypothesis of Walker et al.
[3J. Equilibrium partial melting of the polyminerallic cumulates so-formed
is modeled to satisfy isotopic constraints (Sm/Nd fractionated by less than
±20% [5J, Rb/Sr less than a factor of 4[6J, Eu/Sm arbitrarily less than a
factor of 4).
The evolution of REE abundance patterns in minerals and melt during frac
tional crystallization of the model lunar magma ocean is reported by Drake
[7J. Incorporating the hypothesis of Walker et ~. [3J, the solidification
of the magma ocean may proceed as illustrated schematically in Figure 1.
Olivine crystallizes for 50% of the solidification sequence. Olivine crystal
lizing at the base (symbol "b") forms a dunite, while olivine crystallizing
from the top (symbol "t") is still settling at F = 0.5 Orthopyroxene and,
subsequently, clinopyroxene plus plagioclase complete the crystallization
sequence. The behavior of orthpyroxene and clinopyroxene crystallizing at
the top and base of the magma ocean is qualitatively similar to the behavior
of olivine illustrated at F = 0.5. Olivine, orthopyroxene, and clinopyroxene,
which crystallized from the melt at different degrees of solidification, be
come intimately mixed in polyminerallic assemblages. Plagioclase is consider
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FIGURE 1. Schematic solidification of
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FIGURE 2. (a) REE in model cumulates, nor
malized to initial lunar abundances (C6).
Symbols x,e , .. , are average Apollo 17
high-Ti basalt [8J, normalized to Leedey
and scaled to Sm. (b) Same as (a) except
2.5% spinel crystallized from magma ocean
between F = 0.45 and 0.5. Dashed line~
are cumulates without spinel, solid lines
reflect 1% spinel in each cumulate.
TABLE 1. Approximate crystallization
sequence of model lunar composition.
After [4J.
Mineral
F
T(OC)
olivine
O~ 0.5
1380-1300
La
Sm Eu Gd
Lu
orthopyroxene 0.5-0.6 1300-1190
0.
6-1. 0 1190-1160
Clinopyroxene
FIGURE 4. Shaded area, average
.
Apollo 17 high-Ti basalt [8J normalized plagloclase
0.6-1.0 1190-1160
to Leedey (heavy line) and other published values for CC1. Symbols: X, 10%
partial melt of cumulate C without spinel (as Fig. 2a), initial lunar abun
dance = 11 x CC1; 0, 10% partial melt of cumulate C with 1% spinel (as Fig.
2b), initial lunar abundance = 10 x CC1; +, 5% partial melt of cumulate C
with spinel (as Fiq. 2b), initial lunar abundance = 10 x CC1.
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ed to float as illustrated in Figure 1. The percentages of each mineral in
model cumulates A, B, and C (Table 2) are arbitrary, but reflect the expected
tendency for the amount of olivine to decrease upwards in the sequence. The
degree of solidification sampled by each mineral is expected to increase up
wards in the sequence because all minerals except plagioclase sink.
REE abundances in the model cumulates are shown in Figure 2a. Also shown
is the abundance pattern for average Apollo 17 high-Ti basalt [8J normalized
to Leedey and scaled to Sm in each cumulates. Because the REE abundance pat
terns in mare basalt liquids were inherited from the source reqions with
little or no relative fractionation [5,6J it is instructive to compare the
pattern of the average basalt with the model cumulates. Model cumulate e most
closely matches the observed pattern, clinopyroxene being responsible for the
Eu anomaly. However, model c~mulate C is not unique in matching the observed
Eu anomaly. A distribution of model cumulates may be chosen in which the per
centage of clino~roxene varies inversely with the fraction of the system
which had solidified (F) when the clinopyroxene crystallized.
All model cumulates are too low in La. A mineral enriched in the light
REE is required to be present in the model cumulates to compensate for the de
ficiency in La. Plagioclase is an obvious candidate but is prohibited from
being present in very large quantities because, in equilibrium partial melt
ing, Rb will be strongly fractionated relative to Sr as will Eu relative to
Sm. Model calculations of equilibrium rartial melting of cumulates containinq
a small amount of plagioclase are in progress and will be presented at the
Conference. On the basis of one set of published partition coefficients
O'Hara et al. [9J have suggested that spinel might play an important role in
the evoTUtion of mare basalt liquids. Figure 2b takes account of the possi
bility thatasmall amount of the magma may crystallize as spinel r3] (note that
spinel is stable relative to plagioclase above ~10 kbars [4J). REE abundance
patterns in the model cumulates show an even greater depletion in La. However,
because of the very high spinel/melt partition coefficient for La, addition of
an arbitrary 1% spinel to each cumulate raises the La abundance to essentially
the correct value for cumulate C, and overcom ensates for cumulates A and B.
Extreme caution must be exercised when rawing conclusions based on a single
published set of partition coefficients, but it is important to note that the
light trivalent REE abundance patterns may be influenced by a volumetrically
insignificant percentage of a minor phase which is known to be a stable crys
tallization product of the model magma ocean composition at pressures corre
sponding to comparatively shallow depths in the Moon. The high Lu value in
the model cumulates is unexplained butwould result if the clinopyroxene/melt
partitioncoefficient for Lu used in the calculations is too high.
In addition to undergoing equilibrium partial melting while satisfying
the isotopic constraints, an additional constraint is that the degree of par
tial melting must be compatible with a realistic initial concentration (Co ~
10 x eCl) of REE in the bulk Moon (assuming homogeneous accretion). Note
that model composition #2 [2J predicts an enrichment relativ~ tn CCl of ap
proximately three. The evolution of Sm/Nd and Eu/Sm ratios during equilibrium
partial melting of model cumulates A, B, and C ~with and without spinel) is
shown in Figure 3. (The evolution of Rb/Sr ratios is not shown because, in
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the absence of plagioclase, essentially no relative fractionation occurs.)
The remainder of the discussion will be based on model cumulate C. Figure 3
shows that, in the absence of spinel or another mineral enriched ~ the ~
REE, 10-20% of the cumulate must me1tibefore the Sm/Nd constraint is satisfied .
This cum~late almost satisfies the Sm/Nd constraint at F = 0.1, and matches
the average high-Ti mare basalt pattern if the Moon initially contained (Co)
11 x CC1 (Figure 4.). With spinel present in the cumulate, the Sm/Nd con
straint is satisfied for all fractions of partial melting. Plotted on Figure
4 for comparison are the results of equilibrium partial melting of cumulate C
with 1% spinel at F = 0.1 and Co = 1D x CC1, and at F = 0.05 and Co = 10 x
CCl.
In summary, it is possible to reproduce some aspects of the REE abundance
patterns of high-Ti mare basalt liquids in a two-staqe model for thei r origin,
satisfying isotopic and initial abundance constraints. Clinopyroxene appe ars
to be the phase responsible for the Eu anomaly and the depletion of the light
REE. A phase must be present in the po1yminera11ic cumulate which raises the
La abundancp. and lowers the Lu abundance. In this Abstract the possible role
of spinel has been considered. The role of plagioclase will be also di scu sse d
at the Conference. If the Moon initially contained REE abundan ces of appro x
imately 10 x CC1, it requires 5-10% partial melting in order to reproduce the
observed basalt abundance patterns. The influence on the inferred initia l
lunar REE abundances of small amounts of melt trapped in the cumulate is being
investigated.
This work was supported by NASA Grant NGR 03-002-388.
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EXPERIMENTAL CALIBRATION OF SHOCK METAMORPHISM OF BASALT.
R. V. Gibbons, NAS-NRC Resident Research Assoc., NASA Johnson Space Center,
Houston, TX 77058; S. W. Kieffe~, R. B. Schaal, UCLA Geology Dept., Los
Angeles, CA 90024; F. Harz, NASA Johnson Space Center, Houston, TX 77058;
T. D. Thompson, Lockheed Electronics Company, Ho~ston, TX 77058.
To provide a more quantitative understanding of progressive shock meta
morphism of basaltic rocks, controlled shock recovery experiments have been
performed on unshockedtholeiitic basalt from drill core samples obtained near
Lonar Meteorite Crater (Deccan Traps, India). In an attempt to more accu
rately pressure calibrate various levels of shock metamorphism, these samples
provide a unique opportunity to compare artifically shocked basalt to that
shocked during the Lonar cratering event. Here, we describe the shock effects
produced in a series of the Lonar basalts shocked to pressures up to ~1000 kb.
We correlate these observations with those made on naturally shocked Lonar
basalt by Kieffer (1975), Kieffer et al. (1975), and Fredrikkson et al. (1973),
thereby assigning shock pressure regimes to the defined shock metamorphic
classes. Similar features are also observed in basalts shocked in underground
nuclear explosions, e.g., the Danny Boy event (Short, 1969a and James, 1969),
and thus our pressure calibration results may apply to any other shocked
basaltic rocks, including lunar mare basalts.
Shock Experiments. Details of the experimental procedures are described
by, e~~, Harz' (1970). In brief, basaltic disks up to 8 mm diameter and 0. 5
mm thickness were encapsulated in stainless steel "304" or "Fansteel 77" and
shocked at various pressures between -200 and 1000 kb by impacting the sample
assemblies with flat metal plates launched from a 20-mm propellant gun into a
vacuum chamber evacuated to an ambient pressure of ~ 10- 3 atm. The samples
were recovered and fabricated into polished thin sections for petrographic
and microprobe analyses. The shock pressures, as determined by graphical
impedance matching techniques (e.g" Duvall and Fowles, 1963) using Hugonot
data reported in Mcqueen et al. (1970) and Jones et al. (1965), are accurate
to approximately !3%. The duration of the shock pulse typically is ~ l micro
second. Samples have been shocked to 202,250,270,281,334,428,442,445,
510, 578, 594. 642, 696, ~ 900, and ~ 1050 kb. Samples shocked to 578 kb and
higher have not yet been evaluated petrographically.
lonar Basalt. The Lonar basalts are ty~ical Deccan Trap tholeiitic flood
basalts. Unweathered basalts are porphyritic to microporphyritic ( ~ 1.5 mm),
with groundmass crystals <0.2 mm. The primary minerals are plagioclase, two
pyroxenes, iron-titanium oxides, and devitrified glass (palagonite). The
plagioclase crystals are generally tabular to acicular; typically 5 - 10% are
phenocrysts. A'lbite twinning is common in both the phenocrysts and the matrix
plagioclase; many, but not all, grains show undulatory extinction. The
pyroxenes are irregular in shape and generally show extensive fractures and
cleavages. This contrasts with the lack of extensive cleavages or fractures
in the plagioclase. The ilmenite is subhedral to euhedral, slightly but not
extensively fractured, and often shows hematite exsolution. The palagonite
fills irregular intergranular cavities; it occurs in places as glass but
generally as fibrous crystals radiating inwards from cavity walls. Secondary
minerals observed but comprising only a very small portion of the basalt used
in the shock experiments include hematite, calcite, zeolites, chlorite, and
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serpentine.
Progressive Shock Metamorphism: Natural. The naturally shock-meta
morphosed basalts from Lonar Crater have been divided into five textural
classes by Kieffer et al. (1975). In Class 1, fracturing and comminution are
the obvious evidence of shock. In Class 2, plagioclase laths are partially
to totally vitrified but retain their original shapes (diaplectic glass or
maskelynite). Class 3 is characterized by isotropic plagioclase which shows
minor evidence of flow and/or vesiculation. Most is still maskelynite. In
Class 4, vesiculation and flow of the clear plagioclase glass is extensive;
original crystal forms are generally not recognizable. Class 5 rocks are
characterized by brown shock glass which exhibits abundant schlieren, flow
features, and vesicles. These glasses probably represent "whole rock" melts,
though they often contain fragments of relict pyroxene grains (Schaal et al.,
1975) .
Progressive Shock Metamorphism: Exeerimental.
202 kb: The sample shows fairly unlform though slight increase in
irregular fracturing; otherwise, there is no difference from the unshocked
rock. Locally, there may be minor increases in undulatory extinction in both
pyroxene and plagioclase; however, the unshocked samples also showed similar
features. The pyroxene is pervasively fractured but hardly more so than the
unshocked pyroxene; the plagioclase may contain a few more fractures but is
generally relatively fracture-free. There is no maskelynite in most of the
sample, but a few isotropic plagioclase grains are present near one part of
the circumference of the disk, probably indicating a locally higher shock
pressure. The devitrified palagonite is still crystalline like in the un
shocked rock. The Fe-Ti oxide phases show some fracturing but, otherwise, no
shock effects.
250 kb: This sample, like that shocked to 202 kb, looks seemingly un
shocked in plane-polarized light. The plagioclase still exhibits its
characteristic forms. However, in cross-polarized light, the plagioclase
varies from crystals with slightly reduced interference colors to completely
isotropic; that is, there is partial to complete vitrification to maskelynite.
The pyroxenes, as at 202 kb, show severe fracturing and crushing, maybe more
mosaicism and undulatory extinction, and are still crystalline. The
devitrified palagonite shows slightly decreased birefringence but is still
deep yellow-brown in color. There is no detectable difference in the opaque
phases.
270 kb: The only difference from the 250 kb sample is that most of the
plagioclase is maskelynite; less than 5% crystalline plagioclase is preserved,
which shows minor birefringence and extreme undulatory extinction. The
pyroxenes are still crystalline but almost all grains now show undulatory
extinction. The palagonite is also still crystalline with no significant
change from 250 kb.
281 kb: This sample is almost identical to that shocked to 270 kb. A
small percentage of the plagioclase is still only partially vitrified; most
has been totally transformed to maskelynite.
334 kb: This sample is very similar except that plagioclase is 100%
vitrified. There are slightly more irregularities in the plagioclase grain
bounda,ries but, priJ1J~ri. ly; tb,e crysta,l forms are pre~eryed. Locally, there
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may be minor plagioclase melt engulfing broken pyroxene crystals but flow is
not obvious. The plagioclase is primarily maskelynite. The pyroxene is still
crystalline. The palagonite, however, is now much reduced in birefringence;
some, but not all, is isotropic. There is no significant change in the opaques.
428 kb: This sample is very similar to the 334 kb sample. The
plagioclase is all isotropic, the pyroxene is still crystalline, and most
palagonite is isotropic or nearly so. Flow is insignificant to negligible in
the plagioclase as most crystal forms are preserved; thus, most of the
plagioclase is still diaplectic maske1ynite.
442 kb and 445 kb: These samples are very similar to that shocked to
428 kb. One difference is that some few plagioclase crystals display
incipient melting . . Flow is not obvious as most crystal forms are preserved;
however, some irregular areas are anomalous and appear to have melted. The
oyroxene is still crystalline. The palagonite appears to be completely
isotropic.
510 kb: This sample is similar to those shocked in the 400 kb range
except for: (1) the presence of a little more plagioclase melt glass, some
of which shows fine vesiculation. (2) local recrystallization of the pyroxene,
and (3) possible decomposition of the palagonite. The remaining plagioclase
is maskelynite; the pyroxene is still crystalline. The pa1agonite is
completely isotropic. The opaques appear relatively unshocked except for
irregular fractures.
Correl ation Between Experimentally and Naturally Shocked Basalts. By
comparing our observations on the experimentally shocked basalts with those
made on the naturally shocked Lonar basalts, a modified quantified scheme of
progressive shock metamorphism similar to those proposed by Short (1969b),
James (1969) and Sttlffler (1971) is presented in Table 1. Class 1, equivalent
to B of Short, 0 of Stoff1er, and i of James, represents peak shock pressures
<200 kb. Our Class 2, characterized by partial to total transformation of
plagioclase to maske1ynite (diap1ectic glass), represents pressures of =200 to
400 kb. Class 3, characterized by the first appearance of flow features in
the plagioclase. represents pressures of approximately 400 to 600 kb. Class
4, represented by totally fused and partially vesiculated plagioclase, is
estimated to require pressures >600 kb and Class 5. shock-melted basaltic
rock, is estimated to require pressures in excess of 800 to 1000 kb. The
pressures for Classes 4 and 5 are tentative; based on our other experimental
studies on pyroxene and plagioclase single crystals and powders (e.g., Gibbons
et a1 .• 1975) and on preliminary studies of the higher experimentally shocked
basalts, these latter pressures may have to be revised upwards.
Post-shock.. temperatures. on the average, probably approximate those
suggested by Stoff1er (1971). However. such averages do not adequately
represent the true temperature distribution in a shocked sample. For a
particular shock pressure, each mineral species, and to a certain extent, each
individual crystal, attains a different post.shock temperature according to
its compressibility, density, and small scale grain boundary geometry, which
affect the shock pressure reached. Thus, the pressure and associated tempera
ture distribution in a single shocked sample is very heterogeneous. For
example. in a specimen shocked to 400 kb (the approximate boundary between
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Class 2 and Class 3) some of the plagioclase has reached ~ 1500°C (its melting
point). the remaining maskelynite has reached a lower temperature range (may
be 800° to l400°C). the pyroxene crystals have reached temperatures up to
~ 800°C (about half those of the plagioclase on the basis of respective
Hugoniots). and the denser and less compressible oxides, even lower tempera
tures (e.g., Ahrens and O'Keefe. 1972). Thus. it seems inappropriate to give
a single post-shock temperature for a basalt shocked to such an intermediate
pressure level. It is more important to realize how heterogeneous the
temperature distribution probably is. In any shocked rock. including "whole
rock" melts. temperatures may vary by hundreds of degrees over distances
measured in microns. In natural rock melts of Class 5. significant super
heating must have occurred locally in order for the whole rock to have melted.
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SULFUR IN MARE BASALTS AND THEIR SOURCE t1AGMAS. Everett K. Gibson,
TN7/Geochemistry Branch, NASA Johnson Space Center, Houston, TX 77058 .
It is now recognized that lunar basalts have undergone outgassing,reduc
tion, and loss of their volatile components. In addition, desulfuration of
the mare basalts has occurred (Sato and Helz, 1971; Gibson and Moore, 1974;
Brett, 1975; Gibson et al., 1975) . . Lunar basalts from Apollo 11 and 17 range
in sulfur content from 1500 to 2770 ~gS/g. Their sulfur abundance is greater
than twice the value observed for the Apollo 12 and 15 basalts (Gibson and
~100re, 1974) or for terrestrial basalts (Moore and Fabbi, 1971).
In the case
of terrestrial subaerial lavas loss of sulfur occurs by degassing during
eruption .andcooling. whereas submarine basalts have retained sulfur because
of th~ hydrostatic pressure. Hawaiian subaerial basalts range in sulfur con
tents from 13 to 264 ~gS/g with a mean sulfur content of 115 ~gS/g (Gibson
and ~100re, 1974). Cripe (1973) showed that subaerial basalts ranged in
sulfur content from 17 to 460 ~gS/g with a mean sulfur content of 238 ~gS/g.
Columbia River flood plateau basalts ranged from 30 to 846 ~gS/g with a
median value of 438 ~gS/g. Submarine basalts from Hawaii have the greatest
sulfur content of any terrestrial basalts, ranging from 420 to 1300 ~gS/g
with a median value of 860 ~gS/g (Cripe, 1973).
Photogeologic evidence shows that the lava flows in r~are Imbrium extend
for lengths up to 1200 km (Schaber, 1973). Once a lava has reached the lunar
surface, the confining pressure is decreased and outgassing readily occurs,
especially during flowage (provided that the crust of the flow is broken,
otherwise the lithostatic pressure is sufficient to retain the volatiles).
The viscosity of lunar basalts is quite low (Weill et al., 1971) thus permit
ting ease of flow provided that a gradient in the terrain exists. The outgas
sing should continue until a solid crust develops. Loss of sulfur from lunar
basalts has been examined by Skinner (1970).
An example of volatile element loss, especially sulfur, from a terres
trial lava flow can be seen in the 1973 Mauna Ulu. Hawaii flow of approxi
mately ' 7.2 km length. Samples of lava were collected at the vent, and dis
tances away from the vent until the flow front was reached. Sulfur abundances
were measured on the samples and the .data are given in Fig. 1. Samples col
lected at the vent averaged 157 + 9 ~gS/g while those at the flow front (7.2
km distance from the vent) contaTned an average of 65 + 5 ~gS/g. During
flowage the 1ava outgassed to a degree that the i ni ti aT sul fur content was
decreased by a factor of 2.5. Swanson and Fabbi (1973) noted similar vola
tile loss during fountaining and flowage of basaltic lava at Kilauea Volcano,
Hawai i .
If terrestrial lavas can lose sulfur during flowage, the question can be
asked, "What was the initial sulfur abundance of lunar basalts before extru
sion onto the lunar surface and after flowing great distances?" Terrestrial
lava flows apparently lose their sulfur because of oxidation processes,
resulting in the loss of sulfur dioxide. In the case of lunar lava flows,
the low oxygen fugacities associated with lunar basalts suggests that the
oxidation mechanism plays only a minor role in the loss of lunar sulfur. Sato
et al. (1973) noted that for loss of sulfur to occur from lunar basalt melts
via the following reactions:
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(1) FeS troil ite = FeD + 1/2 Sd (vapor)
(2) Fe~~lt + S~;lt = Feo + 1/2 S2t (vapor)

(1 )

The loss of 100 ppm sulfur would result in the precipitation of 175 ppm
metallic iron. If one assumes that all of the metallic iron present in mare
basalts results from the desulfuration of FeS, we can calculate minimum
amounts of sulfur lost from Eq. 1. The calculated sulfur losses are added to
the sulfur abundances measured for the basalts and the resulting sulfur con
centration may represent the approximate minimum initial sulfur concentration
of the source magma for that particular basalt. From the reported Feo and S
values in the literature, one Apollo 11 and three Apollo 12 basalts were also
calculated. The results of these calculations are given in Table 1. The
mean sulfur abundances for the Apollo 11 and 17 basalt source magmas are
similar (2540 and 2760 ~gS/g, respectively) and those of Apollo 12 and 15 are
almost identical (1185 and 1110 ~gS/g, respectively). Brett (1975) pointed
out that the source magmas for the Apollo 11 and 17 basalts were saturated
with sulfur whereas the Apollo 12 and 15 basalt source magmas were under
saturated.
Previously Gibson and Moore (1974) noted that sulfur abundances measured
for anorthositic material from the lunar highlands contained less than 40
~gS/g (Table 1). The low-sulfur concentrations for anorthosities is a factor
of 25 less than mare basalts at the Apollo 12 and 15 sites and a factor of 60
less than the mare basalt concentrations at the Apollo 11 and 17 sites.
Either the highland anorthositic materials have been efficiently depleted in
their sulfur abundances relative to mare basalts or the basalts have been
efficiently enriched relative to anorthosites. It is our belief that sulfur
was removed from the 1unar crust (i.e. anorthosites) early in the hi story of
the Moon. In addition, because of sutfur1s siderophile and chalcophile
nature it was excluded from lunar anorthosites, similar to its depletion in
terrestrial rocks enriched in calcium and aluminum (Gibson and Moore, unpub.).
The enrichment of sulfur in mare basalts, as compared to lunar-crustal
materials (anorthosites), suggests that the mare basalt source regions are
enriched in sulfur. Such sulfur enrichment in the lunar interior may be due
to an incomplete separation of potential core forming Fe-FeS liquids (Brett,
1973; Taylor and Jakes, 1974) and retention of sulfur in the mare basalt
source regi ons.
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Table 1
sulfur abundances for mare basalt source magmas and highland
materials.

MARE BASALTS

MEAN SULFUR
ABUNDANCES,ppm

APOLLO 11

(1)

2540

APOLLO 12

(3 )

1185

( 8)

1110

(5 )

2760

APOLLO 15
'<

APOLLO 17

HIGHLAND MATERIALS

MEAN SULFUR
ABUNDANCES,ppm

APOLLO 14

( 3)

<40

APOLLO 15

(4 )

<40

APOLLO 16

( 4)

<40

APOLLO 17

(1 )
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THE SIGNIFICANCE OF LAVA TUBES AND CHANNELS IN COMPARATIVE
PLANETOLOGY. R. Greeley, Univ. Santa Clara, NASA-Ames Research Center,
245-5, Moffett Field, CA. 94035.
The existence of lava tubes and channels on the lunar surface was a con
tested subject prior to the "J" mission Apollo landings. Now, however, the
majority of lunar investigators accept this origin for most lunar sinuous
rilles. The turning point in opinion occurred with the Apollo 15 landing at
the Hadley Rille (a lava channel - collapsed lava tube) and the acquisition
of low sun angle photographs of mare surfaces showing abundant lava flow
textures and structures. Concurrent with the Apollo missions, geological
field studies of terrestrial lava tubes and channels provided the quantita
tive and qualitative data to aid in the interpretation of the structures
observed and photographed on the mare surface. These same studies were
beneficial in analyzing suspected martian volcanic features imaged by Mariner
9 and enabled the rapid identification of lava tubes and channels on Mars.
The next stage in the analysis of planetary lava flows is to extend the
studies beyond simple recognition of lava tubes and channels toward an
Understanding of the implications that these features have in terms of
eruptive histories, styles of volcanism, and relations to the stratigraphic
record.
Lava tubes form exclusively in basaltic lavas, primarily of fluid varie
ties; their formation is a complex phenomenon dependent on the chemical and
physical properties of the lava, the rate of eruption, and the pre-flow topo
graphy. The distinction between lava tubes and lava channels is somewhat
arbitrary - a lava channel involves restricted flow without a surface crust
or roof, a lava tube involves restricted flow beneath a roof. A single flow
structure may be part channel and part tube; many lava tubes collapse as
soon as the liquid lava drains. Both features are efficient conduits for
feeding lava flow fronts, and heat loss is very low within lava tubes (a drop
of only 10-200C was measured in Hawaii for flow wi thin a tube over a distance
of 10 km (1)), thus enhancing their role in extending basalt flows over long
distances.
Knowledge of the parameters governing the formation and morphology of
lava tubes and channels ultimately will allow better interpretations of
analogous extraterrestrial structures. While that knowledge is far from
complete, observations of actively forming lava tubes and channels (2,3,4),
studies of cooled tubes (5,6,7), and theoretical considerations of lava tube
activity (8,9) permit sufficient information to be drawn together to make
some generalizations about channel and lava tube geology and the resulting
implications for planetary surface studies:
1.

Presence of lava tubes - indicative of basaltic lavas; rate of
eruption was probably intermediate to high (comparable to Hawaiian
rates); extremely high rates (Columbia River style) do not appear
to produce lava tubes; eruptions were probably sporadic, but of
long duration.
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2.

Vent area - Mapped distributions of sets of lava tubes provide a
good indication of source, or vent areas within basaltic plains,
such as in the lunar maria. However, because tubes and channels
can develop within flows away from the vent, the upper end of a
single tube or channel is not definitive evidence of the source area
unless there is an obvious vent, such as , a crater.

3.

Transport mechanism and stratigraphic relations - Because of their
heat retention properties and their mode of forming distributary
systems, lava tubes and channels are effective . condui ts for trans
porting lava · from the vent to the flow front in certain types of
basal tic eruptions; therefore., mapping their distribution and
orientations provide insight for geol.ogic mapping of flows ' and flow
units. · The final posirion, however, of the lava tube or charmel can
be any place within the flow, even along the lateral margin of the
flow.
'
The planimetric form of tubes and channels ranges from single units
of rather straight course-lines, to single meandrous structures, to
complex anastomosing networks of tubes and channels. The form is
dependent, at least in part, on the preflow gradient (more gentle
slopes result in more meandrous and/or branching forms), volume of
erupti ve surges (high volume surge causes lava to . rupture tube roofs,
or to over flow existing channels, which results in braided flow
systems; these are conunon near the vent area), and preflow tubes
and channels, which are frequently used by subsequent eruptions.

4.

Erosion wi thin lava tubes and channels - Erosion of pre-flow rocks
by lava wi thin tubes through melting and ;'plucking" has been noted
wi thin lava tubes (7), and inferred from observations . of active
flows (4). Hulme (8) and Carr (9) believe that erosion by lava
plays a significant role in the formati9n of large, uniform lunar
sinuous rilles.

5.

Surface features . related to lava tubes -A variety of distinctive
basal tic surface features are often directly associated with lava
tubes, including collapse craters, tumuli, perched lava ponds, lava
lakesi and others. Many ofth~se features are identified on
planetary surfaces.
.
.

. .

.

Although not genetically related, the q)Urse,of lava tubes and
channels is often influenced or partly controlled by faults, rift
zones, and fissures.
:"

'.

Preliminary analyses of the distribution of probable lava tubes,
channels, and related surface features in lunar maria suggest that different
styles of volcanism operated during the emplacement of runar basalts (10).
Similar studies of some martian channels show that "plains-forming" volcanism
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occurred in some regions of Mars, similar to the younger basalt eruptions on
the Moon. The apparent absence of lava tubes and channels on Mercury, how
ever, might indicate that either the smooth mercurian plains were emplaced
by flood eruptions or are not of volcanic origin.
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THE ASYMMETRIC DISTRIBUTION OF LUNAR MARIA AND THE EARTH'S GRAVITY
Jack B. Hartung, Dept. of Earth and Space Sciences,
The State University of New York, Stony Brook, New York . 11794
Introduction
A central problem in the study of the moon is to explain the lack of
symmetry in the distribution of mare basalts over the lunar surface. Lunar
maria are located dominantly on the earth-facing side of the moon and are more
concentrated near the equator than at the ~ole~. In this paper we will
attempt to show that the asymmetric distribution of maria may be caused by the
strong gravitational attraction of the earth on the moon. In addition, we
will argue the earthward center-of-mass offset of the moon is an effect,
rather than related to the cause, of the lunar maria distribution asymmetry.
Representation of the Effect of the Earth's Gravity
To the first approximation; both the earth and the moon may be considered
spherically symmetrical, thus enabling their mutual interaction to be calcu
lated as if their masses were located at their respective centers of gravity.
This approach permits low-accuracy orbital mechanics calculations, but is not
suitable for use in explaining spherical asymmetries at a sizable distance
from the lunar center of gravity.
A second approximation has been used to explain tides raised on the earth
by the moon's gravity. This view recognizes that the material on the side of
the earth closer to the moon is affected m6rethanmaterial at the center of
the earth. This results in the existence of a tidal bulge on the moon-facing
side of the earth. Also, material on the opposite side of the earth is
affected less than material at the earth's center. This results in a tidal
bulge on the side of the earth away from the moon. Because the distance to
the moon is considered large compared to the radius of the earth; the two
tidal bulges are nearly equal. In principle, the same considerations apply to
the effect of the earth's gravity on the moon. According to this approxi
mation, the action of the earth's gravity at the moon results in forces
relative to the moon which are symmetric about a plane through the moon's
center and perpendicular to the earth-moon line and which, therefore, cannot
be used to aid in the explanation of the lunar mare distribution asymmetry.
We now proceed to a third approximation in search of an asymmetry-pro
ducing effect. Under the above assumption that the two bodies are separated
by a large distance the gravitational "lines of force" from one body are
essentially parallel as they pass and act to distort the second body. Parallel
"lines of force" may be expected to result in bilateral symmetry. Actually,
gravitational "lines of force" are directed radially from the first body, thus
producing a situation at the second body where bilateral symmetry should not
be expected. Furthermore, we would expect the deviation from bilateral
symmetry to become more pronounced when bodies are closer together. This
consideration is particularly important because there is strong reason to
believe that at one time, possibly when mare basalts were being extruded, the
earth and the moon were much closer to one another than at the present (1).
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Application of the Restricted Three-body Formulation
To develop a third approximation of the effect of the earth's gravity on
the moon we have adopted the formulation for the restricted three-body
problem. With this approach a potential may be calculated for any point in
space rotating with the earth-moon system. Circular motion for the earth and
moon about their common center of mass is assumed. For points in the plane
of the moon's orbit this potential is given by
U

+

1 - m

rl

+

m

[1]

r2

where x and yare the coordinates of the point in a system rotating with the
earth and moon and centered at the center of mass of the earth-moon system,
rl is the distance to the point from the earth, r 2 is that distance from the
moon, and m is the mass of the moon. The units are dimensionless, i.e. units
are chosen so that the earth-moon distance, the mass of the earth and moon
together, the orbital period for the moon, and the universal gravitation
constant are all unity. The last term of equation [lJ is the gravitational
potential related to the moon; the s~cond term is that related to the earth;
and the first term is the rotational potential resulting because all points
considered are rotating with the earth-moon system. See Szebehely (2) or
McCuskey (3) for a more complete description of the restricted three-body
problem.
We envision a set of equipotential surfaces in the vicinity of the moon.
We assume the moon to be spherically symmetric initially and ask the question,
"To what extent does the potential at a point on the back side of the moon
differ from that at a point on the front side of the moon?" If a "higher"
potential exists at the earth-facing side than at the back side, then the
corresponding difference in forces could allow .the extrusion of mare basalt
magmas preferentially on the earth-facing side of the moon. According to the
sign convention of Szebehely (2) the "highest" potentials occur at the centers
of masses of bodies, so we may think of an unconfined fluid at the surface of
the moon seeking its own level at the "highest" possible equipotential surface.
Results and Discussion
Using well-known values for the masses of the earth and moon, the mean
radius of the moon, and the present mean earth-moon distance (4) in
equation [1] we find that the potential at the earth-facing side is "higher"
than that at the back side by 1.8 x 10- 7 units. To obtain a feel for the
significance of this difference we normalize with respect to the potential
difference corresponding to a change in elevation above the moon's surface of
1 km, which is about 1.5 x 10- 3 units. Thus, the ratio of the difference in
potential between the front and back sides of the moon over the potential
difference corresponding to a l-km elevation change at the surface of the moon
is 1.2 x 10- 4 , a small and probably negligible value.
However, if we consider this same ratio at some earlier epoch in earth
moon history, when the two objects were closer together, a quite different
result is obtained. Shown in figure 1 is the above-described normalized
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potential difference plotted as a function of earth-moon distance. At an
earth-moon distance of about one-tenth the present value the normalized
potential difference reaches a value of one. Interpreted simply, this means
that an unconfined fluid on th,e moon would seek a level 1 km higher above a
spherically synunetric moon on the front side than on the back side.
Admittedly, this analysis does not ~eal with difficult aspects ' of mare basalt
magma formation, possible sub-surface motion, and extrusion. However, the
analysis does indicate the existence of factors which act in an asymmetric
fashion and which may have controlled the approximate location of mare masalt
magma extrusion. We suggest that, in a way similar to the motion of ground
water through and over the earth's crust toward a "maximum" equipotential
surface, mare basalt magmas moved through and over the lunar crust seeking a
"maximum" equipotential surface. Such , a surface was found at the surface of
the moon, with minor exceptions, only on its earth-facing side.
, Based on a similar analysis it may be shown that the poles of the moon
are even less likely locationi for magma extrusions than either the front or
the back sides of the moon: Because the potential difference existing between
two altitudes above the lunar surface ii almost linearly related to the
corresponding altitude difference, we can use figure 1 in the following w~y.
For example, at an earth'""moon distance of about one-sixth of the present value,
the normalized potential difference is 0.1. This corresponds to a situation
whe~e an equipotential surface coincident wi~h the acttial surface at the back
side of a spherically symmetric moon rises 0.1 times 1 krn or 100 m above the
actual surface on the front side. At the present earth-moon distance the
normalized potential difference is about 0.0001, indicating a corresponding
elevation difference for an equipotential surface of about 10 cm.
Cause of Lunar Ce'nter-of-Mass Offset
If we assume melting of mare basalt magma was not confined to the front
side of the moon, then our suggestions imply that some form of communication
must have existed between melted material wherever it was produced. If such
communication did exist, the forces present due to the earth's gravity would
tend to cause material to move along those communication lines toward the
earth-facing surface of the moon. Thus, if corninun'ication extended to the back
side of the moon, a net transfer of mass from the back to the front side could
be expected. The displaced material required to explain a 2-krn center~of-mass
offset must have a mass-distance product of 1.5 x 10 3 0 g-cm in an earthward
direction. This is equivalent to moving a yolume of mare material 1000 krn in
diameter and 2 krn thick 3000 krn toward the earth relative to the moon's center
of mass. This displacement may be within reason because no specific element
of volume is required to move that distance. What is required is that this
amount of material was poured out onto the lunar surface under a sort of
hydrostatic head originating 3000 krn away on the back side of the moon. The
earth's gravity, of course, provided the potential difference required to
assure motion of a communicating fluid over that distance. Should more mass
have been extruded onto the lunar sur'face,the cormnunicating distance could
have been correspondingly less.
'
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This interpretation considers that a more or less spherically symmetric
moon existed before mare basalt magma extrusion and that the maria
distribution asymmetry together with the center-of-mass offset were effects
caused ultimately by the earth's gravity. This is in contrast to a commonly
held view that the center-of-mass offset predated mare basalt magma extrusion
and was the result of a thicker crust on the back side than on the front side
of the moon (5). A difficulty with this latter view is that the problem of
explaining an asymmetric maria distribution has been transferred to become
the problem of explaining an asymmetric distribution of lunar crust
thicknesses.
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MODE OF OCCURRENCE AND STYLE OF EMPLACEMENT OF LUNAR MARE DEPOSITS;
James W. Head, Brown University, Department of Geological Sciences, Provi
dence, Rhode Island 02912.
The distribution, mode of occurrence, and style of emplacement of lunar
mare deposits may hold important clues to their volumes, thicknesses, mode of
origin, source areas, and to the location and significance of interior zones
of melting. l The distribution of mare deposits is shown in Fig. 1 and the
location of major lunar impact basins in Fig. 2. The vast majority of mare
deposits are related to the presence of major lunar basins in their mode of
occurrence (Figs. 1-3). Since the fluid mare lavas preferentially flood low
lying areas, this association appears to be easily explained by the fact that
impact basin events excavate large holes, and create associated peripheral
structural depressions during the modification stages of the cratering event.
Data from the orbital laser altimeter support this observation. Although
elevation differences exist from mare to mare, the surfaces of all maria are
lower in elevation than the vast majority of the highlands. There are no
major mare deposits perched at high topographic levels in the uplands. Mare
deposits are located preferentially in the larger basins because these were
originally the deepest structures and the larger topographic depressions have
a relatively long lifetime as a lunar surface feature.
The style of emplacement of mare deposits is summarized in Fig. 4. In
old heavily cratered basins, early mare deposits were often concentrated in
the lows formed by post-basin craters and continued flooding would often
yield a complex mosaic of generally continuous, but mottled mare fill. In
the younger basins, early stages of mare fill appear to have been concentra
ted in the central region and in discontinuous arcuate bands around the base
of the major scarps, while continued flooding merged earlier deposits, pro
ducing a continuous deposit on the basin floor. Subsidence of the basin in
terior and continued flooding could produce a somewhat circular interior
deposit, or young flows could originate from the basin edge and be emplaced
asa series of discrete, elongated flows.
Lunar basins exist in a wide range of states of degradation. All lunar
basins formed prior to about 3.8 BY ago, in the period preceeding mare vol
canism. The basin degradational states seen today are very similar to what
they were at the onset of mare volcanism because the vast majority of crater
degradation took place in early, pre-mare lunar history. Therefore, in
addition to the areal control on mare deposit occurrence exerted by the pre
sence of basins, the state of degradation of the basin exerts an influence
on the mode of occurrence, style of emplacement, and geometry of mare fill.
Older, more degraded basins are shallower due to pre-mare infilling by im
pact debris and possibly pre-mare volcanic filling, and/or isostatic read
justments in a time period of thinner crust or differing crustal thermal
characteristics. In addition, older basins accumulate abundant impacts on
their deposits, causing basin outlines and floors to be topographically
irregular.
References: K) Head, J. W. (1975) Mode of Occurrence and Style of Emplace
ment of Lunar Mare Deposits; in preparation.
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LUNAR MARE DEPOSITS: AREAS, VOLUMES, SEQUENCE, AND
IMPLICATION FOR MELTING IN SOURCE AREAS, James W. Head; Brown
University, Providence, Rhode Island,
02912
The surface distribution, characteristics, and stratigra
phic relationships of lunar mare deposits provide important
clues to the significance of mare volcanism in space and time
and to the thermal history of the Moon.
Areal and Volumetric Significance of Mare Volcanism--The
areas of lunar surface covered by mare deposits were recently
measured in detail to provide summary values for individual ma
ria and total lunar mare deposits. The methods used, bounda
ries, and detailed measurements, are presented elsewhere. l
These values should represent some improvements over previous
estimates. 2 Figure 1 shows the nearside-farside distribution
of mare deposits. The total area of recognized mare deposits
exposed on the surface of the Moon is about 6.3 x 10 6 km 2 .
Mare deposits cover only about 17% of the total surface area
of the Moon.
Volume estimates for mare deposits have been obtained
from morphometric relationships of partially flooded pre-mare
craters. 3 Estimates for degraded circular basin fill (Tran
quillitatis), irregular shallow maria (Procellarum), and basin
concentric maria (Frigoris)
average less than 1000 meters.
DeHon 5 states that the average thickness for the shallow
eastern maria (Tranquillitatis, Fecunditatis, Spumens, Undarum,
Smythii) is only 350 to 400 meters. Taking the liberal 1000
meter average thickness for the area covered by shallow maria
yields a total volume of about 4.6 x 106km 3 • Young circular
basins have thicker deposits in their central areas as evi
denced by lack of protruding crater rims and by relationships
and geometry in the relatively unflooded Orientale basin.6
Thicknesses may reach 8-10 km in the innermost portions of the
basins while thicknesses over wide areas of the remainder of
the circular maria appear similar to the shallow maria. Pre
liminary volume estimates for circular maria l yield a total
volume estimate of~5.3 x 106km 3 . The total volume estimate
f0 all maria emplaced on the lunar surface is about 10 x 10 6
km. This represents less than one percent of the total volume
of a lunar crust of 60 km average thickness. The total area
covered (6.3 x 106km 2 ) and volume (~lO x 10 6 km 3 ) of mare
material seem rather small when compared to the visual im
pression offered by the lunar nearside from Earth. However,
this impression is corrected in the equal-area projection of
Fig. 1 where nearside limb foreshortening is removed. For
comparison, the Martian shield volcano Olympus Mons 8 in its
present form has a volume of about 2.6 x 106km3~ various
terrestrial flood basalts9 have volumes of 0.70 x 106km3

3
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(Deccan, ~ndia), 0.30 x 106km3 (Columb~a and Snake River, U.S.),
0.25 x 10 km 3 (Siberia), and 0.20 x 10 km 3 (parang' ~razil).
Lunar examples ~nclude Tranquillitatis (0.26 x 10 km ), Smythii
« 0.06 x 106km ), Undarum and Spumens (0.01 x 106km3~, 3 3
Fecunditatis (0.13 x 10bkm 3), and Nectaris (0.08 x 10 km ).
The combined volume of15he three distinctive Eratosthenign ~low
phases in Mare Imbrium
has been estimated at 0.04 x 10 km .
Discussi~n--The volume of mare material on the surface
(--10 x 106km ) thus appears to be surprisingly small, parti
cularly when compared to total crustal volume «1%). This
volume may have implications for the nature and amount of melting
in the regions of magma generation. The portion of the lunar
interior from 100- 300 km depth is approximately the source re~ion
for mare basalts. 1 2 The volume of this region is 5.95 x 109km •
Doubling the volume of surface mare basalts to allow for basalts
emplaced between the source region and the surface gives a value
which is less than one percent of the source area volume. If
the regions of melting are a factor of ten larger than the
volume of basalts estimated to be emplaced in the crust and on
the surface (i.e., approximately 10% partial melting has
occurred), then magma source regions still represent an extremely
small portion of the total volume of the 100-300 km depth source
area (less than 5%). If surface mare deposits can be taken as
an approximate indication of amounts of melting at depth, then
these considerations suggest that melting was not pervasive and
was perhaps localized in nature.
Seguence of Emplacement of Mare Deposits--An early Ti-rich
mare phase (Apollo 11, 17-type basalts) flooded large areas of
the eastern portion of the lunar nearside in the early Imbrian
Period (about 3.5 to 3.8 BY ago). An intermediate age, less
Ti-rich phase (Apollo 12, 15-type basalts), flooded widespread
areas of the Moon predominantly in the middle to late Imbrian
Period (about 3.0 to 3.5 BY ago). Finally, a second, late Ti
rich phase (unsampled by Apollo and Luna) flooded portions of
Mare Imbrium and the western maria in the early Eratosthenian
Period (about 2.5 to 3.0 BY ago)l,7 Analysis of the area 7
covered by these deposits was carried out using Whitaker's
color difference images. Early blue mare and dark mantle de
posits from copernicu~ eastward to eastern Tranquillitatis
cover ~~out 385,000km. Additional areas underl~ing later de
posits
may bring the total to about 500,000 km. Applying
thickness estimates to this area yields a preliminary estimate
for the volume of the 6ar~y Ti-rich central and eastern maria
of less than 0.50 x 10 km. Intermediate stage volcanism,
represented by intermediate and red maria, covers extensive
su6fase areas of the nearside (1.9 x 106km 2 , red maria; 1.5 x
10 km , intermediate maria) and is clearly the volumetrically
most important stage of volcanism. Late stage Ti-rich
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volcanism is centered in the western maria (Humorum, 6ro~ellarum,
Imbrium) and covers a surface area of about 0.09 x 10 km • This
stage appears to be less voluminous than the intermediate stage
but perhaps slightly more voluminous than the early Ti-rich
stage.
Discussion--If the surface distribution of distinctive mare
deposits can be generally correlated with the position of sub
surface zones of melting, then this suggests that at least the
first and last phase of mare deposition represent regionally
localized sources of melting in the lunar interior (er~t-central
nearside and west-central nearside). Hays and Walker
indicate
that the source depths for parent magmas increased with time
from an ilmenite-bearing cumulate zone near 100 km depth for
Apollo 11 and 17 rocks, to an ilmenite-free olivine pyroxenite
zone at depths greater than 200 km for the younger Apollo 12
rocks. The presence
!~e Ti-rich flows of even younger age
in Oceanus Procellarum'
suggest 1) that melting returned to
the level of the shallow ilmenite-bearing cumulates late in the
history of mare volcanism (heterogeneous heating), or 2) that
the source areas themselves are irregularly layered or unlayered
(heterogeneous source areas).
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Distribution of mare deposits
P = Pa1us; L = Lacus).
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MAFIC GLASS SPHERULES FROM PALUS PUTREDINUS: MAY THEY
BE USED TO IDENTIFY MARE BASALT VENT SOURCES? Grant Heiken, Los
Alamos Scientific Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM
87545, and David
S. McKay, Johnson Space Center, Houston, TX 77058
Identification and mapping of lunar deposits with possible
pyroclastic origins may provide information on the location and
type of mare basalt vents. Tephra deposits must be taken into
consideration in any evolutionary models of mare basalt formation
and eruption.
Samples from the 2.4 m deep section of regolith sampled at
the Apollo 15 landing site contain both emerald-green and orange
glass spheres. The latter are similar to those studied at the
Apollo 17 landing site. Glass droplets collected at the Apollo
11, 15, and 17 landing sites have been interpreted as having a
pyroclastic origin (1, 2). Although chemically different, the
glass spherules from each of the landing sites have textural and
morphological characteristics in common. Similar spherules are
formed in lava fountains of low viscosity lavas on Earth. While
on Earth lava fountaining is a local phenomenon, rarely deposit
ing tephra over an area more than a few km in radius, on the Moon
the area covered by the same amount of tephra should extend for a
few tens of km around the vent.
Green glass is a significant regolith component (up to 6 pe~
cent) and may represent a reworked local deposit. If there is a
deposit of green glass within the sequence of Imbrian lavas and
regolith, then an argument for the origin of Hadley Rille as an
eroded lava channel, rather than as a fracture, is strengthened.
The head of the rille, a cleft whichy may be a vent area and a
source of tephra, is within 60 km of the area sampled (4).
Orange glass spheres found at the Apollo 15 site comprise
only a trace, up to 1 percent, of the near-surface regolith. The
orange glass may have been mixed into the regolith from a deposit
located within the Imbrium Basin or have been deposited as ejecta
from impacts into the Sulpicius Gallus formation, located 100 to
150 km east of Palus Putredinus. Orange and black deposits were
observed in the Sulpicius Gallus formation, located around the
southwest inner ring of the Serenitatis Basin; this unit was
interpreted as a pyroclastic deposit (5). On the basis of refle~
tivity spectra of orange and black (partly crystallized orange
spheres) glass spheres collected at the Apollo 17 landing site,
the Sulpicius Gallus formation has been tentatively correlated
with the dark mantling material in the Taurus-Littrow area (6).
If it is assumed that the dark mantling material was deposited as
tephra from lava fountains, then much of the area covered by the
SUlpicius Gallus formation must have been penetrated by numerous
closely spaced individual vents or fissure vents oriented paral~
lel to the wall of the Serenitatis Basin.
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If the orange glass spheres from the Apollo 15 landing site
are indeed from the Sulpicius Gallus formation, then determina
tions of the formation ages and chemistry of the spheres should
provide clues as to the contemporaneity of eruptions around the
rim of the Serenitatis Basin and, indirectly, to the process of
basin filling by mare lava flows.
References:
1) McKay, D. S., et al., 1973, Proc. Lunar Sci.
Conf. 4th, p. 225-238; 2) Heiken, G. H., 1974, et al., Geochim.
Cosmochim. Acta, 38, p. 1703-1718: 3) McGetchin, T. R. and J. W.
Head, 1973, Science, 180, p. 68-71: 4) Howard, K. A., et al.,
1972, Proc. Lunar Sci~onf. 3rd, p. 1-14: 5) Lucchitta, B. K.
and H. H. Schmitt, 1974, Proc. Lunar Sci, Conf. 5th, p. 223-234:
6) Adams, J. B., et al., 1974, Proc. Lunar Sci. Conf. 5th, p.
171-186.
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MARE BASALTS:
PETROLOGY
F. N. Hodges and J. J. Papike, Dept. of
Earth and Space Sciences, State Univ. of New York, Stony Brook, N. Y. 11794
The textural development of mare basalts is largely a function of major
element chemistry; variation within each group resulting principally from
different cooling rates at or near the lunar surface. Mare basalt samples
can thus be placed in textural sequences (table 1, figs. 1-40) where cooling
rate is the principal variable. Textural data, combined with modal, chemical
(Rhodes et. al, this vol.), and mineral chemical (Papike and Hodges, this
vol.) data place important constraints upon the nature of mare volcanism.
Modal data for the various groups of mare basalts is presented in figs. 41
46, average values have been used where more than one mode exist for the
same sample.
Textural and modal data for the A-ll low-K basalts correlates well with
the chemical data, indicating that the A-ll low-K basalts represent a dif
ferentiation sequence related through the loss of olivine and ilmenite. The
degree of differentiation increases with decreasing cooling rate, indicating
that the samples represent the upper portions of one or more cooling units
and are not crystal cumulates. Textural and modal data for the A-ll high-K
basalts show little systematic variation and are consistent with chemical
data which indicates little fractionation between the various samples.
Experimental evidence indicates that at least part of the textural variation
within the high-K basalts may result from variations in oxygen fugacity
during crystallization (1).
A-17 very high-Ti basalts exhibit wide textural variation that in
general is not systematically related to major element variation within the
samples, indicating that several cooling units in various stages of differ
e ntiation were sampled at the site. Samples from the A-17 site that show
chemical similarities to the A-ll low-K basalts are also texturally (fig. 18)
and modally similar to the A-ll low-K basalts.
The A-12 and A-15 olivine basalts, though chemically similar, are text
urally dissimilar, the two sequences converging only in the coarser grained
samples 15555 (fig. 27) and 12035 (fig. 36). The vesicularity of the A-15
olivine basalts and evidence that many of the A-12 olivine basalts are oli
vine cumulates may indicate that the A-15 olivine basalts are principally
samples of the upper portion of a cooling unit, while the A-12 olivine
basalts, with notable exceptions (i.e. 12009), are representative of the lower
portion of a cooling unit. Radial aggregates of pyroxene phenocryst (fig. 33)
indicate little movement of pyroxene phenocryst after formation and are con
sistent with calculations (2) that indicate negligible settling of pyroxene in
the A-12 olivine basalts.
The A-15 pigeonite (quartz normative) basalts are a group of strongly
pyroxene phyric basalts characterized by pyroxene- phenocryst with cores of
pigeonite mantled by augite. The A-15 pigeonite basalts show limited chemical
variation; however, some degree of fractionation is indicated. Cooling rate
studies (3) indicate the possibility of deriving the entire textural range
present in the A-15 plgeonite basalts through variations in cooling rate and
indicate that intratelluric phenocryst need not be present to explain their
porphyritic textures. However, major element chemistry requires either
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redistribution of phases after emplacement or fractionation prior to emplace
ment and multiple cooling units. The A-12 pigeonite basalts, texturally
similar to the A-15 pigeonite basalts, show very little chemical variation and
probably represent one cooling unit. Textural relations of pyroxene pheno
cryst (fig. '30) indicates little movement of phenocryst after formation.
The A-12 ilmenite basalts are as diverse texturally and modally as they
are chemically, offering further evidence that they are isolated samples and
do not represent a coherent group of mare basalts.
1.
2.
3.

Usselman, T.M., Lofgren, G.E., and Donaldson, C. (1975) Lunar Sci. VI,
p. 835-837.
Walker, D., Kirkpatrick, R.J., Longhi, J., and Hays, J.F. (1975) Proc.
Lunar Sci, Conf. 6th, in Press.
Lofgren, G., Donaldson, C.H., Williams, R.J., Mullins, 0., Jr., and
Usselman, T.M. (1974) Proc. Lunar Sci. Conf. 5th, p. 549-567.

Complete references will be given in a subsequent publication.
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62-71
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61-1'04
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15545,15556,15016,15555

A-IS pigeonite

46-70
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24-48
(33)

3-4
(J.6)

Ti

10049,10022,10057,10017,10024,10072
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74235,70215,74275,71055,75075,70017,70035

15597,15595,15476,15495,15475,15076,15085,15065

,
does not include vitrophyres.

Fig. 1-40 Photomicrographs (long dimension in all photomicrographs = 7 rom)
A-11 low-K:
(1) 10020,40; (2) 10062,44; (3) 10003,50; (4) 10050,43;
(5) 10058,37; (6) 10047,64. A-11 high-K:
(7) 10049,40; (8) 10022,109;
(9) 10057,138; (10) 10017,95; (11) 10024,31; (12) 10072,53. A-17 very high
Ti:
(13) 74235,50; (14) 74275,86; (15) 71055,66; (16) 70017,132; (17)70035,
14. A-17 low-K:
(18) 75055,16. A-15 pigeonite(QN):
(19) 15597,26; (20)
15595,33; (21) 15495,92; (22) 15475,150; (23) 15076,71; (24) 15065,83. A-15
olivine:
(25) 15556,32; (26) 15016,150; (27) 15555,172. A-12 pigeonite:
(28) 12052,90; (29) 12065,93; (30) 12021,135. A-12 olivine:
(31) 12009,12;
(32) 12004,58; (33) 12075,25; (34) 12020,11; (35) 12040,41; (36) 12035,21.
A-12 ilmenite:
(37) 12022,117; (38) 12063,11; (39) 12051,57; (40) 12064,19.
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MARE BASALT PETROGENESIS: THE ROLE OF HYBRIDIZATION. Norman J.
Hubbard. NASA Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas 77058.
There is a high de~ree of chemical similarity among mare basalts from 4
widely separated sites (Apollo 11, 12, 15 and 17) (Fig. 1) relative to the
other two major classes of lunar rocks, anorthositic rocks and KREEP. This
suggests that a homogenizing process' was active in the petrogenetic province
represented by the front side of the Moon. This observation is even more
striking when one considers the degree of chemical fractionation required to
produce the high-Ti, low-K mare basalts from plausible initial lunar composi
tions, such as that derived by Ganapathy and Anders (1974).
There is a major qualitative difference between basaltic petrogenesis on
the Moon and on Earth . The tectonically active Earth is capable of rapidly
thrusting hot mantle material from considerable depths to shallow regions
where the lowered pressures result in partial melting to generate oceanic
ridge basalts. Cool crustal material is thrust downward into hot regions
where increasing temperatures can be expected to cause partial melting of the
downthrust material and contribute to island arc volcanics. Such a situation
leads readily to the consideration of source regions (materials) and the act
of magma generation (partial melting) as separate variables in the overall
genesis of a magma. The Moon is different. Our best understanding of the
lunar record indicates that the ~~oon was never able to routinely move large
amounts of material from one set of P-T conditions to another, sharply differ
ent set of P-T conditions as an integral part of magma generation. Lunar
magmas were generated under a restricted set of P-T conditions. These re
stricted conditions are outlined in a recent lunar thermal model which com
bines the constraints and implication of geophysical and geochemical data to
produce an updated assessment of the Moon's thermal history (Hubbard and
Minear, 1975). The petrogenetic environment for the Moon is one in which
there are few. if any, abrupt and large changes in the P-T condition experi
enced by the source regions of lunar magmas. All petrogenesis of magmas
derived from the interior occurred in a slowly cooling environment and with
material that had been at or near solidus temperatures for much or all of
previous lunar history.
Because mare basalts represent a large chemical fractionation from cur
rently plausible initial lunar compositions, petrogenetic models have either
assumed a source material produced by cumulate processes during extensive
chemical fractionation of an initial lunar material or a source material whose
melting behavior was critically conditioned by minerals produced by gas-solid
equilibria prior to accretion of the Moon (Ringwood. 1975). It has not yet
been demonstrated that such a cumulate can really be produced, i.e. that all
the required elemental and isotopic ratios can be tucked into a single mat
erial by cumulate processes. With respect to the model set forth by Ringwood
(1975), the preservation of pre-lunar minerals, produced by gas-solid equili
bria, is inconsistent with th'e lunar thermal history inferred from the igneous
history of lunar rocks. i.e. they should have been reacted away at the high
temperatures and in the presence of silicate liquid .
The most seri ous faults of the "cumul ate source-parti a1 melti ng event
models are self-inflicted. Any thermal model that gets the outer part of the
II
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Moon hot enough to provide for the observed igneous record, also leaves the
outer hundreds of kilometers of the Moon at near solidus temperatures (for
mare basalts) for the first 1 to 2 billion years. For at least the first few
hundred millions of years, a significant fraction of the outer one-half of
the Moon must have been above the solidus temperature of chemical compositions
similar to mare basalts . Super solidus temperatures are plausible for the
entire time span between the initial chemical fractionations and the eruption
of mare basalts. If this conclusion is coupled with the Sr and Nd isotopic
data, which show that the material in the high-Ti, 10w-K mare basalts experi
enced Rb/Sr and Sm/Nd fractionations 4.4-4.2 x 10 9 years ago, then it can be
concluded that the major chemical fractionations recorded in the interelement
and isotopic ratios of mare basalts were essentially established very early in
lunar history and that the resulting fractionated material was very probably
maintained for a few hundred million years at near solidus temperatures.
Consider further that the region of near solidus temperatures must encom
pass a diversity of chemically fractionated materials. The volumes of frac
tionated materials (i.e. high Ti mare basalts and their immediate precursors)
are unlikely to be large simply because plausible initial compositions
(Ganapathy and Anders, 1974) cannot yield large amounts of such material. It
is also reasonable to expect that the small amount of more chemically frac
tionated materials will be in relatively close proximity to each other simply
because so much of the initial mass must have crystallized before the more
fractionated compositions are reached. The anticipated small volumes and
near proximities suggest that residual liquids need move only a few kilometers
at most to come in contact with cumul ates of di fferent bul k chemi stry. Thus,
one can visualize that very early in lunar history a collection of chemically
fractionated materials were produced in a spatially limited region and were
held at super solidus temperatures for much, perhaps all, of subsequent time
until the eruption of mare basalts. This situation is very favorable for the
migration and hybridization of a variety of residual liquids that were
initially produced by a variety of equilibria. The direct equilibration of a
residual liquid , pure or hybridized, with a cumulate produced by earlier or
later equilibria is to be expected. In other words, the major problem of
simple cumulate models, i.e . can they produce a single source material with
the required interelement and isotopic ratios, may not really exist because
some residual liquids can be re-equilibrated with cumulate minera10gies other
than those with which they were initially associated.
What are the energy sources that might drive hybridization? First,
there are energy sources related to the intrinsic evolution of the Moon as a
planetary body. Second, there are external energy sources such as impacts,
induction mechanisms, and tidal forces. The intrinsic energy sources are
closely tied to the Moon's thermal history.
The mechanical effects intrinsic to a cool thermal model, such as that
proposed by Hubbard and ~linear (1975), are perhaps the most promising. Even
though such a model starts with the outer one-hal f of the f100n molten, this
material rapidly becomes a crystal mush and a solid crust forms. Below the
initially molten zone, the Moon is still solid. Consider also that as
crystallization proceeds liquid ( p = 3.0 gms/cc) is replaced with solid ( p ~
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3.3-3.4 gms/cc) providing a 10% volume change. For a 350 km thick initially
molten zone total crystal1ization will provide about 35 km of shrinkage. The
outer part of this molten zone cools and shrinks before subjacent depths. The
tensional forces generated in the outer part can be expected to be partly
translated into compressional forces in the hotter, still partly molten sub
jacent zones. By this and other more complex mechanisms, one can expect that
even monotonic cooling of an initially molten zone will generate mechanical
stresses that may become effective in migrating silicate liquids from one
cumulate zone to another.
Large, basin-forming, impacts input large amounts of energy and since
they occurred prior to the eruption of mare basalts this energy must have a
rather non-negligible effect on the hot material that is to become the source
material of mare basalts . This would be especially true of the Gargantuan
Basin (Cadogan, 1974), if it is real. The mechanical energy will work in the
direction of homogeneization, perhaps by simple stirring. Thermal energy
input by the i mpact, or preserved by blanketing effects, will primarily
augment the period of super solidus temperatures or cause remelting. In
either case, conditions favoring hybridization of residual liquids are
enhanced.
References:
Cadogan P. H. (1974) Oldest and largest lunar basin. Nature 250, 315-316.
Ganapa thy R. and Anders E. (1974) Bul k compos iti ons of the r·100n and Earth,
estimated from meteorites . . Proc . Lunar Sci. Conf. 5th, 1181-1206.
Hubbard N. J. and ~~inear J. W. Tf975)A physical and chemical model of early
lunar history. Proc. Lunar Sci. Conf. 6th, in press.
Ringwood A. E. (1975)--Som~aspects of the minor element chemistry of lunar
rnare basalts. The Moon J1.., 127-158.
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77058.
It is now widelv accepted that mare basalt magmas have their ultimate
origins as partial melts in the lunar interior, but their petrogenesis
remains a controversial topic. Experimental petrologv can open a window into
the lunar interior and yield information on the origins of mare basalt magmas
only if the following condition is true: that the natural samples (used in
high-pressure studies) are reasonably similar in composition to the primitive
parental magmas generated at depth. Thus, it is critically important to
establish that these chosen samples have not experienced significant composi
tional modification by low-pressure fractionation processes.
Melting experiments in vacuum or in controlled gas atmospheres can define
cooling histories, crystallization sequences, equilibrium liquid-lines-of
descent and fractionation trends, for a particular mare basalt suite. They
also indicate which of the natural samples are le~st affected by near-surface
processes and are thus the most suitable for high-pressure studies. However,
the technical problems associated with such experiments can introduce serious
error into the results.
Any change in the bulk composition of the sample, or
its oxygen content (i.e. Fe 3 +/Fe 2 +, Cr 3YCr 2 + ratios), can substantially alter
the crystallization sequence and liquid-line-of-descent. A sample may react
with its container and lose "FeO" by alloying with Mo, Pt or Ag-Pd. When Feo
containers are used in vacuum, the sample may gain'FeO" if oxygen diffuses
into the system. However, Fig. 1 shows that samples in spec. pure Feo cap
sules do not gain detectable amounts of FeO in runs of normal duration (e.g.,
up to 6 hrs. at 1230°C), provided double evacuated Si0 2 -g1ass tubes are used.
These techniques are presently in use (1). Satisfactory results are also ob
tained where samples are suspended by a negligible mass of Pt wire, in con
trolled atmospheres (2).
The use of Mo sample containers requires controlled
atmospheres with f02 = Fe - Fel-xO, to preserve constant bulk composition in
the charge
(3).
But such oxygen fugacity conditions may be unrealistically
high, since intrinsic f02 measurements of natural samples (4) and the pres
ence of Ti 0 compcn~in natural lunar armalcolites, imply oxygen fugacities
3 5
near metal saturation (5).
O'Hara and co-workers (6-9) have argued that mare basalts, in general,
and the high-Ti suite in particular, are extreme differentiates of mare
lava lakes.
They further suggest that the hand specimens are not representa
tive of magma compositions, but have had a complex history involving post
eruptive cumulus enrichment of microphenocrysts in a cotectic liquid (= dif
ferentiated liquid simultaneously saturated with many crystalline phases).
If their interpretations are correct, it follows that high-pressure studies
would contribute nothing to our understanding of mare basalt origins. How
ever, the experimentally-determined liquid-lines-of-descent (1, 10) show that
high-Ti basalts cannot be near surface derivatives of a low-Ti parental mag
ma.
Furthermore, the similarity between the liquid-line-of-descent, and the
composition range of low-K high-Ti basalts, indicates that simple crystal
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liquid fractionation-and not some more complex process-was the main factor
determining their chemical variety. Finally, it can be shown that post-erup
tive accumulation did not occur in high-Ti basalt 70215. Any cumulus-enriched
composition, when brought to its liquidus in laboratory melting experiments,
would crystallize only one phase. But 70215 is found to be simultaneously
saturated with olivine, armalcolite and spinel at its liquidus (Fig. 2) and
was therefore entirely liquid on eruption.
Petrologic and geochemical observations suggest that much of the chemical
diversity in the olivine-normative low-Ti basalts is due to fractionation of
olivine + minor spinel, and this is confirmed by the experimental results
(1, 3, 8, 11).
The best choice for high-pressure studies is therefore the
most magnesian and least-fractionated non-cumulate sample.
[Note that com
paring the Fo contents of experimental liquidus olivines with the most magne
sian natural olivine is not a sufficiently sensitive test to discriminate non
cumulate compositions from those with only a few percent of cumulus olivine
(1) ] •

High-pressure equilibria for a typical olivine-normative low-Ti basalt
composition 15555-15016 (1) are illustrated by Fig. 3. Olivine is the liqui
dus phase to 12 kb, pyroxene at higher pressures. There is no a priori reason
to assume that this composition represents a primary, unfractionated magma
from the lunar interior-a more realistic interpretation would be that it had
experienced a limited amount of olivine fractionation, but is still reason
ably similar in composition to its primitive p~rental magma.
In such an even4
the high-pressure results can be interpreted in terms of an olivine-pyroxenite
source region, at a minimum depth of 240 km.
Other workers (e.g. 11, 12) con
firm an olivine-pyroxenite source region mineralogy for the low-Ti suite, at
depths ranging from 200-340 km (to 500 km if Green Glass is included).
It is
generally agreed that a spectrum of low-Ti magmas could be produced over this
depth interval, with the more olivine-normative varieties produced at greater
depths.
The mineralogy and P-T regime of low-Ti source regions are thus well
established by high-pressure studies,.but their evolutionary history is still
unspecified.
The source regions lie in either the primitive, undifferentiated
lunar interior, or in a differentiated cumulate sequence.
Isotope systematics
point to a two-stage evolution for low-Ti source regions (13, 14). The early
ferromagnesian cumulates formed during the differentiation of the outer moon
at 4.6-4.4 b.y. (15) are thus the obvious choice for low-Ti source regions.
However, there are problems with this interpretation. Low-Ti basalts (ex
cluding one Luna 16 sample) have apparently come from more radiogenic sources
than low-K high-Ti basalts (Fig. 4). Also the primitive, undifferentiated
deep lunar interior is potentially a more fertile source for mare basalts than
a barren, refractory early cumulate.
If low-Ti magmas originated in the prim
itive lunar mantle, they could perhaps acquire their isotopic characteristics
through some form of interaction with the differentiated outer layers (14).
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There is room for re-evaluation of the hig~ -pressure equilibria for high
Ti compositions.
70215 has olivine, pyroxene and ilmenite on its high-pres
sure liquidus (1, 10) and has been interpreted as a partial melt of a shallow
subcrustal, ilmenite-bearing source, itself an end-product of the early dif
ferentiation of the moon (10). However, this scenario is open to considera
ble doubt: 70215 was not the best choice for high-pressure experiments,
since the simultaneous saturation of its liquidus in vacuum with three phases
(Fig. 2) points conclusively to a prior fractionation history. Furthermore,
the above scenario is inconsistent with experimental results obtained on some
of the least-fractionated high-Ti basalts. These compositions have olivine
alone, then pyroxene at higher pressures, but never ilmenite, on their
liquidi and their implied source regions lie below 250 km (1, 16).
If these high-pressure studies provide a valid
guide to high-Ti
basalt petrogenesis, then the implied olivine-pyroxenite source regions lie at
depths comparable to those of the low-Ti suite. But geochemical constraints
(different relative Eu Anomalies, similar K 0 and P 0 contents) demonstrate
2 5
2
that the two suites cannot be explained by aifferenE degrees of partial melt
ing of the same source material, nor by subsequent melting events. A locally
heterogeneous lunar mantle is required, but the nature and cause of the heter
ogeneities are unknown.
Alternatively, the high-pressure equilibria could have little real rele
vance in terms of the petrogenesis of the high-Ti suite. This would be the
case if high-Ti basalts were hybrid liquids produced by the assimilation of
sub-crustal Ti-rich material, by a parental magma from deeper source regions
(1, 17, 18). This scenario is attractive because it can explain--at least
qualitatively--many of the observed geochemical and isotopic characteristics
of high-Ti basalts.
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INH m~O G ENEITY OF TRACE EL E11ENT DISTRIBUTIONS FROM STUD I ES OF THE
RARE EARTHS AND OTHER ELEr,lENTS I N SIZE FRACTIONS OF CRUSHED BASALT 70135
Randy L. Ko rotev* and Larry A. Haskin~ NASA Johnsen Space Center~ Houston, TX
770 58~ *als o Dep t. of Chemi stry , University of Wisconsin, r~ad i s on, VJJ 53706,
1~e have ana lyzed sieved si ze fY'act i ons, individual sma.11 pieces) and
minel"al separates f rom coarse'!y crushnd 1unal" basa.l t 70135 by instrumental
neutron acti vat i on analysis (INAA) for the elements Na, Sc~ Ct " fe, Co, the
rare ea r t h el ements (REE) , Hf~ and Ta. The size fractions were stud i ed in
order t o search for any chemical effe cts of purely mechanic al commi nut i on of
po sible l unar soil source materl al. Different compositions for di ffe rent
size fra cti ons were found to occur because the various component mineral s
fracti ona te d among the size ranges because of their different sizes and
phys ica l proper t ies such as hardness and cleavage. Also~ through abrasion,
the tra ce element-ri ch glassy material concentrated along grain bounda r ies
duri g crystallization (mesostasis), becomes enriched in the finest material "
Effe ct s of these processes can probably explain some observations on lunar
so ils (1).
Basa lt 70135 i s a coarse-grained~ plagioc1ase-poikilitic ilme ni te basalt
( 2 ) wit h 2.8% mo dal olivine (3). Sample 70135,27 was allocated in at l east 4
large pi ece (H . t~ i e s mann, person al comm.) totall i ng 5.0 9 to N. Kubba rd of
t he JSG mass spec trometr i c isotope di 1 uti on 01S10) 1aboratory. Th ree of these
pieces (3 . 3 g) were coa rse ly crushed and 1.4 g of the result in g ma t er i al we re
fin ely ground i n t he JSC -MSID la b. From that finely ground material two
sample s were an al yzed. One, weigh i ng 52 mg, was analyzed for RE E and ot her
trace el eme nts by r~ SID and reported by Shih et al. (4). The other , we ighin g
21 mg, was ana l yzed by J . C. Brannon of this laboratory by INAA for Co and Sc
(r po r ted i n Sh ih et al.) and for the REE (unpubl i shed). The chondrite
nOt'mali ze d REE di agY'ams for these two analyses are included 'in figure 1.
Note that the MSID val ues range about 5-10% higher than the INAA values .
For t hi s work the remaining chip of 70135,27 (1.6 g) was coarsely cr ushed
until all pie ce s had diameters <2 mm and s i eved into 9 size fractions. the
fines t be i ng <20 ~m . Re su lts of the ana l yses of samples from the vari ous s ize
f acti ons are plo t t ed against sieve mesh size in f igures 2 and 3. Three
sample s of t he 250-500 ~m fraction obtained by using a sample splitter and
each con tainin g 150 to 220 particles . show considerable spread (dashes in the
figures) with ma ximum concentration ratios of 1.45 for Na and Eu and 1.22 for
Fe .
The R [ E ~ Hf, Ta~ and Na are enriched in the finest fraction. The light
REE are mo e enri ched than the heavy REE with La a factor of 2 more
concentraL d than in t he i nte rmedi ate size fl"acti ons. The Lu concentrati on
Y'ema i ns fa irl y cons tant with part i cle size. The mafic-related elements Fe a.nd
Sc are dep l eted i n the <20 ~m fract ion by about 15% and 2~% from their
concen t rati ons i n t he coarser fractions, Preliminary mixing-model calcula
ti ons base d on mi neral sepa l" ates and estimated mesostasis composition indicate
tha t th ese data are i n accord with relative loss of clinopyroxene and gain in
pla gi oclase and mesosta,sis with dec reasing grain size.
Ei ght in di vi dual particl es randomly selected f':"om the 1-2 mm
fra cti on III/e re a n a l ~/zed to compare t he scatter in element
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Brannon were taken from the same
homogenized stock. The weighted
. average of seven <500~m fractions
is probably a reasonable approx
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ysis for the chip of 70135,27
crushed in this experiment.
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concentrations with that observed in our analyses of 155 individual particles
of 1-2 mm fines from Apollo 17 (5). T~e particles were thin-sectioned after
analysis. The REE concentrations of the eight particles normalized to chon
drites, are plotted in figure 4. The La values range over a factor of 20 for
the eight particles. This results partly from nonrepresentative mineralogy of
the eight particles. For example, particle F in figure 4 contains no plagio
clase in thin section, hence the low Eu value (5.6 x chondrites) and Na20
value of 0.085%. Particles Band E contain over 50% plagioclase in thin sec
tion. These particles have high Na20 values of 0.51 %and 0.67%, respectively.
The FeO values range from 12.4% in particle E, which shows only 5% ilmenite ·
in thin section, to 22.9 % FeO in particle A, which shows 32% ilmenite. For
the REE, however, the major factor is varying amounts of trace element rich
mesostasis. The particle with highest REE concentrations (0 in figure 4)
contains 4% glassy mesostasis in thin section. Similar material was not ob
served in any other particle, though particle A has glassy inclusions in the
ilmenite. Particle G contains much plagioclase (39%) and has an appropriate
ly high Na20 content of 0.60% and typical Eu value of 22 x chondrites. How
ever, it apparently contains very little mesostasis as the overall REE content
is the lowest observed. Particle H, which has no Eu anoma1y, contains 15%
plagioclase and 36% ilmenite, the highest ilmenite content observed. The
range of REE values in these eight partic1es is compared with the range of
the <500 wm fractions in figure 5. Note that, except for Eu, the chondrite
normalized REE diagram for the <20 wm fraction is para11el with that for
particle 0 indicating enrichment in mesostasis of the finest fraction.
No "whole rock" analysis was done in this study. However, the weighted
averages of either the eight 1-2 mm partic1es or the <500 wm materia1approxi
mates such an analysis, with the latter average expected to be the better
approximation. These averages are given in table 1 and the REE va1ues plot
ted in figure 1. The <500 wm REE va1ues are 1.5 to 2.0 tinles lower than the
values of Shih et a1 . and Brannon for different portions of the same allocat
ed sample. On the same figure values from Lau1 et al. (6) for sample
70135,35 are plotted. Those va1ues are some 1.5 times higher than the va1ues
of Shih et al. and Brannon for 70135,27. This indicates considerab1e REE
heterogeneity over distances of a few centimeters even for samp1es represent
ing over a gram of homogenized material in two of the three cases. The data
on individual 1-2 mm partic1es and the three samp1es of many 250-500 wm
partic1es suggest that for small samples «20 mg) REE heterogeneity is due to
a relatively few, sma11, very trace element-rich pockets of mesostasis
scattered throughout the rock.
These data graphica1ly illustrate common sampling prob1ems. The problem
of representativity of aliquants used in chemical analysis is an old one,
even for lunar samples (4,7,8). It is clear from the above results that , to
obtain a representative sample of 70135, it would have been necessary to
pu1verize and mix the entire rock. To do so would have been neither reason
able nor sensible. The value of the analysis of 70135 is not to represent
that rock, but to represent mare basalts of its class in general, or at least
in the flow from which that rock came. Although an accurate average value
for 70135 would be superior to the value for any single gram chip, it wou1d
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not be significantly superior. It is far better to analyze 2 or 3 separate
one-gram chips, acknowledge the inhomogeneity, and take that inhomogeneity
into proper account when interpreting the data in terms of the genesis of
1una r bas a1ts .
If the analyses of the one-gram chips are to be representative of those
chips, however, care must be taken not to fractionate the mineral components
from each other during preparation of the samples for analysis. If a chip is
crushed or ground in such a way to produce a wide variety of particle sizes
(as was purposely done in this study), all such particle sizes must be repre
sentatively included in the analyzed aliquant. Selective inclusion or
exclusion of the finest material may especially bias the sample. This can
occur during sample transfers, for example. The problem can be minimized by
reducing all the material to a fine powder. The range of chondrite normalized
REE abundances shown in figure 1 from one rock is greater than the range of 16
samples of 14 Apollo 17 basalts reported by Shih et al. Yet everyone of the
sets of analyses in the figure is or could be the result of allocating and
sampling techniques currently in use.
Sampling problems such as these are discussed in advanced texts on
chemical analysis (e.g. (7)).
El ement
Na20 (%)
FeO (%)
Sc (\.Ig/g)
Cr
Co
La
Ce
Sm
Eu
Tb
Yb
Lu
Hf
Ta

Table 1
Weighted
<SOO \.1m
0.406
19.0
79.4
4S1S
22.7
3.64
lS.1

average
1-2 mm
0.397
lB.7
84.3
4730
19.0
4.94
19.2

6.48
1 . 72

B.16
1.72

1.94
7.02
1 .04
6.7
1.66

2.46
7.92
1 .06
7.4
l.S6
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APOLLO 17 BASALTS AND LUNAR EVOLUTION CONSTRAINTS. J. C. Laul l ,
A. V. Murali 2 , R. A. Schmitt 2 , H. Wakita 3 . lEarth and Planetary Chemistry
Section, Battelle-Northwest, Richland, WA; 2Radiation Center, Oregon State
University, Corvallis, Oregon; 3Chemistry Department, University of Tokyo,
Tokyo, Japan.
The bulk and the LIL (large ion lithophile) trace elements including the
REE ele~eQts indicate two compositionally distinct types of titaniferous
basalts\l) at the Taurus-Litt10w site. Type I comprises the majority of
Apollo 17 basalts and are characterized by very high Ti02 (10.8%-14.4%),
Cr203 (>0.35%), and V(>90 ppm) contents. Type II (3 basalts) are character
ized by low Ti02 «9%), Cr203 «0.23%) and V «30 ppm) contents. Based on
the REE patterns (Fig. 1) and a plot of Sm versus MgO + Ti02 contents (Fig. 2),
we suggest at least five basaltic flow units at the Apollo 17 site. Compos i
tionally, the Apollo 17 basalts are similar to the Apollo 11 low alkali
basalts, and this suggests a rather similar source region for these basalts.
The LIL abundances in the Apollo 17 basalts are on the average lower relative
to the LIL abundances in the Apollo 11 basalts. This may be attributable to
either a greater degree of partial melting of similar source cumulates rel
ative to the Apollo 11 basalts or a similar partial melting if the source
cumulates are somewhat different. The Sm/Eu ratios among the low alkali flow
units at the two sites vary somewhat, suggesting slightly different modes of
partial melting of their source cumulates; the observed variable LIL contents
in basalts may reflect variable quantities of trapped liquid and melt inclu
sions in the source cumulates. Olivine control is not responsible for the
observed differences in the Sm/Eu ratios.
Figure 3 shows a correlation plot between Sm and the chondritic normal
ized Sm/Eu ratios for all varieties of samples taken from all eight lunar
sites. Cataclastic anorthosites with the largest positive Eu anomalies lie
at the l ower left corner. As the Sm abundance increases greater than 2.8 ppm
(14x chondrites), a negative Eu a nomaly results for all samples. An approx
imate continuous trend is noticed from pure anorthosite to high K-KREEP, as
the Sm abundances vary over three orders of magnitude. This continuum series
strongly suggests that ANT-KREEP type rocks and the mare basalt source
materials may be derived fr om a systematic and common magmatic differentia
tion.(2) For such a chemical differentiation mechanism, the cumulate minerals
occluded significant amounts of trapped liquid and melt inclusi ons, and the
magma changed its chemical composition progressively. Since the distribution
coefficients (solid/liquid) of the LIL trace elements in the cumulates are in
general very low, the LIL concentrations in the magma increased continuously.
KREEP represents a concentrated residual liquid, rich in LIL trace elements
beneath the plagioclase zone.(3) The LIL trace element concentrations in a
cumulate will be controlled largely by the LIL content in the trapped liquid
and melt inclusi ons within the cumulate. The trapped liquids and inclusions
in the cumulates will solidify as ad cumulus and orthocumulus.(4) Thus, the
observed LIL concentration and pattern in a rock is largely a result of
partial melting of the solidified trapped liquid and melt inclusions and the
cumulate accessory minerals in the source materials.
A significant clue for the trapped liquid and melt inclusion hypothesis

APOLLO 17 BASALTS AND LUNAR EVOLUTION CONSTRAINTS.
Laul, J.C. et al.

became evident from our experimental study of nine fragments of a highly
heterogeneous ancient dunite-72417.(5) Olivine (Fo 87.5) varies from 87% - 98%
and plagioclase varies from 1% - 11%. The LIL trace elements vary by over an
order of magnitude (Fig. 4) in these fragments. The A1203 shows strong cor
relations with REE, Ba, Sr, K, Na and Ca, suggesting that these elements are
concentrated in trapped liQuid and melt inclusions which are rich in a plagio
clase component.
Characterization of the inferred scenario of the primary differentiated
seQuences and the source materials is far more complex due to the complex
history of the moon. Even the ancient 4.55 ± 0.10 AE dunite(6), based on our
chemical data, is a product of a second stage magma rather than the first
stage differentiated seQuences of a primitive magma. Contrary to earlier sug
gestions that the dunite 72417 was a primary cumulate, interpretation of the
data indicates that the dunite crystallized out of a highland gabbroic
anorthositic crustal magma pool. The anorthosites 15415, 60015 and 61016,
which were considered to be primitive and derived from a primitive lunar
magma(7), are not primitive based on a comparison of the magmas from which
crystallized the dunite and the anorthosites. The secondary dunite magma sug
gests the formation of a semi-solid crust by at least 0.20 AE after lunar
accretion, which is compatible with the U-Pb ages for the lunar crust.
References
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(1975), Proc. Lunar Sci. Conf. 6th, in Press.
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APOLLO 12 BASALTS: PETROGRAPHY AND INTERSTATION DISTRIBUTIONS;
Susan Lellis and J. J. Papike, Dept. of Earth and Space Sciences, State Univ.
of New York, Stony Brook, N. Y.
11794.
Basalt fragments from the Apollo 12 soil were studied primarily to deter
mine whether exotic (1-2 mm) fragments of mare basalts, different from the
hand samples, are present.
In particular, a search was made for possible
younger (high-Ti?) basalts, as suggested by Soderblum and Lebofsky (1972,
p. 293).
Each 1-2 mm basalt grain was classified according to several pro
posed methods, and was correlated with the area in which it was found.
Warner's hypothetical stratigraphy for the Apollo 12 site (Warner, 1971,
p. 469) was tested on the basis of this correlation. Each of the forty-three
1-2 mm basalt fragments from samples 12001, 12003, 12030, 12037, 12041, 12042,
12044, 12048, 12070 was compared with sixteen representative thin sections of
Apollo 12 large rocks, and the fragment was correlated with the most similar
rock.
Correlations were based on texture and on mineral abundances.
No rock
types different from large samples were observed in the 1-2 mm fragments, and
all fragments could be closely correlated with one of the large rocks.
How
ever, it is entirely possible that some of the large rocks represent exotics,
for example, the ilmenite basalts.
Each fragment was also given a rock name
based on the classification scheme of James and Wright (1972). The classifi
cation, based on texture and composition, consists of three major divisions:
the olivine pigeonite basalts and gabbros, the ilmenite-bearing basalts and
gabbros, and the feldspathic basalts.
The first group is subdivided into oli
vine basalts and gabbros, and pigeonite basalts. Olivine and pigeonite ba
salts are similar in mineralogy and texture, and contain phenocrysts of oli
vine, pigeonite, or both, in a vitrophyric to variolitic groundmass.
Ilmenite
basalts also range in texture from porphyritic with a variolitic groundmass to
gabbroic, but contain more modal ilmenite.
The feldspathic basalts are sub
ophitic with high modal plagioclase and lower modal mafics.
Every 1-2 mm
fragment could be classified according to this system. Over two-thirds of the
fragments described were pigeonite or olivine basalts with a wide range of
textures.
The remaining fragments were classified as ilmenite-bearing basalt&
Feldspathic basalts were not observed among the 1 - 2 mm fragments.
There was
an excellent correlation between these two methods of classifying the fragment
In every case, the fragments were placed in the categories which contained the
associated large rock.
Modal data (1,000 PTS) was collected on all fragments.
Obviously, the data collected on samples with a fine-grained matrix give more
consistent results than do coarse-grained rocks, where anyone single crystal
may make up the bulk of the fragment.
Modal data was also collected on the It
large basalt samples (Table 1).
In a pyroxene-plagioclase-opaque diagram
(Fig. 1), the fine-grained 1-2 mm basalts plotted closer to the associated
large rocks than did the medium or coarse-grained fragments.
In both the oli
vine and pigeonite basalts, a correlation was observed between grain size and
mineral abundance. As the matrix grain size increases, the percentage of
plagioclase increases while the percentage of pyroxene decreases.
Ilmenite
abundance decreases slightly with increasing matrix grain size. This trend
was also found in the ilmenite basalts. Chemical data for olivine, pyroxene
and plagioclase for the Apollo 12 hand samples was compiled and plotted
(Figs. 2-3).
It is interesting to note (Fig. 2) that plagioclase in the
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feldspathic basalts appears enriched in the albite component relative to the
other three basalt types.
The pyroxene chemical trends in the olivine basalts
are very similar to those of the pigeonite basalts, possibly indicating that
the difference between the two groups is mainly a result of olivine fraction
ation.
The pyroxene trends of both the ilmenite basalts, and the feldspathic
basalts are, however, distinct. Another aspect of this study was to test
whether Warner's hypothesis on the geology of the Apollo 12 Site is supported
by the distribution of 1-2 mm fragments.
Warner claims that the Apollo 12
Site stratigraph was originally a layer of porphyritic rocks, overlain by a
layer of ophitic rocks. When Middle Crescent Crater was formed, it cut
through the upper ophitic rocks, and partially through the lower porphyritic
rocks, depositing a stratified ejecta blanket of ophitic fragments overlain by
porphyritic fragments.
Subsequent cratering events excavated partly through
this blanket, with Surveyor Crater cutting completely through to the original
ophitic rocks.
If this theory is to be supported by the 1-2 mm rocks, ophitic
fragments would be found in Surveyor Crater, and porphyritic fragments would
predominate on crater rims, and in areas between craters.
Ophitic basalts
would also be found on the southern rims of Surveyor and Bench Craters, which
lie on the outer margins of the ejecta blanket. Each 1-2 mm grain was classi
fied according to Warner's system and associated with the region in which it
was found (Table 2). The distribution of the small rock fragments is similar
to that which Warner presented for the large rocks. The basalts found on the
northern rim of Surveyor Crater, and in areas near Crescent Crater are of
primarily porphyritic texture, while in the areas farther from Crescent Crate4
ophitic basalts predominate. However, Warner's theory has some major problems.
The most significant is that his textural classification on which he based his
two major stratigraphic units cuts discordantly across the chemically defined
mare basalt groups. Nevertheless, when one considers the distribution of
large rocks and 1-2 mm fragments, w~ find that the chemically defined ilmenite
basalts are separated arealy at the Apollo 12 Site. Warner's spatial division
between ophitic and porphyritic basalts apparently, in fact, mark the distri
bution of ilmenite basalts which are largely a subset of his ophitic basalt
group.
References:
James, o. B. and Wright, T. L. (1972) Apollo 11 and 12 mare basalts and
gabbros: Classification, compositional variations, and possible
petrogenetic relations.
Bull. Geol. Soc. Am. ~, 2357-2382.
Warner, J. L. (1971) Lunar crystalline rocks: Petrology and qeology.
Proc. Second Lunar Sci. Conf., Geochim. Cosmochi~ Acta, Suppl. 2, l,
469-480, MIT Press.
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TABLE 2.
Chemical Classification

Olivine Basalt
Olivine Basalt
01 ivine Basal t
Pigeonite Basalt
Ilmenite Basalt
Ilmenite Basalt
Ilmenite Basalt

Ilmeni te Basalt

01 ivine Basal t
Olivine Basalt
Pigeonite Basalt
Ilmenite Basalt
Ilmenite Basalt

Pigeonite Basalt
Ilmenite Basalt
Ilmenite Basalt

01 i vi ne Ba sa It
Pigeonlte Basalt

*From

Grain Type and Location.

James and Wright Classification

Warner Classification

Associated
Large Rock

Edge of Surveyor Crater *
Expected Rock Type: Porphyri tic
Oiivine Vitrophyre
Porphyriti c
12009
Olivine Basalt
Porphyri ti c
12004.018.075
Ophi tic
Olivine Gabbro
12040
Olivine-bearing Pigeonite
Porpllyri ti c
12052.053
Basalt
,
Phyric-Ilmenite-Bearing '
Porphyriti c
12022
Olivine Basalt
Subophitic Ilmenite-Bearing
Ophitic
12051
Basait
Ophitic
Ilmenite-Bearing Gabbro ,
12064
Total: 13 Porphyriti c
3 Ophiti c
Edge of Head Crater
Expected Rock Type: Porphyritic
12022
Phyric Ilmenite-Bearing Olivine
Porphyritic
2 Porphyritic
Basalt
Total:
Edge of Bench Crater
Expected Rock Type: Ophitic
Olivine Basa 1t
Porphyri tic
12002
Opltitic
Olivine Gabbro
12040
Porphyr-itic
Olivine-Bearing Pigeonite
12052.053
Basa 1t
Ophi tic
Subophit i c 11 menite-Beari ng
12051
Basalt
Ophiti c
Ilmenite-Bearing Gabbro
12064
5 Porphyri tic
Total:
10 Ophitic

No. of
Grains

2
4
1

5
2

2

1
8

4

Between Bench and S,urveyor 'Cra ters
Expected Rock Type : Porphyritic
Olivine-Bearing Pigeonite
Porphyritic
12065
Basa lt
Phyric Ilmenite-Bearing
Porphyritic
12022
01 ivine Basalt
12051
Subophitic Ilmenite-Bearing
Ophitic
Basalt
Total: 2 Porphyri tic
1 Ophitic
Between Surveyor and Head Craters
Expec ted Rock Type: Porphyri ti,c
Porphyritic
01 i vi ne Basa lt
Porphyri tic
01ivine-8earing Pigeonite ,
Basalt
Total:
Apollo 12 illv<:ntory.

12004.020
12G52
Porphyrit i c

5
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DYNAMIC CRYSTALLIZATION EXPERIMENTS ON MARE BASALTS. Gary E.
Lofgren, NASA Johnson Space Center, Houston, TX 77058
Introduction
Crystallization experiments designed to understand or simulate the
dynamic or disequilibrium features evident in mare basalts have been attempted
only recently and have yielded significant results on the quartz normative
basalts (1,2), the high titanium basalts (3,4,5), the olivine normative
basalts (5,6,7), and some data is available on the nebulous feldspathic
basalts (5). Several important dynamic phenomena have been recognized that
have significant influence on the interpretation of such features as mineral
composition and zoning, liquid fractionation, porphyritic texture, sequence
of crystallization, and crystal morphology. All these phenomena are complexly
interrelated. It is the purpose of this paper to review the dynamic crystal
lization experiments and evaluate them in terms of better understanding the
variety of mare basalt rock types and their relation to the parent or source
materials. The experimental techniques used in dynamic crystallization
studies differ significantly from those used in classical phase equilibria
studies and will be reviewed briefly.
Experimental Technigues
The product of a dynamic crystall ization experiment must have two fea
tures not previously required by phase equilibria experiments. Nucleation
must not be significantly influenced by the mass or surface of the sample
conta"iner and the crystallized product must be of such a shape and size that
a polished thin section can be prepared. These constraints are added to the
already difficult problem of producing a sample container that does not
chemically alter the bulk composition of the sample. Two recently developed
techniques utilizing platinum wire (8,9) have overcome, to a large degree,
the loss of iron to the container by increasing the mass ratio of sample to
container. The platinum loop technique described by Donaldson (8) also
provides a large sample (beads 6 mm diameter have been produced) suitable for
thin sectioning, The Pt-loop technique, however, necessitates a gas-mixing
furnace in which the oxygen fugacity can be measured independently (10). The
use of iron or molybdenum crucibles or foil in evacuated silica tubes or
exposed to gas atmosphere (4,5,7) minimizes the chemical exchange problems
with the container but it is not clear that nucleation is not affected in
some way (6). Especially in Fe crucibles, where there may not be chemical
exchangeJbut there is definitely chemical reaction (7) that may affect
nucleation.
Supercooling
Supercooling (or undercooling), ~T, is the degree of difference between
the actual temperature of a liquid or liquid-crystal system and the liquidus
at some point in time. ~T is thus a measure of the departure from equilibrium
and can be induced by changing the temperature, pressure, or composition of
the system at a rate such that equilibrium cannot be maintained. ~T is gen
erally induced in an experiment by changing the temperature, but changes in
vapor pressure or oxygen fugacity would also be effective. Two basic cool"ing
histories are imposed upon experimental systems. For isothermal drops, ~T is
induced by rapidly dropping the temperature from above the liquidus to a
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crystallization temperature which is then maintained for a finite time. If
solid solution phases are present 6T does not remain constant, but decreases
with increasing fraction crystallized (ll). For cooling rate runs the temper
ature is changed continuously throughout the experiment and can be linear,
nonlinear, or multi-stage (6). In complex rock melts, 6T is constantly
changing and is rarely known accurately at any point in time.
Isothermal drop crystallization experiments have shown that there is a
systematic progression of crystal shapes with increasing degree of super
cooling (1,3,6,7,11). Equant or what may be considered the equilibrium form
of the mineral occurs at the smallest 6T s. With increasing 6T, the shapes
become increasingly nonequilibrium changing from equant; to equant, but
skeletal; to elongate-skeletal; to dendritic; and ultimately to spherulitic.
For cooling rate experiments, the same general progression of crystal shapes
that accompanies increasing 6T accompanies increasing cooling rate (1,3,6,7).
Thus increasing cooling rate implies increasing 6T. The shape of a given
crystal in a cooling run, however, is determined by the 6T at which it
nucleated and grew and not the cooling rate.
Nucleation
The nucleation of crystalline phases in silicate melts has always been a
problem plaguing the experimentalist. In dynamic crystallization, it is an
even bigger problem, but one to be studied in its own right; the important
consideration being to duplicate as closely as possible the conditions of
naturally occurring nucleation. Nucleation is a rate dependent phenomena that
can occur spontaneously by formation of crystalline material where there was
none previously (homogeneous) or it can occur on preexisting crystalline
material that may be present as Angstrom dimension or larger particles
(heterogeneous). Heterogeneous nucleation is by far dominant (Uhlmann, pers.
comm.); homogeneous nucleation is very difficult to document.
In crystallization experiments, heterogeneous nucleation commonly takes
place at the melt-container interface, i.e., on an existing substrate. The
preferred mode of nucleation for dynamic experiments, however, would be
throughout the charge presumably on Angstrom-sized crystalline particles that
are preserved above the liquidus temperature by surface tension (Uhlmann, pers.
comm.). This kind of heterogeneous nucleation can give the appearance of
homogeneous nucleation. Olivine and opaque phases generally nucleate most
easily followed by pyroxene; plagioclase is significantly more difficult to
nucleate (1,3,6,7). Superheating the melt can delay nucleation, presumably
by destroying the Angstrom-sized, heterogeneous nucleation sites present or hy
destroying polymerization in the melt. Little is known, however, of the rate
a melt can repolymerize upon cooling. Superheating is not common, but if the
dry mare basalts are erupted rapidly from sufficiently high pressures, they
will arrive at the surface superheated. Some mare basalts as well as brec
cias, that have been melted by large impacts must have cooled from a super
heated conditions.
Nucleation, Supercooling, and Cooling
The nucleation rate, and the degree of 6T at which it occurs, affects
the mineral composition and shape. In isothermal drop experiments, the
compositions of the solid solution phases grown at increasing 6T s become
1

1
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increasingly enriched in the low temperative components (1,3,6,7,11).
The relationship between nucleation and degree of supercooling is much
more complex in the cooling experiments. Depending on the cooling rate (0.2
to 2000°C/hr), nucleation of the liquidus and subsequent phases will take
place at different temperatures and the phase relations can even be reversed
(3,6,7). In general, the higher the cooling rate, the lower the nucleation
temperature (6,7). The temperature of nucleation directly influences the
composition and morphology of the new phase (1,3,6,7). Pyroxenes typically
are more Fe rich (1,3,6,7) and plagioclase (3) more Na rich when grown at
higher cooling rates . Olivine results conflict: Donaldson et al. (6) reports
higher Fe contents with increasing cooling rate while Wa"lker-ef-a-l. (7) found
the same equilibrium liquidus olivine composition at cores of~he-crystals
regardless of the cooling rate. This discrepancy, however, may be related to
the nature of the sample container. Walker et al. (7) use a Fe crucible which
means the Fe metal is always present as a phase-even above the rock liquidus.
The presence of Fe metal in the melt, probably as submicron particles, m~y
provide nucleation centers for the olivine upon cooling such that ol i vine
nucleates at or near the liquidus regardless of cooling rate. The Pt-loop
technique of Donaldson et al. (6,8) does not provide such nucelation sites.
Walker ~t al. (7) report that the phase relations of plagioclase versus
ilmenite arelreversed in the cooling experiments presumably because of the
reluctance of plagioclase to nucleate. This same reluctance to nucleate is
shown by all phases to varying degrees as a function of cooling rate (6,7)
and is the primary reason for the variation of crystal morphology as a
function of cooling rate. The correspondence between crystal morphology and
cooling rate allows the extrapolation from experimental runs to the cooling
rates of mare basalts (2,3,6). Walker et al. (7) found this extrapolation to
be less precise, but again this may be ~ated to nucleation in the Fe
crucible.
Mineral Zoning
Nearly all solid solution minerals grown in the cooling runs are zoned
and zoning is even found in some isothermal drop runs. Reverse zoning is
typical of the isothermal drop runs and the extent depends on the magnitude
of ~T initially induced (12). Normal zoning is found in the cooling runs
(1,3,5,6,7). The range of the zoning depends on the nucleation composition
and temperature and thus on the cooling rate (1,3), but not all authors found
this relationship (6,7). At the faster cooling rates, the initial nucleation
is delayed and thus the core composition of the zoned crystal is enriched in
low temperature components (more Fe rich for pyroxenes) than crystals grown at
slower cooling rates (1,3). The rim composition is dependent on final crys
tallization temperature, and if they are the same for crystals grown at
different rates, then the crystals grown at the faster rate will have a more
restricted zoning range.
Oscillatory zoning has been observed in the pyroxenes (13) that must be
related to the crystallization conditions i.e., the interaction of the crystal
growth rate with diffusion because no other phases were coprecipitating nor
were there any oscillations in the temperature or oxygen fugacity of the
experiment. The zoning is probably caused by dynamic effects of individual
crystal Hquid interactions tfiat may Be compl icated by alternating nucleation
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of metastable subsolvus pyroxene crystallization (14).
Fractional Crystallization
Dynamic crystallization experiments are particularly suited to studying
fractional crystallization. It is possible to interrupt crystallization at
any time and determine the liquid composition. Rutherford et al . (4) and Hess
et al. (5) have determined the liquid line of descent for hightitanium,
OTfvTne normative. and 14310 basaltic compositions at nonlinear cooling rates
generally less than 2°C/hr. The fraction path appeared to be independent of
coo 1 ing rate (within the 1imited range invest igated). oxygen and H2 0 fugae ity
(within lunar range), and when the crystals were removed from the melt.
Wal ker .et al. (7) found no variation in the composition of the 1iquid enclos
ing olivineat the same temperature regardless of the cooling rate. Donaldson
at a.l. (6), however, did observe as much .as a 15 vol. percent increase above
tnenormative olivine content at very high cooling rates (rvlOOO°C/hr) which
should be accompanied by some variation in liquid composition for a 'given
temperature. Furthermore the variation in the extent of zoning, especially in
the pyroxene, and the delayed nucleation; especially of plagioclase)a's a
function of cooling rate, should produce some variation of fractionation
trends with cooling rate.
Applications to Mare Basalts
The primary application of dynamic crystallizatio'n experiments has been
to the interpretation of the textures of the mare basalts and tneimplications
for their cooling histories. The broad range of textures exhi'bitedby the
quartz normative basalts can be related prima-rily to differences ~n cooling
rate (2). The porphyritic textures in the quartz (1,2) and alivi-ne iflurmative
(6,7) rocks are most likely products of near surface or surface monotonic
cooling histories. Olivine vitrophyre 12009. however, has a mo-re complex pre
eruption history with three stages of 01 ivine formation (6). 'Porphyritic
textures can no longer be used as singular evidence of a two-stage, two-site
crystallization and cooling hi story .Criteri a must be established to di sti n
gui sh intratell uric phenocrysts from the products of rapid near surface crys
tall ization, Crystal morphology and minera 'l zoning (1,6,7) (major and trace
elements) appear to be two most promising candidates.
The inferred cooling rates placed on mare basalts 'by comparison of the
crystal morphologies and mineral zoning (1,2,3;6,7) allow the calculation of
cooling times. Walker et al . (7) have used these cooling times to show that
even for the relative1yrapid cooling of these mare basalts, crystal settling
can take place and can cause variations in the bulk chemistry of hand-spe.cimen
sized samples, It is doubtful, however. any major amounts of separate magmas
could develop from either crystal settling or the variable liquid fractiona
tion paths resulting from high cooling rates. The rapid cooling rates, them
selves, would not give time for the physical separation to take place.
The variability of nucleation for different phases presents problems for
the classic classification schemes based on presence or absence of plagioclase
and the order of appearance of phases. Care must be taken in rocks that were
rapidly cooled.
Future Considerations
The initial dynamic crystallization experiments have shown that it i$
possible to study in detail such problems as:
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1. The precise manner in which the liquid changes as the various phases
precipitate
2. The chemical effects of precipitation of one phase upon the chemical
composition or zoning pattern of an already crystallizing phase.
3. The relationship of chemical zoning profiles in minerals to the
cooling rate and history and ultimately a more detailed understanding of
'
mineral zoning mechanisms.
4. Crystal growth and nucl ea"':,i on rates.
5. The nucleation mechanisms and their relationship to polymerization
in the melt.
The interlaboratory comparison of dynamic-crystallization. experimental
results are more difficult than for phase equilibria experiments. It is
essential that the techniques be properly documented.
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DARK MANTLES ON THE MOON, A REVIEW; B. K. Lucchitta,
U.S. Geological Survey, Branch of Astrogeologic Studies, 601
East Cedar Avenue, Flagstaff, Arizona 86001
Dark mantle deposits and dark halos around craters on the
Moon have long been recognized and were interpreted to be of
pyroclastic origin (I, 2, 3, 4). A young age was inferred
because of their sma.othness and certain superposition relations
(5).
Returns from the Apollo missions, combined with results
from remote sensing investigations involving spectral data
(6, 7, 8) lead to new insights into dark mantle deposits and
dark halo craters.
The following is a summary of current observations and
hypotheses:
1) Dark mantle deposits cover both mare and highland
surfaces. Many of them . are located on basin margins or in .a
concentric band around Imbrium, which may have genetic implica
tions (8).
They tend to be associated with deep rimless rilles
or caldera-like depressions. A link with old, dark, Ti-rich
mare can be demonstrated or inferred in places (9) .
2) The composition of some dark mantle deposits can be
deduced from circumstantial evidence:
Orange and black spheres
from the rim of Shorty crater at the Apollo 17 site are composed
of Ti-rich glass (la, 11) and sheaves of ilmenite laths in the
crystallized black spheres give a relatively high spectral read
ing in the blue-ultraviolet and near infrared (relative to a
Mare Serenitatis standard, 6, 8).
The Taurus-Littrow dark
mantle area has - a characteristic spectral signature that
suggests a Ti-rich glass component dispersed throughout the
soil (7).
From this and field evidence it can be inferred that
the orange and black glass spheres at Shorty crater are concen
trated deposits of the dark mantle, which forms a stratigraphic
unit at the base of the regolith (la, 12, 13). Other dark
mantle areas have a similar relatively bluish spectral signa
ture, and probably have the same composition (6). Visually,
some dark mantle areas on the Moon appear orange, have orange
material as crater ejecta, and have a geologic setting like that
of the Apollo 17 site.
This suggests the occurrence of orange
glass in these areas (14).
Since the orange and black glass
have the same composition, "reddish" dark mantle areas may be
similar to the "bluish'~ ones, but have a higher proportion of
orange glass. The dark mantle of the Aristarchus plateau and
the dark crater halos in Alphonsus may be of this type (8).
3) Most dark mantles are old.
The smoothness of the
deposit reflects rapid crater degradation in unconsolidated
material rather than a young age (12). A young age was further
suggested by the apparent interruption of rays across dark spots
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. leading to the inference that dark material was superposed on
the rays. Better photographs now show that distant ray material
is composed largely of locally derived secondary crater ejecta,
which,in dark mantle areas, does not contrast with the back
ground, thus creating an impression of discontinuous rays. Also,
the associated deeply incised depressions and rilles that look
fresh are probably as old as the dark mantle deposits, but
retain their crispness by mass wasting on steep slopes that
causes sharp angles to remain intact.
4) The excellent photographs returned from the Apollo
missions show that most dark halo craters are of impact origin,
excavating dark underlying material. Only few are volcanic,
such as the craters of Alphonsus, and other craters that occur
along rilles.
5) Although a volcanic origin for dark mantle deposits has
been contested (15), a pyroclastic origin (10) associated with
certain phases of lava emplacement (9) remains the most likely
hypothesis. The deep depressions probably are vents; additional
vents may have been fire fountains, whose morphologic expression
was subtle (4), and whose shallow cones were later erased as
the regolith developed.
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SM-ND SYSTEMATICS OF SOME APOLLO 17 BASALTS, G. W. Lugmair, Dept.
of Chemistry, Univ. of Calif., San Diego, La Jolla, Calif., 92093. Code B-017
In a recent study, Lugmair et ale (1) have traced the Nd evolution of
the olivine normative basalt 75075 relative to a sample with a "chondritic"
Sm-Nd ratio. They were able to demonstrate that the relative fractionation
of the REE could not have taken place at the time of the last isotopic equil~
bration of Nd during basalt emplacement onto the lunar surface, 3.70 AE ago.
Rather, the relative REE pattern was established during the very early period
of lunar evolution, at a time T~ = 4.35 + 0.10 AE ago. The question arises
whether the evidence for early ~ifferentTation on the moon such as found for
the case of 75075 is unique or a more common phenomenon.
Bulk samples of 75055, 70017 and 15555 were prepared by crushing 0.320g,
0.490g and 0.600g of material respectively to less than 90~m. Great care was
exercised when the crushed samples were split into small aliquots for analy
sis. The chemical procedure was the same as described in (1). The only ex
ception was that a second aliquot of 70017, weighing 48.4 mg, was totally
spiked before dissolution (referred to as TSPK), while the other samples were
split into two aliquants after dissolution with one being spiked for concen
tration determination. The data are presented in Table 1. The relatively
large uncertainties in (143Nd/ 144 Nd)s values reflect the limited number of
measurements taken as well as some uncertainty in the spike subtraction.
However, the agreement with the isotopic ratios obtained from the unspiked
aliquants is quite satisfactory, and proves that the gravimetric splitting of
the sample solutions yields representative aliquants. Only for both cases of
70017 the number of isotopic ratios for the spiked solutions measured was the
same as for a typical unspiked aliquant which therefore yielded a comparable
precision. The sma l l differences in the concentrations of ~ 1.3% and in the
concentration ratios of 0.35% between the two 70017 samples reflect a small
but real variance in the sample composition of the aliquots taken. On the
other hand, this variance, together with the 5 parts in 10 5 higher value for
143Ndj144Nd in TSPK, proves the adequacy of the experimental procedure for
the present state of mass spectrometric precision.
In (1) we discussed the fact that the Sm-Nd ratio of basalt 15555 was
always within -3% of typical values found in chondrites and achondrites.
Therefore, rather than having to resort to meteoritic data, we have the ad
vantage, if only for the sake of argument at this point, of being able to use
a lunar sample as a reference.
75055 is a quartz normative basalt and as such is distinct from 75075 it!
the concentrations of several of its major chemical elements. The distribu
tion of the REE seems to be extremely inhomogenious judged b~ the results ob
tained from two different samples measured by Shih et ale (2). Our concen
tration data for Nd (Table 1) are almost 7% higher tnan-the larger of the two
values reported by these authors for 75055. For 75075, the situation is re
versed and our result is 14% below theirs. The Sm-Nd ratios, on the other
hand, show relatively little variation (less than -2%). In the case of the
two 70017 splits, as can be seen from Table 1, and as was discussed above, a
small difference in concen t ration and Sm/Nd is resolved. However, our Nd
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concentration is more than 50% higher and the Sm-Nd ratio 22% smaller than
the Shih et a1. (2) values.
Ta~le

I-i~ighta

Sample
75075,66 f

O1g
29.89

1.

Sm-Nd Analytical Results

[SmJ b [144Nd]b
10- 9m/g
48.00

28.05

147 Sm /144 Nd c
0.2566
+

-

75055,44

39.55

80.10

47.75

70017,39

52.94

56.16

33.1ii

70017,39-TSPK 48.4 9

55.46

32.63

15555,82

25.74

19.39

36.64

3

0.2515
2

(143 Nd /144 Nd )d
S

-

+

0.514548
41

oj

0.514389
39

0.514392
+
21

0.514427
15

+

-+

-+

-+

0.2540
3

-+

-+

0.2549
2

-+

0.1991
2
!.

-+

0.514541
20

0.514421
11

0.514454
i6
0.512887
34

0.512863
13

+

'\:2is~ts ilre calcula ted for al iquilnts spl i t frv';, tutal sample solution for concentration
n:easu:e[~eni.

bSm concentrations are calculilted using normal Sfi1(l) corrected for neutron effects
(unpublish~ d dc.ta). Nc! concentrations are computed lIsing normal 142NG/ 146 tld : 1.581709
and 14oNd/ 14 4Nd : 0.721 869.
cErrors represe~t 95%C.L. and include unce r tainties of the concentration ratio in mixed
spike solution and in the blil~k corrections.
dlsotopic ratios calculated frofi1 spiked (S) aliquant.
eNd was fi1easured as oxi de (NdO+) and normalized to 148NdO/l44NdO = 0.242436 before correct
i~, g for oxyge1.
Errors are 95% C.L. for the mean.
f Da t~ froGl (1).
9Totally spiked sample-true gravimetric weight.

Let us come back now to the original question whether the case of 75075
is unique or not. If we attempt to construct a 143Nd/ 144 Nd evolution diagram
for 75055 ana1oguous to Fig. 2 in (1) with the evolution curve for 15555 as a
"chondritic" reference, we again find an intercept of the two curves at
around 4.35 AE ago. In other words, the Sm-Nd system in 75055 also became
closed very early in lunar history, and no resolvable change in the Sm-Nd
ratio took place at the time of basalt formation on the lunar surface,
around 3.7 AE ago.
If this conclusion were correct, the data points for 75075, 75055 and
15555, as a reference, should form a precise linear array in a Sm-Nd evolu
tion diagram. As can readily be seen from Fig. 1, the data pairs do indeed
define an isochron whose slope corresponds to an age of 4.40 + 0.06 AE. This
means that this was the last time when the parent materials of-these rocks had
at least one parameter in common: a "chondritic" Sm-Nd ratio.
Rock 70017, like 75075, is an olivine normative basalt. Several authors
discussed the possibility of 70017 type material being the precursor for
other Apollo 17 basalts. If this were the case, the 70017 data points should
either also fallon the same total rock isochron or be older and form a line
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with 15555 with a steeper slope. Fig. 2 is a blowup of the area around
75055 and 75075 in Fig. 1. Both values for 70017 plot clearly below the 4.4
AE isochron and are definitely resolved from it. This discordance could be
explained by one of the following models:
(a) The chip available (~0.5g) for crushing and homogenization was too
small with respect to the grain size to represent the true average rock com
position, and the sample, therefore, was biased towards pyroxene. This pos
sibility cannot be excluded, although similar sample sizes of equally
coarse-grained rocks gave a consistent result without any apparent bias.
(b) The parent material evolved in a "chondritic" Sm-Nd environment
until 4.28 + 0.05 AE ago. From then on, until today, the Sm-Nd system de
veloped undTsturbed with a fractionated 700l7-type REE pattern. This would
imply different lithic reservoirs from which 700l7-type and station 5 basalts
were later derived, and a differentiation period extending over 200 to 300
m.y. of the early history of the moon. However, there is as yet no hard evi
dence from other dating schemes available to support such an hypothesis.
(c) 70017 has a "reservoir age" equal to the other rocks which plot on
a 4.4 AE isochron. At the time of reequilibration around 3.7 AE ago, the
Sm-Nd system was slightly opened. The light REE in this particular sample
were further depleted increasing Sm/Nd by ~2%. Judging from the rather small
fractionation necessary to explain this discordance, it appears to be a more
likely explanation at this time. This becomes even more plausible consider
ing the apparent large variations found by other workers (2) in this rock.
Tera and Wasserburg (3) have discussed a lead reference isochron which
has an upper intersection with concordia at 4.42AE. This isochron fits a
variety of lunar rock types such as feldspathic basalts of Apollo 14 and 16
and the "concordant" basalts from Apollo 17, Station 5 (3,4). Total rock
points of the latter group plot at the upper intersection at 4.42AE. If
U-Th-Pb measurements were performed on 70017, this certainly would be of ut
most importance to decide which of the models is valid.
References:
(1) Lugmair G. ~.J., Scheinin N. B. and ~1arti K. (1975) Proc. Lunar
Sci. Conf. 6th, in press.
(2) Shih Chi-yu, Haskin L. A., Wiesmann H., Bansal B. M. and
Brannon J. C. (1975) Proc. Lunar Sci. Conf. 6th, in press.
(3) Tera F. and Wasserburg G. J. (1974) Proc. Lunar Sci. Conf.5th,
p. 1571-1599.
(4) Nunes P. D., Tatsumoto M. and Unruh D. M. (1974) Proc. Lunar
Sci. Conf. 5th, p. 1487-1514.
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EXSOLUTION PHENOMENA IN CLINOPYROXENE FROM BASALT 14053. H. Naka
zawa and S.S. Hafner, University of Marburg, Department of Geosciences,
0-3550 Marburg, Germany (BRD)
The exsolution phenomena of pigeonite from the coarse-grained basaltic
fragment 14053 have been studied in detail. The aim was to obtain informa
tion on the cooling history of the fragment. For this, a pigeonite concen
trate with the average composition Wo(6-14)En(56-64)Fs(26-34) was prepared.
About 80 electron microprobe analyses were carried out by A. El Goresy
(Heidelberg) and about 30 crystals were investigated with X-ray diffraction
using the precession technique.
The crystals showed typical lamellar intergrowth of pigeonite with au
gite parallel to (001) and (100). However, each crystal exhibited a second
pigeonite phase with different crystallographic properties. The following
crystallographic relationships between the two pigeonite phases, PI and P2,
and the two augite phases, A(OOl) and A(100), have been observed:
1. The c*-axis of PI is exactly paral leI to c~ of A(OOl). However, c* of P2

is inclined by about 0.4 degree from c* of PI and A(OOl)
2. The cf -axi s of P2 is exactly parallel to a* of A(100). However, a* of PI
is incl ined by about 0.3 degree from a* of P2 and A(100).
3. The reflection intensities of the four clinopyroxene phas~are related
to each other. Strong reflections of PI correspond to strong reflections
of A(OOl), weak reflections of P2 correspond to weak reflections of
A(100), and vice versa.
4. The frequency of A(100) is high compared to previously reported observa
tions in lunar pigeonites.
5. Diffuse streaks are present between PI and P2; diffuse streaks also point
from the reflections of A(100) toward P2, and, less intensely, toward
A(001) •
It is concluded that two different exsolution processes are present in
the crystals: PI host and A(OOl) exsolution, P2 host and A(100) exsolution.
Observations 3 and 5 exclude epitaxial growth between pigeonite and augite.
It also shows that the sizes of the A(OOl) and A(100) lamellae are signifi
cantly different: the streaks between reflections of ~2 and A(100), parti
cularly 004, are indicative of sizes of less than 500A. Therefore, A(OOl)
corresponds to the thick lamellae which probably exsolved first.
The relationships between the reciprocal and real lattices in the clino
pyroxene crystals are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. In Fig. 3 a possible schema
tic interpretation of the observed phenomena is suggested.
Heating experiments of selected crystals indicate that no reactions
between the phases occur below 900 0 C within two weeks. Significant reactions
(Within days or shorter) have been observed after heating at 1000 0 C or
higher. - We thank Dr. A. El Goresy (Heidelberg) for the electron microp robe an a 1yses .
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EVOLUTION OF MARE BASALTS. M oj 0 0 'Rara and G.M. Biggar, Edinburgh
University, EH9 3JW, Scotland.
Our studies involved development of experimental techniques little ex
plored prior to 1969, and concepts unfamiliar in the context of terrestrial
basalt studies (asterisked below). Reasoning which, if equally applied to
terrestrial rocks, would lead to conclusions unacceptable because of greater
control in the terrestrial situation were avoided.
The lunar maria look like huge consolidated lava lakes more than they re
semble any other known topographic feature.
Reasoning which purports to identify the nature of the lunar mantle from
phase equilibria experiments, but immediately resorts to disequilibrium par
tial melting processes to account for trace and minor element discrepancies
is rejected.
"The mafic hand-specimen/feldspathic mare soil problem. A model of regolith
formation and lava flow structure is needed to explain the more feldspathic
character of the target material converted to regolith, not accounted for by
highland contamination (1,2,3). Average basalt component in soil~average
magma composition erupted (1-5); Average basalt component in soil~c low pres
sure plagioclase-saturated multiphase cotectic liquid (1,4,5);
Numbers of flows sampled. Regolith must be predominantly derived from the
upper few metres of the sequence, but larger craters have contributed material
from the whole thickness of at least one, probably more flows even if these
were 50 m thick.
Absence of ultramafic cumulates precludes explanations of the soil composi
tion which equate hand specimens with average magma, and explain feldspathic
regolith as derived from upper parts of thick fractionated lava flows (2,3).
Strontium isotope initial ratios , Rb/Sr ratio. Subdivision of mare basalts
into different flow units on the basis of Rb/Sr and (87 Sr/86Sr )I' is not jus
tified. Contamination needs further consideration (2)0
Vesicles as primocrysts. Many mare basalts are vesicular. Whence came the
gas? What was its composition? What changes did its loss from, or passage
through the lava cause in the condensed residuum?
"Selective volatilization. Silicate slag at 1150 0 C erupted into a vacuum of
10- 13 atmospheres undergoes selective losses by volatilization. Severe loss of
sodium may have accompanied this (5,6), conversion of terrestrial magma com
positions to lunar-like materials occurring at high rates. At the eruption
temperature, sodium is lost much faster than potassium (the reverse is true
at c. 1000 0 C, but the overall loss rates are low). Discovery of anorthite
phenocrysts with reverse zoned rims in Apollo 11 lithic fragments (1) permit
ted an estimate of c. 15% Na20 loss during eruption of the lava, but this may
have been the second stage of eruption and alkali loss.
"Non-stoichiometric character of lunar plag ioclase is not due to volatiliza
tion of alkalis from crystal structures, but reflects low alkali content of
magma (which may be due to volatilization). Non-stoichiometric character is
most marked at higher temperatures and may have been partially annealed in
some mare basalts (7). It is not encountered in feldspars crystallized in
contact with liquids richer in alkalis (terrestrial basalts, lunar highland
basalts ) •
"Green and orange g lasses are characterized by apparent high temperatures
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of formation, and are almost but not quite suited to be chemical precursors
or relatives of low or high titanium basalts respectively. The absence of
any crystallized lavas of the green or orange glass compositions, or ofcrys
talline rocks linking them to the available hand specimens is anomalous in
view of the ubiquitous presence of the glass particules in the soils. Rather
than being independent primary magmas, these glasses may represent reconden
sates from volatilized material released during eruption of the low and high
titanium basalts respectively (8).
*Primoclysts and p henocrysts: cooling histories. Primocrysts=crystals
present at eruption and saturated in liquid phase. Phenocrysts=large crys"lals
present in finer grained groundmass. PhenocryststPrimOcrysts. Phenocrysts,
chiefly quenching products, reach 104~ and may have formed in same cooling
cycle as groundmass.
·Quenching product 'phenocrysts' sank. The zoned, skeletal phenocrysts
present in the low-titanium mare basalts were able to sink substantial dis
tances through the low viscosity lavas quantitatively accounting for the
major element composition differences between different hand specimens (2,3,9)
This differentiation is not an equilibrium process and will affect trace ele
ment characteristics. Similar effects probably occurred in high titanium
basal ts •
·Presence of skeletal phenocrysts in a hand specimen is not a criterion of
formation from an all liquid state because in these low viscosity liquids,
such crystals could have accumulated during reasonable cooling periods (2,3).
·Hand specimen bulk compositions are not related to real magma composition
by equilibrium processes, hence no phase equilibrium experiment can precisely
reproduce a real state of the original system with respect to liquid or min
eral compositions (3).
·Plagioclase pr imocrysts and plagioclase saturation of mare basalts.
Plagioclase primocrysts of 100~ size were found in Apollo 11 and perhaps
APollo 17 samples (1,10), confirming the plagioclase-saturated character of
the original magma, and making previous fractionation of plagioclase the ob
vious explanation of the europium anomaly. The primocrysts are smaller than
the typical plagioclase and ferromagnesian crystals produced during the grou
ndmass crystallization of the basalts, and much smaller than the large quen
ching-product phenocrysts.
~Models of lunar lava flows .
Vesicular, plagioclase-phenocryst-enriched
and readily f r agmented flow tops overlie more massive bases which were en
riched in sunken quenching 'phenocrysts' of olivine, pyroxene, spinel (1-3)
account for observed discrepancies between hand specimen and regolith compo
sitions and the detailed chemical relationships between hand specimens. Both
olivine-porphyries and pigeonite-porphyries might originate within a single
low-titanium bas~ flow (3) •
• Two eruptive phases. The preferred model (5) calls for two eruptive
phases.
(i) F i ll ing of the mare basin by a relatively alkali-rich and vola
tile charged parental magma. Alkali- and volatile-poor characteristics, and
perhaps the low oxygen fugacity (see Mascons below) of the entire subsequent
differentiation trend may have been established during fire-fountaining (yiel
ding small droplet size and high surface/volume ratio in a thermally insillauu
envlronment).
(ii) Volatilization during the later eruption of resldual
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liquids from fractionation of the parent magmas may have been relatively milvr
in terms of alkalis (see Selective volatilization) but a large volume of gas
does appear to have been evolved after eruption (see below).
Role of experimental petrology. The first duty of experimental petrology is
to test lava compositions for evidence of modification by near surface pro
cesses.
If the tests are positive, as in the case of mare basalts much may
be deduced about igneous processes in the lunar crust, despite the dearth of
field relationships. Had they proved negative, experimentation at higher
pressures would have been justified to learn about source regions and proces
ses in the lunar mantle.
Eruption temp eratures of the mare basalts were 1140-1165 0 C (1,2,4,5). The
much higher temperatures (up to 13500 C) required to melt the phenocryst-en
riched hand specimens have no physical significance.
Oxygen fugacity of the mare basalts on crystallization. Oxygen fugacities of
c. 10- 13 • 7 atm. at 1140 0 C reproduce the spinel crystallization seen in the
natural rocks (2,5,8), without leading to rapid reduction of Cr content in the
residual liquids. Armalcolite, pyroxene, olivine, ilmenite or plagioclase
crystallization may also be observed under these conditions.
Iron metal is
not stable until lower f02; but then spinel is no longer stable.
Techniques (a) precision of observation, calibration. Differences in the
reported temperature of plagioclase appearance were noted (5). Difficulty of
identifying fine grained plagioclase, absence of reported temperature calibra
tion and gain or loss of iron oxide prevented unique explanation of the dis
crepancies. The temperature at which plagioclase saturation is first obser~d
is greatly reduced when charges are largely or completely melted and then
lowered more than a few degrees to the desired run temperature (5).
-Techniques (b) precision of composition control. No technique yielded per
fect control of the FeO content of the charges or of their alkali contents or
the oxygen fugacity. Crystallization of mare basalts did not occur at satura
tion with iron; experiments in iron capsules don't yield definitive results
(2,11). Loss of control over the iron oxide and oxygen contents of the
charges was sometimes serious (9,11), in other cases it merely vitiated the
fine detail of comparison between run products and natural rock mineralogies
(2,3) •
-Techniques (c) visual estimates of crystallinity in charges and nearness to
plagioclase saturation . The technique was shown to be non-quantitative and
to yield internally inconsistent results (1,5).
Techniques (d) detailed comparisons of olivine compositions, presence or
absence of armalcolite etc. Matching of olivine compositions from experiments
with core olivines in natural rocks are invalidated by minor failure of com
position control in the charges (2,3,8) as well as by the effect of quenching
phenocryst accumulation. The same is true of failure of armalcolite and
plagioclase crystallization to over lap under certain experimental conditions;
overlap is commonplace in slightly different techniques (2,8,10).
Data projection schemes. Low-titanium mare basalts have been successfully
represented by subprojections within the CMAS (ROXZY) four component projec
tion and the MgO-FeO-Si02 projection (4,5,11). High-titanium basalts can
. better be represented in a six-component projection CaO-FeO-A1203-TiD2-K20
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Si02 (8,12) and its subprojections. These projection schemes offer consider
able advantages over the very complicated ClP·ii norm, several other types of
molecular coordinate projections and the extremely complex oxide v oxide pro
jections ( ILc- ).
*Adequacy of hand specimen sampling. Studies of Apollo 17 prove that sub
samples distributed for chemical analyses, experimental petrology were inhomo
geneous within limits of sensitivity of the determinative techniques used.
Much 'fine detail' argument is thereby potentially invalidated.
*Cotectic liquids, probability arguments. A magma which is erupted at a tem
perature and with a composition such that 3 to 7 species of phenocryst are
present in small amounts in equilibrium with the liquid (the cotectic condi
tion) is in a highly restrictive condition with few degrees of freedom. The
probability (5) that such a situation would arise by coincidence in a magma
whose composition and temperature were determined in a partial melting event
at a significantly higher pressure is very small (1%-·001%). The existence of
cotectic liquids on a planetary surface points to the operation of near
surface crystal-liquid separation processes. The presence of 4-7 cotectic
phenocryst species is, however, rare in observed terrestrial lavas, but is a
mandatory feature of the late residual liquids of large layered complexes (2,
13) such as would develop during the slow cooling of large lava lakes.
~Topless Bushveld. The maria might be filled by giant lava lakes, roofed
only by their own frozen crust, over the surface of which flows of the late
residual liquids escaped (5). Comparable situations are not preserved on the
earth.
*Peritectic relationships. The low-pressure equilibria involving 01, pig,
plag, lq resorb olivine on cooling. Perfect fractional crystallization could
not, therefore, persistently produce residual liquids on the peritectic. With
imperfect fractional crystallization the production of peritectic liquids is
a high probability event in energy terms. An analogous situation is widespread
among terrestrial tholeiites, where it is unreasonable to adopt solutions in
volving partial melting at very low pressure of a phase assemblage unsuitable
to be mantle in almost every other respect.
*Near-eutectic crystallization. Low pressure crystallization of high titan
illi~ tasalts was near eutectic with respect to major elements o Extensive con
centration of trace elements, without striking change of major element chem
istry occurred (1).
Liquid-crystal differentiations. Five may be involved:- (i) Primary magma
from mantle residuum. (ii) Partial crystallization during ascent. (iii) Frac
tional crystallization within the lava lake. (iv) Movement of quenching pheno
crysts (2,3,9) within erupted lava. (v) Drainage of residual lava from crust
base (3)0 Even neglecting volatilization, parental magmas which filled the
mare basins cannot be reconstructed without access to a section through the
maria. The chemistry and mineralogy of the lunar interior cannot be defined
from the characteristics of mare surface lavas.
Chromium as a contra-indicator of fractionation. The relatively high Cr203
content (1\.1 0 '25%) of the mare basalt liquids does not decrease rapidly during
the cotectic crystallization involving plagioclase at the low oxygen fugacitiffi
involved (1,2,5,8,13). Hand speCimens, which have become enriched in Cr203
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through accumulation of spinel or augite phenocrysts, naturally when totally
melted show a sharp reduction of Cr203 in the early stages of experimental
crystallization (14) but this process has no relevance to what happened in
nature, and in any case terminates on arrival at plagioclase saturation (the
state of the real liquids from which the hand specimens formed).
·Europium anomaly and fractionation in lunar lava lakes. Low siderophile
elements indicate prior separation of a metal phase; low europium indicates
extensive removal of plagioclase; rare earth pattern in general indicates
minor involvement of Ca-rich pyroxene until late stages; high chromium points
(like Eu, siderophiles) to low f02 throughout fractionation. predicted under
lying cumulates include, therefore, iron-rich layers and much norite (4,5)
fragments of which would undoubtedly resemble irons, stony irons and some
achondrites. Predicted cumulates are compatible with observed cotectic phases
in surface basalts.
*Mascons. Precipitation of metal layers by reduction of parental magmas con
sequent upon volatile losses during initial filling of the baSins, coupled
with filling to some internally determined hydrostatic level, accounts for the
presence, form and high level location of the mascons (4,5).
Finale. With no major input of new data likely for a decade, resolution of
many of the points raised cannot be expected. Our highest priorities would be
for comprehensive sampling of the ejecta from large craters penetrating the
maria to depths of 5-10 kms, because these should include a suite of noritic
cumulates if our interpretations are correct; or for recovery of an in situ
section through a complete lunar lava flow unit (as in the walls of Hadley
Rille?). In the laboratory the key experiment is the simulation of eruption of
a terrestrial basalt into hard vacuum in a large volume chamber to determine
both the chemical fractionations and the physical character of the flow.
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MARE BASALTS: MAJOR ELEMENT CHEMISTRY OF FELDSPAR,
OLIVINE, AND PYROXENE
J. J. Papike and F. N. Hodges, Dept. of Earth and Space Sciences,
State Univ. of New York, Stony Brook, N. Y. 11794
As part of a comprehensive synthesis of the chemistry,
mineralogy, and petrology of mare basalts, we present here a
preliminary report of the major element chemistry of feldspar,
olivine, and pyroxene. Two companion papers, one on mare basalt
chemistry (Rhodes, Hodges, and Papike) and one on mare basalt
petrology (Hodges and Papike), are also reported in this volume.
Our approach to the synthesis of mare basalt petrology is as
follows: . first, classify the mare basalts based on major ele
ment chemistry; second, work out a textural sequence for the
basalts within each bulk chemical group; third, compile the
mineral chemistry according to both the major chemical groups
and the textural sequences. Major difficulties in synthesizing
the mineral chemistry include:
(1) incomp l ete mineral chemical
characterization of many mare basalts, (2) most of the data is
presented on data displays and only a small percentage is pre
sented in tabulated form, and (3) most investigators present the
compositional extremes of the highly zoned mare basalt minerals,
and therefore it is difficult to ascertain the average mineral
compositions in a rock. Thus, although only a much compromised
mineral chemical data set is available, we have attempted a syn
thesis by:
(1), compiling a l l published mineral analyses
according to their mineral chemical group; (2), transferring data
from published data displays to new ones; (3), making use of the
Stony Brook mineral chemical library. A simple overview of the
major element chemical variations in feldspar, olivine, and
pyroxene is presented in figures 1-3. A much more detailed
coverage including minor elements and considering all the mare
basalt phases will be presented in a separate report. The de
tails of the mineral chemistry of these mare basalt silicates is
determined by the bulk composition of the host rock, cooling
rate, and the intensive thermodynamic parameters, P, T, and P0 '
2
Unfortunately, the data base is not complete enough to "decouple"
in most cases the effects of cooling rates and bulk chemistry.
Thus, most diagrams represent only the effect of bulk composition
and not cooling rate. Exceptions include several of the pyroxene
quadrilaterals.
Feldspar
Figure 1 surrunarizes the Ab-An variations for the mare basalt
feldspars. Feldspars from mare basa lt s contrast with feldspars
from terrestrial basalts mainly in their alkali contents. Mare
basalts have Na20 (w t . %) ~ 0.21-0.55 and K20 (wt. %) ~ 0.03-0.32.
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These low concentrations of alkalis are reflected in the rela
tively low albite contents in feldspars of ~ 6-27%. Despite
these relatively low albite contents, we do see differences that
can be correlated with the alkali content of the basalts (fig.
1). Thus, for example, the A-II high K basalts have feldspar
enriched in the albite component (and or) relative to the A-II
low K basalts. The correlation between the Ab-Or content of
mare feldspars may, in fact, be correlated more directly with the
alkali contents of these basalts than in terrestrial examples.
This is because in terrestrial basalts, where higher P 0 obtain
ed, the amphiboles and micas provide alternative sites H2 for the
alkalies.
Olivine
Figure 2 summarizes the Fo-Fa variations for the mare
basalt olivines. First order observations include: the minimum
Fa content is ~ 22% (note Rhodes e t . al., this volume, for the
petrolog i c significance of this observation), highly zoned
olivines are present in most basalts, an apparent absence of
olivines with compositions Fa 70-80%, a population of Fe-rich
olivines in most of the basalt ?roups. The Fa content of ~ 22%
apparently represents the most 'primitive" olivines, which thus
can set constraints on the source regions. The very Fe-rich
olivines (Fa 90-100) are found in the more slowly cooled
basalts. These olivines are part of the stable three phase
assemblage (hedenbergite-fayalite-silica), encountered when
pyroxene compositions enter the "forbidden region" in the
pyroxene quadrilateral. Quickly cooled mare basalts contain
pyroxenes that exist metastably in this "forbidden region", and
thus do not contain these Fe-rich olivines.
Pyroxene
Figure 2 summarizes the Wo-En-Fs variations for the mare
basalt pyroxenes. Although some of the most important chemical
variations in these pyroxenes concern other than quadrilateral
components, only major elements are considered in this abstract.
A-II p~roxenes show strong Ca-Mg-Fe zoning with an Fe en
richment an Ca depletion trend to pyroxferroite Cal/7Fe2/'ZSi03'
Although pigeonite was reported in both Apollo 11 low K ana high
K basalts it is apparently far more abundant in A-II high K.
A- 12 p¥r oxenes reflect the bulk chemical differences between
the fou r ma jor groups A-12 olivine , A-12 pigeonite, A-12 ilmenite
and A-12 feldspathic basalts. All four groups show major chem
ical zoning, and some pigeonite compositions. However,
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pigeonite is most abundant in the A-12 pigeonite basalts where
it is invariably mantled by augite. A-12 feldspathic basalts
contain extremely Fe-enriched pyroxenes that have a number of
reported analyses near the Hd-Fs join.
A-15 pyroxenes show distinctive trends for the two major
bulk chemica l groups, A-1 5 olivine and A-15 pigeonite basalts.
These basalts show textures indicating a range of cooling his
tories, and two different chemical trends "slower" and "faster"
are illustrated for each of the two groups. Although both the
A-15 olivine and A-15 pigeonite basalts have chemical trends
originating at pigeonite compositions, pigeonite is better
developed in the A-15 pigeonite basalts where it is mantled by
augite. In the A-15 olivine and pigeonite "slower" basalts, the
first appearance of feldspar is reflected by a distinct break in
the augitic chemical trend. However, in the A-15 pigeonite
"faster" trends, this break is not seen. This is due to the fact
that plagioclase nuclea t es very late or not at all in these
quickly cooled rocks.
The A-17 Pf roxenes show at least three distinct chemical
trends. The A- 7 low K basalts contain pyroxenes with chemical
trends virtually identical to those for pyroxenes in the A-ll
low K basalts. The pyroxenes in these rocks show extreme Fe
enrichment trending to pyroxferroite. However, pyroxenes in the
A-17 very high Ti basalts do not show this extreme Fe-enrichment.
This has been attributed to the high activity of Ti which leads
to the precipitation of abundant Fe-Ti oxides. These oxides
incorporate most of the available Fe. There are significantly
different pyroxene chemical trends in these rocks between the
"slower" and "faster" varieties. The more slowly cooled basalts
have pyroxenes that crystalliz~ first as augites which zone to
pigeonite. This has been ascribed to the resorption of early
crystallizing olivine that adds pigeonite components to the melt.
The "faster" basalts on the other hand contain olivines that are
mantled by pyroxene and, thus, are prevented from reacting with
the melt. Pyroxenes in this group of rocks show a tight compo
sitional c l uster near the diopside-hedenbergite join.
A-14 pyroxenes from feldspathic mare basalt 14053 show dis
tinctive chemical trends. Crystallization commences with
pigeonite followed by augite. Extreme Fe-enrichment is observed,
and the cooling rate was slow enough so that the "forbidden
region" on the quadrilateral is not violated. This leads to the
formation of hedenbergite-rich pyroxenes and fayalite-rich
olivine.
Luna -1 6 pyroxenes from L-16 feldspathic basalts have
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chemical trends very similar to those from A-ll basalts. The
quadrilateral plot for Luna 16 pyroxenes in figure 3, however,
shows the pyroxene data from one fragment, sample Bl. This
small fragment (62 mg) is extremely well characterized, and its
major element chemistry is known.
Complete references will be given in a subsequent publi
. cation.
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CLASSIFICATION AND DISTRIBUTION OF LUNAR MARE BASALT
TYPES, C. Pieters and T.B. McCord, Remote Sensing Lab., Dept. of
Earth and Flanetary Sci., MIT 24-422, Cambridge, Mass. 02139.
Lunar Scientists are now faced with the task of formulating
a comprehensive description of the evolution and current state
of the moon from an expanding amount of detailed information
derived mostly from 8 lunar landing sites.
Currently, remote
sensing techniques are the only means by which regional surface
composition and mineralogy can be studied.
This paper is a
discussion of the variety of lunar basalt types existing on the
lunar surface as determined from reflectance spectra (.33 to
l.l~m) obtained with earth-based telescopes.
The areal extent
of these basalt units is mapped using multi-spectral imagery.
From this study it is clear that the basalts obtained at the
landing sites span only a fraction of the variety of lunar
basalt types that exist on the present lunar surface.
It is
likely that several major lunar mare basalt types have not been
sampled.
The relation between visible and near-infrared optical
properties and composition of both rocks and minerals has been
well documented (1,2,3,4). Except for bright crater areas, the
geochemistry of exposed mare basalt surfaces must be studied
through an analysis of mature mare soils. One of the major
effects on the optical properties of lunar soils is the
weathering of the near surface regolith.
The formation of
agglutinates (dark, glass-welded aggregates) in the surface soil
(5) appears to be the dominant effect, although other processes
may also operate (6).
The spectral features of mineral compo
nents in mature soils are strongly masked by the weathering
effects (7), so that the characterizing spectral features
(absorptions) of a regional basalt type are subtle (1-10%),
but neverth~leashi~hly diagnostic.
Spectra of lunar rock powders contain abundant information
on the mineralogy (pyroxene, olivine, plagioclase, ilmenite,
etc.) of basalt types (Adams and Charette, this publication).
In a few cases (for fresh craters with crystalline material
exposed) the precision and resolution of the telescopic spectra
have been sufficient to obtain detailed mineralogy for a
particular basalt (8). This preliminary report, however, deals
with general classification rather than specific mineralogy of
lunar regions.
The assumption is made that the lunar mare
soils represent the underlying regional mare basalt.
To date, we have obtained spectra for over 400 small
(3-15 km diameter) areas from .33 to l.l~m, more than 100 of
which are for mature mare regions. We have also mapped 2/3 of
the lunar frontside maria at 2 km resolution with digital
vidicon images taken at .40, .56, and .95~m (9).
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For mature mare soils there is a direct relation between
bulk Ti02 content and slope of the reflectance spectrum from
.40 to .56~m (10).
Weight percent Ti02 content of the surface
soil can be estimated from the telescopic spectra to about 1%.
The relative error (i.e. difference between basalt units) is
probably near 1/2% in Ti02 dontent and seems limited by the
precision of the telescope measurements. For a Ti0 2 content
much below 2% this technique is less sensitive. Table 1
summarizes the classification for 115 mare surface areas accord
ing to Ti02 content. A wide variety of Ti02 content can be
noted for those mare regions listed in Table 1 for which many
areas have been measured.
In order to discern subtle spectral variations between
basalt types, the relative reflectance spectra for these 115
lunar areas were analyzed.
Relative reflectance is the wave
length dependence of reflectance relative to a standard area in
Mare Serenitatis.
A number of small spectral features consis
tently reappear in groups of relative reflectance spectra
allowing a more detailed classification and distinction of
basalt types. Most of these spectral variations occur in the
near infrared (beyond 0.7~m) and are likely a function of the
FeO content of the agglutinitic glass as well as the pyroxene
and olivine content of the crystalline portion of the soil.
Fourteen separate basalt types were discerned in this
analysis. Figure 1 shows the relation of these basalt types
to the geologic epoch in which they occur.
The lunar areas in
which these basalt types occur are listed in Table 2. Some
basalt types occur over a wide area such as that found at
Apollo 15, LeMonier, and Plato and in the mare region which
joins Mare Serenitatis and Mare Imbri~~.
Other basalt types
are apparently localized such as in Mare Somniorum.
Some basalt types seem to grade from one to another.
This
is indicated, for example, by a major spectral feature remaining
present but changing in strength from area to area.
(This
would result if the composition of the sequence of flows slowly
changed with time.)
Those basalt types that are related in this
manner have been indicated by tie lines in figure 1. Relative
reflectance spectra of three major non intersecting (i.e. compo
sitionally distinct) sequences of mare basalts are shown in
figure 2.
A wide variety of major mare basalt types exist on the
fronts ide of the moon.
Of the 14 currently discerned only 4
occur in regions from which samples have been returned (Apollo
11, Apollo 12, Apollo 15, and Luna 16). There exist regional
sequences of basalt types which are likely to be related to
slowly varying composition of the source area for basalt flows;
of three major sequences discerned, only one (Apollo ll-Luna 16)
may have been sampled.
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I T~ble 1. Number of Mare Areas with Soil Spectrum Indicating a
Ti02 Content Of:
<1.5
1.5-2
2-3
3-5 1 /2
>5 1 /2% #
Mare Region
L(low) 1 (medilow) m(med) h(medihigh) H(high) meas.
iAestuum
1
1
:Crisium
3
3
Fecunditatis
1
1
Frigoris
3
3
Humorum
18
21
5
44
4
Imbrium
5
4
2
2
17
Medii
1
1
Nectaris
1
1
.Nubium ·
1
1
2
Procellarum
1
2
7
14
4
2
Roris
1
3
Serenitatis
2
2
6
13
3
2
Schickard
2
Sornniorum
1
1
Tranquillitatis
2
5
3
1
Vaporum
4
3
Total

14

12

37

36

16

115

Table 2. Major Basalt Types: Regional Occurrence
:H: high titanium basalts
1. Apollo 11; Apollo 17; SE Serenitatis; N Tranquillitatis;
also related to small maria near Vaporum, e.g. Julius
Caesar
2.
NE Imbrium; C Procellarum; Flamsteed
.h: medium high titanium basalts
1.
Luna 16 (Fecunditatis); SE Tranquillitatis; W Sereni
tatis
2. WC Imbrium; C,N,W Procellarum; (Marius Hills)
3.
NE, CE Humorum; SE Procellarum
m: medium basalts
1. Apollo 12; SE Procellarum; Crisium; N Serenitatis;
SE Humorum
2.
e , E Imbrium; S Sinus Roris
3.
CE Serenitatis; Sinus Aestuum; Nectaris
4.
CW Serenitatis; SW Humorum; W Imbrium
,1: medium low titanium basalt
i
1. Apollo 15; LeMonier; P l ato; Wedge Serenitatis
L:
low t i tanium basalts
1. S c hickard
2. F r igoris
3. C, E Sinus Roris
4.
Somniorum
1_- ____ _

I
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INTERMARE AND INTRAMARE COMPARISONS OF ELEMENT CONCENTRATIONS
DETERMINED BY ORBITAL GAMMA-RAY SPECTROSCOPY, R. C. Reedy, Los Alamos Scien
tific Lab., Los Alamos, NM 87544; M. J. Bielefeld, Computer Sciences Corp.,
Silver Spring, MD 20910; J. I. Trombka, Goddard Space Flight Center, Green
belt, MD 20771; A. E. Metzger, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, CA 91103;
J. R. Arnold, University of California, San Diego, La Jolla, CA 92037.
The Apollo 15 and 16 Service Modules carried a gamma-ray spectrometer ex
periment in lunar orbit that overflew about 20% of the moon's surface. The
experiment's prime aim was the determination of the abundances of the radio
elements K, Th, and U (from their natural decay gamma-rays) and of several
major lunar elements (from gamma-rays produced by neutron capture and non
elastic-scattering reactions). Maps of the total radioactivity of the lunar
surface have been published and abundances of K, Th, Fe, Mg, and Ti have been
reported for 28 lunar regions (1). In this paper, we discuss some of the ele
ment concentrations reported in (1) and present data on the variations of ele
ment concentrations for subregions of Mare Tranquillitatis, Mare Serenitatis,
and Mare Imbrium and for several regions surrounding these maria.
The element concentrations determined for all maria reported in (1) are
given in Table I with, for comparison, analyses of two highland regions and
the region with the highest fraction of KREEP, Fra Mauro. The ratio KITh is
also given, since this ratio (which parallels closely the K/U ratio) varies
considerably from KREEP compositions (KITh = 300-400) to highland compositions
(about 1500). The value for the KITh ratio in maria with relatively low KREEP
fractions ranges from about 500 to 800.
The variations in Th and K primarily reflect the concentration of KREEP
in the maria. The highest concentrations of iron and magnesium in these maria
(excluding t~are Smythii) are about 50% above the lowest concentrations. Tita
nium abundances show large variations among maria. The absolute magnitude of
the Ti abundances was normalized to Mare Tranquillitatis as 2.9 weight percent
and, as discussed in (1), there is some uncertainty in the value used for Ti
"ground truth." Also, the errors for the Ti fluxes obtained by unfolding the
gamma-ray spectra are considerably larger than the errors for other elements.
The regions analyzed for the eastern maria also included portions of the sur
rounding highlands. The inclusion of some highlands in the Apollo 15 region
analvzed for Mare Fecunditatis could account for the differences in the anal
yses~ obtained from Apollo 15 and Apollo 16 data, as suggested by the KITh ra
tio for the Apollo 15 results. These orbitally determined element concentra
tions for maria, except possibly for titanium, are not very different from th~
chemistries of returned mare basalt samples.
New regions have been specified for data analysis. The boundaries of
these regions were chosen to follow certain geological or chemical divisions.
Some of these regions are shown in Figs. 1-3. The east-west division of Mare
Tranquillitatis (Fig. 1) was based on orbital AllSi ratios from the X-ray
fluorescence experiment, and the high titanium subregion in the south-west
part of the mare was determined from the gamma-ray data using the integral
count rates in the energy interval (5.97-6.37 MeV) in which Ti plays its most
important role. Mare Serenitatis (Fig. 2) was subdivided into an inner re
gion and a border region near the mare-highland boundary. Mare Imbrium
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(Fig. 3) was divided into east and west zones with a boundary at 20oW. The
region west of 200W has mainly ' younger Eratosthenian mare material, while the
eastern region has mainly older Imbrium mare materials.
The gamma-ray spectra for these regions have been unfolded and the gamma
ray fluxes for various elements determined. These fluxes have not yet been
converted to element concentrations. The ratios of fluxes for subregions
within a given region fairly accurately reflect the ratios of element concen
trations. For regions of different chemistries, the ratios of fluxes reflect
trends in, but not absolute ratios of, element concentrations. Ratios of
fluxes for various elements in subregions relative to the corresponding fluxes
in the total mare region are given in Tables II, III, and IV for the 3 maria
shown in Figs. 1-3, respectively. The amount of data accumulated (live time)
for each subregion is given. The fluxes calculated for regions with less than
about 1000 seconds of live time have considerably larger errors than the
regions with more statistics.
For Mare Tranquillitatis, the Ti-high region had insufficient data for a
good analysis. Iron concentrations in all maria show little variation, but
decrease in surrounding nonmare regions. The values for Fe and Ti in non-mare
regions are only approximate, and really represent trends relative to the
total mare. The errors in these ratios have not been determined, but are in
dicated by the average ratios of fluxes for sUb-divisions of the various
maria. Generally the average ratio for the two approximately equal sub-divi
sions of Serenitatis and Imbrium is about unity. (The most notable exception
is Ti for Serenitatis where the average ratio for analysis by subdivision is
1.10 of the analysis for the total mare.) The non-Ti-high region of Tranquil
litatis shows little variation, except for Ti, relative to the mare total.
The Mg value for the Al-low region is 0.74, implying that Al and Mg do not
always anti-correlate. The Montes Haemus region has enhanced Ti relative to
the mare total; this result probably reflects high titanium material at the
mare-highland boundary and possibly in small mare deposits in localized sec
tions of this region. The younger mare deposits in the western part of Mare
Imbrium have about 50% more Ti than the older, eastern deposits, but there
were only small variations in the other elements.
(1) Metzger A. E., Trombka J. I., Reedy R. C., and Arnold J. R. (1974)
Proc. Lunar Sci. Conf. 5th, pp. 1067-1078.
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Table I
Element abundances for maria and several other regions, taken from ref.
(1 ) . Regions without Ti values were measured by Apo 11 0 16.
Region
Ti(%)
Fe{%)
Mg(%)
Th(~~m)
KITh
K(~~m)
Smythii
8.8
2.8
1.3
1900
1460
Fecunditatis
9.0
2. 1
4.6
1100
520
Fecunditatis
11 .3
2.2
7.0
1.2
1400
1170
Tranquil 1itatis
12. 1
2.9
4.8
1.7
1200
710
Serenitati s
10.7
2.6
6.6
2.3
1700
740
Imbrium
13.6
5.8
1.4
6.2
1700
290
Cognitum
12. 1
4.9
8.4
3600
430
12.2
Procell arum S.
5.0
5.0
2300
460
Procell arum N.
10.5
2.0
4.6
3.9
1700
440
Farside Highlands
6. 1
1.4
4.0
0.7
950
1360
5.5
Farside Highlands
3.0
0.5
830
1660
Fra Mauro
9.7
5.7
10.5
3900
370
Table II
Element abundances and ratios for the regions of Mare Tranquillitatis
shown in Fig. 1 and for the highland region north and east (30-62°E) of the
mare, normalized to the values determined for the total outlined region as
unity. The live time of the data accumulated for the total mare region
analyzed was 3540 seconds.
Time (s)
Th
Region
Fe
Ti
K
KITh
J1L
0.96
0.88
0.93
1.09
0.94 1.07
Al high
2860
620
0.97
1.02
0.74
1. 58
Al low
1. 20 0.76
2619
1.05
0.7
1. 06
1.02
Total - (Ti high)
1. 00 0.98
'V 1. 0
'V 0.6
0.9
0.8
3130
0.8
1.0
NE highlands
Table III
ratios
for the regions of Mare Serenitatis
Element abundances and
in
Fig. 2, normalized to the values deter
and for the Haemus Mts as shown
mined for the total mare region (live time = 3881 seconds).
Th
Fe
Ti
K
KITh
Time (s}
Region
JiL
0.91
0.95
0.96
1.05
1.00
0.94
2053
Inner
1.07
0.96
1. 12
1.07
1. 16
0.98
1985
Border
a 'V 1. 4
'V O. 8
1.3
1.3
1.0
0.9
533
Haemus
aRegion which has an iron abundance from the neutron-capture gamma-ray flux
significantly lower than that from the nonelastic-scattering flux. Iron
abundance is an average of the values determined from the two fluxes.
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Table IV
Element abundances and ratios for the regions of and near Mare Imbrium
as shown in Fig. 3, normalized to the values determined for the total mare
region (live time = 6054 seconds).
Region
Time (s)
~ . -.l.L
Th
K
KITh
~
West (20-33°W)
3034
1.04
l. 19
1. 05
0.95
0.89
0.94
3021
0.95
East (9-20 0 W)
0.79
0.95
1.05
l. 15
1. 10
Archimedes
2694
~ 0.7 a ~ 0.4
1.3
0.9
1.6
1.2
1421
~ 0.5 a ~ 0.3
Apennines
0.7
0.9
1.2
1.3
asee footnote of Table III.
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MARE BASALTS: MAJOR ELEMENT COMPOSITION AND CLASSIFICATION
J. M. Rhodes 1 , F. N. Hodges 2 , and J. J. papike 2 • 1. Lockheed Electronics
Company, Houston, Texas.
2. Dept. of Earth and Space Sciences, State Univ.
of New York, Stony Brook, N. Y. 11794.
Chemical compositions of mare basalts are in part inherited from their
source regions and in part are determined by subsequent differentiation pro
cesses. Thus, it may be possible, through careful study to delineate near
surface processes that have affected mare basalts and to identify samples that
carry useful information about the lunar interior. This paper and its com
panion papers, Hodges and Papike (this vol.) and Papike and Hodges (this vol.),
are the preliminary report of a detailed study of the petrology and mineralogy
of a chemically well-known suite of mare basalts. Classification and study of
mare basalts have been hampered by the wide range of compositions reported for
various samples. We have averaged replicate superior analyses of mare basalts
which removes much of the scatter and yields a more useful data set (Table 1).
From these data it is apparent that the most useful discriminant between vari
ous mare basalt groups is Ti02' This is best. illustrated by a plot of Ti02
versus some index of differentiation such as MgO or Si02 (Figs. 1 and 2) and
forms the basis of the mare basalt classification used in this report.
In general the mare basalts form two distinct chemical groups:
the high
titanium suite (9-14 wt.% Ti02) sampled at the Apollo 11 and 17 sites and the
low-titanium suite (1-5 wt.% Ti02) sampled at the Apollo 12, 14 and 15 sites
and by Luna 16. Each of the major groups can be conveniently divided into
several subgroups (Table 1), within which the major element variation is pre
dominantly a result of fractionation processes but which in general cannot be
interrelated by such processes.
Major element variation within the Apollo 12 olivine basalts define oli
vine control lines that are colinear with the Apollo 12 pigeonite basalts, in
dicating that both types of basalt may have been derived from the same or very
similar magmas through fractionation of olivine + minor chrome spinel. Major
element variation within the Apollo 12 pigeonite basalts is small and probably
not significant. The Apollo 12 ilmenite basalts cannot be related to one
another or to other known groups of mare basalts through near surface frac
tionation processes and are possibly representatives of differentiation series
with intrinsically higher Ti02 contents. Conclusions concerning Apollo 12
mare basalts are similar to those of previous workers (1) and are consistent
with experimental studies on Apollo 12 mare basalts (2, 3,4).
Major element variation within the Apollo 15 olivine basalts define oli
vine control lines, indicating that the variation within the Apollo 15 olivine
basalts is principally a result of olivine fractionation. The Apollo 15 pi
geonite (q-normative) basalts are chemically distinct from the Apollo 15 oli
vine basalts and cannot be derived from the Apollo 15 olivine basalts but may
have been · derived from a more primitive basalt type not sampled at the Apollo
15 site. Major element variation within the Apollo 15 pigeonite basalts is
apparently the result of fractionation of pigeonite and possibly olivine +
minor chrome spinel. Conclusions concerning Apollo 15 mare basalts are in
general agreement with those of previous workers (5, 6) and are in agreement
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with experimentally determined liquid lines of descent for Apollo 15 olivine
basalts (7).
The Apollo 15 olivine basalts are broadly similar to the Apollo 12 oli
vine basalts; however, the Apollo 15 olivine basalts have intrinsically higher
FeO and lower Ti02 contents, indicating that the Apollo 12 and Apollo 15 oli
vine basalts cannot be related through olivine fractionation.
Major element variations within the high-Ti basalt group are more compli
cated than those present in low-Ti mare basalt groups but are generally con
sistent with fractionation of olivine plus a Ti-rich phase, armalcolite in the
Apollo 17 very high-Ti basalts and probably ilmenite in the Apollo 11 low-K
basalts. Trends are not apparent in the small chemical variation present
within the Apollo 11 high-K basalt group. Malor element variation and experi
mentally derived liquid lines of descent (7, 8) are consistent with derivation
of Apollo 11 low-K basalts from a parental magma similar to the Apollo 17 very
high-Ti basalts.
However, high K20 contents and trace element abundances in
Apollo 11 high-K basalts (9, 10) preclude derivation of the Apollo 11 high-K
basalts from either the Apollo 11 low-K or the Apollo 17 very high-Ti basalts
through fraction~tion processes.
2
2
Consideration of the frequency distribution of Fe +/Fe + + Mg ratios
(Fig. 3) within the suite of mare basalts listed in Table 1 indicates a dis
tinct gap in the distribution below approximately 0.5, a value approached by
both major mare basalt suites. Both petrologic and experimental evidence
(3, 4, 11) indicate that the samples with Fe 2 +/Fe 2 + + Mg ratios below approxi
mately 0.45 are olivine cumulates.
In addition, the equilibrium olivine com
position for a liquid with Fe 2 +/Fe 2 + + Mg = 0.5, assuming Kd = 0.33 (4) is
F075' very similar to the most magnesian olivines found in mare basalts.
Quite possibly the hiatus in Fe 2 +/Fe 2 + + Mg ratios below 0.5 indicates the
minimum Fe 2 +/Fe 2 + + Mg ratio of primary mare basalt magmas and thus places
strong constraints upon the mare basalt source regions within the moon.
1.

James, O. B. and Wright, T. L. (1972) Geol. Soc. Amer. Bull., 83, 2357
2382.
2. Green, D. H., Ringwood, A. E., Ware, N. G., Hibberson, W.O., Major, A.
and Kiss, E. (1971) Proc. Lunar Sci. Conf. 2nd, pp. 601-616.
3. Kushiro, I., Nakamura, I., Kitayama, K., and Akimoto, S. I. (1971) Proc.
Lunar Sci. Conf. 2nd, pp. 481-496.
4. ';valker, D., Kirkpatrick, R. J., Lonqhi, J., and Hays, J. F. (1975) Proc.
Lunar Sci. Conf. 6th, in Press.
5. Chappell, B. W. and Green, D. H. (1973) Earth Planet. Sci. Lett., 18,
pp. 237-246.
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pp. 1127-1148.
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Table 1
Apollo 11 high-K

AEollo 11 low-K
10003
10020
10044
10045

10047
10050
10058
10062

AEollo 17 very high-Ti
70017
70035
70215
71055

Apollo 12 pigeonite

12063
12064

12021
12052

AEollo 15 olivine
15016
15119
15256
15379
15535
15545

15555
15556
15557
15607
15622
15636

15643
15658
15659
15668
15672
15674

AEollo 15 Eigeonite
15065
15076
15085
15117
15118
15475

15476
15495
15499
15595
15597

Apollo 17 low-K
75055

74235
74220
74275
75075

Apollo 12 ilmenite
12022
12051

10049
10057
10072

10017
10022
10024

12053
12065

Apollo 12 olivine
12002
12004
12009
12018

12020
12035
12040
12075

Feldspathic and miscellaneous
12038
14053

14072
Luna 16
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BASALTS; J. M. Rhodes and K. V. Rodgers. Lockheed Electronics Company,
Houston, Texas.
Mare basalts sampled in the Taurus-Littrow Valley are characterized by
high iron and titanium concentrations, and are broadly comparable with low-K
basalts sampled at the Apollo 11 site (1). Previous studies, based on limit
ed compositional data, identified two apparently distinct basalt types (1, 2,
3). One type is coarse grained, quartz normative*, and compares closely with
Apollo 11 low-K basalts, having Si02 >39% and Ti02 <12% (e.g. 75035, 75055).
The other type, which includes the majority of samples, is olivine normative*,
having Ti02 >12% and Si02 <39% (e.g. 70017, 70035, 70215, 75075). This group
is thus more mafic and chemically distinct from the Apollo 11 samples. On
the basis of low pressure melting experiments, Longhi et al., (4) have sug
gested that the compositional variation within these basalts can be accounted
for by near-surface fractional crystallization, and that the quartz normative*
Apollo 11 low-K type basalts are the end product of this fractionation proc
ess. The trace element studies of Sh-ih et al., (5) do not support this model,
but suggest instead that the trace element chemistry can be accounted for by
a variety of factors, such as derivation of several parental magmas by partial
melting of a slightly inhomogeneous source, and also inadequate sampling.
Additional data obtained in our laboratory, involving a total of 32
whole rock major element analyses, 23 of which are recent and unpublished,
indicate that this simple two-fold classification is inadequate. The hiatus
between the two proposed compositional types is occupied by recently analyzed
samples, resulting in a compositional continuum between the most mafic oli
vine normative* basalts and the quartz normative* Apollo 11 type basalts (Fig.

1).

A clearer understanding of the compositional relationships of these ba
salts can be obtained by considering the vitrophyric, spherulitic and fine
grained textural variants separately from the medium- and coarser-grained ba
salts. The former (i.e. those with a grainsize <lmm) have cooled quickly (6),
and thus should more closely approach magma compositions and delineate possi
ble liquid-lines of descent than the coarser-grained variants. Due to slower
cooling rates, coarse-grained rocks are more likely to show evidence of cumu
late processes, and to der~rt further from magma compositions, than are fine
grained samples. However, sampling problems may have introduced "scatter" in
to the data for coarser-grained rocks (as is the case for 75055, Fig. 1), and
consequently they are not as amenable to interpretation as are the finer
grained basalts.
Fine~9rained basalts and isochemical coarser-grained equivalents
Basalts with mean grainsize <lmm are indicated by filled symbols in Fig.
1. Three compositional groups can be identified, each one derived from sepa
rate and distinct parental magmas. The main group (filled circles in Fig. 1)
* Chromite is not included in the norm, since Cr203 data are not available
for all samples. Inclusion of chromite will increase normative quartz at the
expense of normative olivine.
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provides strong evidence for crystal-liquid fractionation, following a well
defined linear trend of increasing Si, Al and Ca with decreasing Ti, Fe, Mg
and Cr. This trend, which approaches the experimentally determined liquid
line of descent for Apollo 17 basalts (4) can be explained by moderate amounts
of near-surface fractionation of olivine and armalcolite (and/or ilmenite)
with minor Cr-ulvospinel; that is the petrographically observed and experi
mentally determined liquidus phases for rocks of these compositions (1, 3, 4).
The coarse-grained samples 75015, 75035, 75055 plot close to the extension of
this trend. They may be considered to be the most evolved members of this
group, having fractionated and cooled slowly in the interior of relatively
thick cooling units. A few other coarser-grained samples plot generally a
long this trend and may in fact be comagmatic with the finer grained basalts
in this group. A number of coarse-grained basalts cluster at the mafic end
of the trend. Most probably they are partial cumulates of olivine and
armalcolite derived from a magma of composition A (Fig. 1). This composition
is the most "primitive!! of the fine-grained basalts in this group, and there
fore, perhaps, the most reasonable candidate for the parental magma. Frac
tionation from A to B, the most evolved composition on the trend, involves
removal of about 10% olivine of decreasing forsterite content (Fo71-64), 7%
armalcolite (or ilmenite), and 0.6% Cr-ulvospinel.
A second, smaller group of fine-grained basalts (triangles in Fig. 1)
have characteristically high phosphorus concentrations (about 0.1%), roughly
twice that found in the other basalts. They are also consistently higher in
Fe and Ti and lower in Si for a given Mg content than are the other basalts.
Included in this group is a single medium-grained sample (71035) that is
essentially isochemical with one of the fine-grained basalts. The composi
tional range for the group is small, and although there is a suggestion of
sub-parallelism to the previous group, there is no clear evidence for a
fractionation trend. If, however, the isolated coarse-grained sample 70275,
which is also high in phosphorus, is an evolved member of this group, then
near-surface crystal fractionation involving olivine and armalcolite (or ilmen
ite) may also have taken place.
At Shorty Crater there are three basalts (squares in Fig. 1) that do not
belong to either group: two fine-grained samples (74275, 74245) and a medium
grained sample (74255) which is essentially isochemical with 74275. 74275 and
74255 are the most "primitive!! of the Apollo 17 basalts, having high Mg/(Mg +
Fe) values (0.51) and Cr203 concentrations (0.65%). Since this composition
must closely approximate that of a magma, it is tempting to regard it as
parental to that of other, less "primitive liquid compositions. Thus it
might be supposed that liquid A (Fig. 1) could be derived by crystallization
of olivine from a melt corresponding in composition to 74275/74255, but de
tailed calculations show that this is not feasible for any realistic com
bination of liquidus phases. It is therefore necessary to suggest that this
composition reflects a third magma-type sampled at the Apollo 17 site.
Corrobarative evidence is provided by Rb-Sr and U-Pb data (7, 8), which in
dicate that these two basalts are distinctly different from other analyzed
Apollo 17 basalts. On this basis, we suggest that 74245 is probably a more
fractionated member of this group of basalts.
ll
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Medium- and coarse-grained basalts
Basalts with a mean grainsize >lmm are represented by open symbols in
Fig. 1. There are many medium- and coarse-grained samples that have no fine
grained isochemical equivalents. They tend to cluster together, and are
characterized by high Mg and Ti concentrations (e.g. ~1g0 >8.5%, Ti02 >12.7%)
and by variable Fe abundances. Many of these samples are thought to be par
tial cumulates. Most may be derived from liquid compositions (represented by
the fine-grained basalts of the main trend) by the addition of small amounts
of olivine, armalcolite (and/or ilmenite) and Cr-ulvospinel. The affinities
of others, particularly those that are lower in Fe (i.e. <19%), cannot be
readily established from the present data.
Conclusions
1) This study of a large number of Apollo 17 mare basalts shows that a pre
vious chemical classification (1, 2, 3), based on a smaller sample population
is invalid.
2) Emphasis has been placed on fine-grained samples since they will approxi
mate more closely magma compositions. Although some coarse-grained basalts
are essentially isochemical with fine-grained variants, many have no fine
grained counterparts. They are thought to be partial cumulates, and not
simply slower cooled equivalents of fine-grained samples.
3) The compositional diversity of these basalts can be attributed to three
factors: a) sampling of at least three chemically distinct basalt groups,
each requiring a separate parental magma; b) moderate amounts (approx. 18%)
of near-surface fractional crystallization involving olivine, armalcolite
(and/or ilmenite) and minor Cr-ulvospinel; c) formation of coarse-grained
partial cumulates.
4) The close similarity between Apollo 11 low-K basalts and fractionated
basalts at the Apollo 17 site suggests that the Apollo 11 basalts are also
the end products of moderate amounts of near-surface fractional crystalliza
t i on (4, 9).
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Figure 1:

MgO - Sm2 - TiQ2 - FeD variation in Apollo 17 mare basalts.
Fine-grained Samples are repr~sented by filled symbols, medium
and coarse-grained samples by open symbols. Chemically dtstinct
basalt types are represented by circles, triangles and squares.
See text for additional information.
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IMPACT MELTS OF WELL-CHARACTERIZED LUNAR AND TERRESTRIAL BASALTS.
Rand Schaal . UCLA Geology Dept., Los Angeles, Calif. 90024; F. Harz, R. V.
G-ibbons, NASA Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas 77058; S. W. Kieffer, UCLA
Geology Dept., Los Angeles, Calif. 90024.
Though shock-induced melt products are observed frequently in and around
meteorite impact craters, their detailed mode of formation remains fragmentary
and somewhat speculative. Present uncertainties focus on whether the melting
process is fractional fusion, selective melting of certain minerals, or total
fusion of the target rock with subsequent modification by selective vaporiza
tion and/or differentiation. Such uncertainties are caused by the large
diversity of melt products generated during one impact (e.g., Dence, 1971).
The ultimate question is: how are the various melt products related to their
parent rocks? This work presents petrochemical evidence on shock melting of
well-characterized rocks . Comparative petrographic observations and electron
microprobe analyses of an unshocked Apollo 11 basalt and a microcrater glass
liner on the same specimen are presented, together with similar investigations
on unshocked and shock-melted basalt from Lonar Crater, India.
LUNAR MICROCRATER (10085, 9005 and 9007): This basalt chip including a micro
crater in cross-section was previously described by Engelhardt et al. (1970,
10085,25 M61). The basalt is medium- to coarse-grained and of ophitic texture.
Our additional mineral chemistry data are summarized in Table 1 (1200 point
counts yielded a modal analysis of 48% pyroxene, 25% plagioclase and 24% il
menite). The red-brown glass lining is 5 mm wide with maximum thickness of
.2 mm. The glass is underlaid by a distinctly shock -metamorphosed zone
containing maskelynite.
Microprobe analyses are illustrated in Fig. 1 with the endmembers A1 2 03 ,
MgO and Ti0 2 representing plagioclase, pyroxene and ilmenite, respectively.
Though not taken at random, the points analyzed on the glass liner are repre
sentative of the heterogeneity/homogeneity of the entire glass as judged by
optical criteria such as color shades. Most of the glass displays various
shades of brown and clusters around the bulk composition of the rock as in
ferred from the modal analysis and associated mineral chemistry data (Table 1) .
Table 2 shows some selected total analyses of the melt . The data point near
the A1 2 03 corner (Fig. 1; no. 5 in Table 2) represents a transparent, color
less glass of almost pure plagioclase; such glasses are less than 5% by volume.
The remainder of the data is of glasses with various intensities of brown
colors, directly reflecting iron content. The variation of the An versus MgO
contents in the glasses follows a mixing line between plagioclase and pyroxene.
If a selective Na loss had occurred, a consistently increasing An ratio would
have resulted, which would have produced points above the mixing line. How
ever, the scatter shows only a 1. 1% variation in the An-ratio with no consist
ent deviation .
LONAR BASALT: Lonar Crater, 1.8 km in diameter, was formed in tholeiitic
flood basalts of the Deccan Traps. Shock features, including melt products,
were described by Fredriksson et al. (1973) and Kieffer (1975). These basalts
are fine-grained «.2 mm) and of porphyritic to glomeroporphyritic texture
(phenocrysts <1.5 mm). Our new mineral chemistry data of the major phases are
presented in Table 3. The rock contains labradorite (An58), two pyroxenes
[augite(En45W036) and pigeonite (En36Fs49)], ilmenite and ulv~spinel . Bulk
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chemical analysis of the whole rock performed via XRF plots in the midst of
the biggest cluster in Fig. 2.
Following the classification of Kieffer et al. (1975), only glasses of
shock grade 5 were analyzed, i.e., glasses that most likely represent whole
rock melts (abundant schlieren, flow features, up to 20% vesicles, and a few
rounded to well-rounded relict pyroxene grains but no detrital plagioclase).
90%of the glass is brown and is in part devitrified to fibrous spherulites.
About 5% of the glass is colorless; the remaining 5% shows intermediate colors.
Microprobe analyses are plotted in Fig. 2 and representative data are listed
in Table 4. Though neither Table 4 nor Fig. 2 accurately reflects the actual
proportions of the various glass types, about 90%clusters around the XRF data
indicating that the bulk composition of the brown glass is close to the bulk
composition of whole rock. The clear glasses - somewhat over-represented in
Fig. 2 - fall closer to plagioclase composition and form a mixing trend with
the bulk melt; they display intermediate color shades. As was the case with
microcrater 10085, the An versus MgO variation of glass compositions falls on
a mixing trend between plagioclase and pyroxene; no net enrichment of An is
detectable with the microprobe, i.e., selective Na volatilization - if at all 
is below microprobe resolution.
CONCLUSIONS: Glasses representing "whole rock" impact melts are abundant in
both the lunar and Lonar craters. Significant chemical differentiation,
selective volatilization and partial melting do not occur as a result of the
shock event. Clear glasses of feldspar-rich compositions are the result of
incomplete melting and mixing due to insufficient shock conditions to melt the
whole rock, i.e., they represent a lower grade of shock metamorphism (Gibbons
et a1., 1975; SHiffler, 1971; and Kieffer et a1., 1975). The relative magni
tudes of the shock events represented by the 6 mm and 1.8 km diameter craters
do not affect the nature of the shock-melting process, though larger melt
volumes may increase their homogeneity due to more thorough mixing and slower
cooling rates. We also verify previous observations, that framework silicates
vitrify and melt first, with pyroxenes and opaques initially melting on grain
margins before the entire rock fuses. These findings do not contradict those
of Stahle (1973) who presents evidence that the granitic melts of the Ries
glasses owe their small scale heterogeneity in large part to the incomplete
absorption of mineral and lithic detritus introduced into the bulk melt during
crater excavation. Both views agree that "whole rock" impact melts are re
markably homogeneous; it appears that small scale chemical heterogeneities are
the result of either incomplete melting of the host rock, i.e., insufficient
shock energy, or contamination of the melt by mineral or lithic debris (see
also Grieve, 1975 and Simonds, 1975).
REFERENCES: Dence, M.R. (1971) JGR 76, 5552-5565; Engelhardt, W.v. et al . (1970) Proc. Ap. 11
Lunar Sci. Conf., 363-384! Fredriksson, K. et al. (1973) Scienc~ 180,862-864: Gibbons, R.V. et
al. (l97~) Proc. Lunar $Cl. Conf. 6th, In press; Grieve, R.A.F . (1975) Geo1. Soc. Amer. Bull., In
press; Kleffe~, S.W. (19~5) Sc!er,ce 189, 333-340; Kieffer, S.W. et al ; (1975) AGU Fall Meeting
Abstract and 1n preparat10n; Slmonds, C.H. (1975) Proc. Lunar Sci. Conf. 6th in press' Stahle v
(1972) Earth Planet. Sci. Lett. 17, 275-293; Stoffler, D, (1971) JGR 76, 554i-5551.'
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3
38.77
11 .34
12.73
18.34
05.66
11 .75
00.49
00.12
99.20

Plagioclase, average of 5 grains
Augite, average of 2 grains
Enstatite, average of 2 gra i ns
Ilmenite, average of 4 grains
Error less than 2 percent

10085,9007
2
1
40.32
39.18
5102
09.64
09.28
TI02
AL203 14.08 13.69
17.57 18.49
FEO
MGO
05.10 05.31
12.10 11.43
CAO
00.36
00.45
NA20
K20
00.10 00.10
TOTAL 99.27
97.93

TABLE

1.
2.
3.
4.
*

4
38.46
10.67
14.56
19. 14
03.69
11 .36
00.43
00.11
98.42

ELECTRON MICROPROBE ANALYSES, WEIGHT PERCENT*

SI02
TI02
AL203
FEO
MGO
CAO
NA20
K20
TOTAL

TABLE 1: 10085,9007 MARE BASALT
1
2
3
.4
46.05
49.5B
37.81
00.36
00 . 00
02.36
00.00
54.52
36.20
03 .07
00.04
00 . 22
00.33
11 . 92
25.96
43 . 19
00 . 24
15.80
36 . 54
02 . 57
17 .94
16.92
00.19
00 .00
00.97
00.12
00.08
00 .00
00.00
00.01
00.01
00.08
101 . 73
99.78 100.63 100.94
50.62
00.06
29.94
00.63
00.20
13.81
03.90
OO.lB
99.34

50 . 58
00.88
02.12
12.40
15.47
17.43
00.24
00.04
99.16

2

GLASS LINING
7
8
38.17 42.32
09.74 08.83
12.90 13.30
17.04
19.41
07.40
05.32
12.09 13.50
00.44 00.34
00.05
00.10
98.17 102.78

PERCENT*

4
00.79
46 .79
00.69
41. 74
01 . 64
01.6B
01.33
02.03
96.66

9
37.29
11 .21
12.38
19. 19
05.52
11 .19
00.46
00. 11
97.35

Plagioclase, average of 6 grains
Augite, average of 15 grains
U1vospine1, average of 2 grains
Ilmenite, single grain
Error less than 2 percent

MICROCRATER
5
6
45.62
49.21
00.00 01.07
37.15
01.90
00.28 23.80
00.21
10.83
17.70 12.26
01 . 12 00.08
00.00 00.03
102.08 99.18

2,
3.
4.
*

l.

~IEIGHT

3
03.46
31.45
01 .66
55.45
02.26
00.B4
00.40
00.24
95.76

LONAR BASALT

ELECTRON MICROPROBE ANALYSES,

SI02
TI02
AL203
FEO
MGO
CAO
NA20
K20
TOTAL

TABLE 3:

10
45. 15
12.28
12.09
11.60
02.89
11 .57
00.41
00.09
96.08
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51.60
00.21
26.57
02.42
00.70
11.05
03.03
00.58
96.16

TABLE

S102
TI02
AL203
FED
MGO
CAO
NA20
K20
TOTAL

1
S102 52.92
TI02 00.67
AL203 16.43
09.58
FEO
03.58
MGO
10.79
CAO
NA20 03.30
00.34
K20
TOTAL 97.61

TABLE

2
51.50
00.06
28.20
00.71
00.18
12.33
04.07
00.33
97.38

2
50.90
02.27
12.70
12.73
05.18
10.63
02, 14
00.57
97.12

3
54,34
00.07
26.58
01.26
00.19
11.61
03.84
01.14
99.03

3
50.18
02.17
13.53
12.75
05.36
09.98
02.28
00.62
96.87
50.46
01.97
12.76
12.48
05.59
10.36
02.19
00.62
96.43

6

GLASS

4
52.21
00.07
28.44
01.08
00.26
12.49
03.88
00.55
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5
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01.79
11.46
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00.60
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GLASS
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09.63
04.17
01.03
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LONAR BASALT - CLASS 5
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PARTIAL MELTING OF MAFIC CUMULATES FOR MARE BASALT PETROGENESIS
Chi-yu Shih
Lockheed Electronics Company, Inc.
16811 El Camino Real, Houston, Texas 77058
The principal chemical characteristics of basaltic samples returned
from the lunar mare regions are their extremely high iron and low sodium
contents by terrestrial standards. These igneous-textured mare basalts
were probably derived from melting of the deep lunar interior and extruded
onto the surface through either internally generated or meteoritic impact
related processes. Depletion of Na and other volatile elements are not
confined solely to mare basalts, but appears to be a lunar-wide phenom
enon which could be directly related to the high temperature condensation
of the moon from a solar nebula. However, the enrichment of Fe seems to be
limited to mare basalts and glasses of similar origin (e.g. green and
orange glass), and probably reflects the unusually high Fe content in the
source region from which these basaltic samples were derived.
Previously (Shih et. al., 1975), we have presented LIL (large ion
lithophile) element and isotopic evidence consistent with the hypothesis
that high-Ti mare basalts can be generated by varying degrees of partial
melting of an ilmenite-clinopyroxenite source which itself could be a late
stage cumulate produced by primary chemical differentiation of at least
the outer several hundred kilometers of the moon. An attempt will be
made to clarify difficulties raised by Ringwood (l975) about the proposed
model, and additional evidence based on the chemistry of both high-Ti and
low-Ti basalts will be presented. In addition, the possible relationships
between the sources of these basalts and the overall petrogenetic evolu
tion of the moon will be discussed.
.
(1) Does Titanium Behave as a LIL Element in all Lunar Mare Basalts?
TiO? vs. mg (lOO(MgO)/«MgO) + (FeO)) atomic unit) for all available
mare bas~lt data are shown in Fig. 1. The mg value of basalts has gen
erally been accepted as an index of magmatic differentiation, being strong
ly controlled by olivine and pyroxene fractionation. Ti is a minor element
in most basalts and thus its concentration can also be considered as an
approximate measurement of differentiation. Since most of the common
major minerals in basalts do not incorporate significant amounts of Ti, as
these minerals are removed the residual liquid will be enriched in Ti.
Low-Ti mare basalts cover a wide range of mg (35 to 60); the range
for high-Ti basalts is slightly narrower (35 to 50). Two entirely differ
ent variation trends are observed for these basalts: (a) Ti0 2 and mg for
all low-Ti basalts seem to have a reverse relationship, namely, Ti0 2 in
creases as mg decreases. This relationship can be satisfactorily explained
by the fractionation of olivine and pyroxene from the basaltic liquid (in
cluding green glass) at low pressure (Green et a1., 1971; Green and Ring
wood 1973; Longhi et a1., 1973). Separation of these phases will signif
icantly reduce the mg value and slightly increase the Ti02 content of the
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residual liquid. Three well-defined suites of basalts have been recognized
in detail - Apollo 12 basalts by Kushiro and Haramura (1971); Apollo 15
olivine and quartz normative basalts by Chapell and Green (1973) and Rhodes
and Hubbard (1973). Variations in their initial 87Sr/86Sr ratios require
several sources for Apollo 12 low-Ti basalts and probably one source for
Apollo 15 olivine and quartz normative basalts. Therefore. it is possible
to produce both Apollo 15 olivine and quartz normative basalts by differ
ent degrees of partial melting of a single source; a smaller degree of
partial melting is needed for the former. a larger degree for the latter.
It follows. therefore. that Ti can be considered as a LIL element in low
Ti mare basalts. (b) On the contrary. for most of high-Ti mare basalts
the relationship between Ti02 and mg is distinctly a positive one. This is
not surprising. since both olivine and ilmenite are the earliest minerals
crystallized at low pressure (Longhi et al .• 1974). In addition. their
high densities make them the most likely phases to fractionate. Olivine
and ilmenite fractionation tends to lower mg and Ti02 of the liquid simul
taneously. The data for these basalts (including high-K basalts) closely
follow the equilibrium crystallization path of Longhi et al .• (1974).
Therefore. Ti02 cannot be considered a LIL element in this case. thereby
removing one of the difficulties raised by Ringwood (1975) for a cumulate
source of mare basalt origin.
(2) Are LIL Element Variations Necessarily Due to Different Degrees
of Meltin of a Single Source?
{2.1
Strontium Isotopic Constraints
Low-Ti mare basalts were crystallized at T=3.2-3.4 AE with 1=0.6993-7
while high-Ti mare basalts were crystallized slightly earlier at T=3.6-3.
9AE with 1=0.6992 for low-K. 1=0.6996 for high-K basalts. The initial Sr
isotopic differences. after age correction. require isotopically distinct
sources for high-Ti and low-Ti basalts if they were derived by an equili
brium partial melting process. Furthermore, T-I studies (Papanastassiou
and Wasserburg 1971; Nyquist et al., 1975) strongly suggest that during
such partial melting events the Rb/Sr ratio underwent limited fractionation
in the case of the high-Ti (low-K) basalts, and to a slightly greater degree
for most low-Ti basalts. These data imply that high-Ti basalts were pro
duced by very extensive melting or remelting. while low-Ti basalts were
produced by a relatively lower degree of melting. In conclusion. there
fore, the chemistry of the source is not very far removed from the result
ing basalt composition, especially for high-Ti basalts.
(2.2) LIL Elements Distribution in Mare Basalts
Chondrite-normalized LIL element distribution patterns for different
kinds of mare basalts are shown in Fig. 2. In general, volatile LIL
elements (e.g. K, Rb) are depleted relative to refractory elements (e.g.
Sr, Ba and REE) by one or two orders of magnitude. High-Ti (low-K) basalts
have the most fractionated LIL element distribution patterns. with distinct
light REE depletion. High-K and low-Ti basalts have relatively unfraction
ated LIL element patterns. It has been demonstrated earlier (Shih et al.,
1975) that high-Ti and high-K basalts can be produced by varying degrees of
partial melting of an ilmenite~clinopyroxenite source.

J
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(2.2a) Eu-anomaly of Mare Basalts
It has been noted that the magnitude of the negative Eu-anomaly seems
to become less pronounced as the absolute abundances of REE decrease. High
T; mare basalts have a very substantial Eu-anomaly with respect to low-Ti
mare basalts or green glass. Ringwood (1975) interpreted this as evidence
that mare basalts have a common source with little or no Eu-anomaly. This
is only true when two conditions can both be satisfied: (1) A Eu- or
Sr-rich mfneral must be present in the residual after mare basalt extraction.
This phase selectively retains Eu and excludes other trivalent REE, thus
basalts generated have . a significant Eu depletion. High pressure ex
perimental petrology studies (Longhi et al., 1974) fail to locate such a
phase on the liquidus at any pressure. (2) All mare basalts were produced
from source (s) containing the same LIL element concentrations. This con
dition is difficult to evaluate because LIL element distributions are
heavily dependent on the degree of melting.
Alternatively, variations of the Eu-anomaly and LIL element concentra 
tions in mare basalts can be explained by different source mineralogy and
chemistry. ·
It is well known that clinopyroxene shows a greater affinity
for the trivalent REE than does olivine or orthopyroxene. In addition, the
former favors trivalent REE over divalent Eu (estimated from Sr) to a
greater degree than either olivine or orthopyroxene. Thus, a source con
sisting predominantly of clinopyroxene will have higher concentrations of
REE and a larger negative Eu-anomaly than one containing olivine or ortho
pyroxene. This is consistent with high pressure phase equilibrium studies
which suggest that the source for high-Ti mare basalts is ilmenite-clino
pyroxenite, and that for low Ti-mare basalts is olivine pyroxenite.
(2.2.b) Fractionation of Trivalent REE in Mare Basalts
The Ce/Yb ratio is a measure of the magnitude of trivalent REE frac
tionation in basalts. Ce/Yb ratios of mare basalts demonstrate two trends
(see Fig. 3). (1) For A-ll, A-17 high-Ti (low-K) and A-15, A-12 low-Ti
basalts, the absolute contents of Yb increases as their Ce/Yb ratios de
crease. However, (2) the high-Ti mare basalts themselves exhibit an in
crease in Ce/Yb with an increase in Yb values. The former trend is very
difficult to produce by any degree of partial melting of a single source.
Increased partial melting will cause a gradual depletion in the ratio of
light REE over heavy REE as well as decrease in absolute abundances. If
high-Ti mare basalts were produced by a smaller degree of melting as is
required by their, higher LIL abundances, then, the basalts produced by
larger degrees of melting such as low-Ti mare basalts should have much lower
Ce/Yb ratios than those of high-Ti mare basalts. Obviously, this is not the
case. Furthermore, the only common mineral known to slightly favor the
light REE relative to the heavy REE is plagioclase; however, experimental
studies preclude this mineral as a major residual component. Consequently,
at least two entirely different sources for mare basalts are required.
(2.2.c) Rb/Sr Ratios of Mare Basalts
Rb/Sr ratios for low-Ti mare basalts (0.005 - 0~1) are larger than
those for high-Ti mare basalts (0.002-0.005), and comparable to estimated
values for the bulk moon (0.006-0.010). The values for basalts can be
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considered as the upper limits for their sources since igneous processes
tend to increase Rb/Sr ratios in the melt. Extremely low Rb/Sr ratios for
high-Ti mare basalts strongly suggest a highly fractionated source for
these rocks. Although Rb and Sr are excluded by ferromagnesium minerals,
clinopyroxene is the only such mineral which will fractionate Rb/Sr ratios
appreciably more than olivine or orthopyroxene, based on their distribution
coefficients (Hart and Brooks 1974). Clinopyroxene will have much lower
Rb/Sr ratios than those for olivine or orthopyroxene crystallized from the
same liquid. This is also compatible with the source mineralogy for mare
basalts reached previously.
(3) Formation Age of the Mafic Cumulate
It has been suggested that the sources for mare basalts can be various
cumulates related to a primary lunar differentiation (Walker et al., 1975;
Taylor and Jakes 1974). High precision Sr isotopic measurement of mare
basalts could allow us to estimate the time of this event. Whole rock
data are taken from the work of Nyquist et al., (1973, 1974, and 1975) and
Papanastassiou and Wasserburg (1970, 1971 and 1972) in which the inter
laboratory bias for the data are known with confidence. High-Ti and low-Ti
(excluding high-K) mare basalts give a least squares age T-4.26AE and
1-0.69914 (Fig. 4). This suite of data does not define a perfect isochron
since not all th~ data points lie on the line. The age is in close agree
ment with T=4.35-0.10AE derived for a single high-Ti mare basalt by the Sm
Nd technique (Lugmair et al., 1975) and T-4.42AE derived from a single low
Ti mare basalt by the U-Th-Pb technique (Tera and Wasserburg, 1975). It is
interesting to note that this age is similar to the formation age of KREEP
basalts (Schonfeld and Meyer 1972). This is consistent with the hypothesis
of a two-stage model for generating mare basalts. It is possible that a
large number of the mare as well as non-mare basalts are genetically related
to this primary chemical differentiation event.
(4) Conclusions
(a) Ti does not behave as a LIL element in high-Ti mare basalts.
(b) At least two chemically, mineralogically and isotopically distinct
sources are required for generating high-Ti and low-Ti mare basalts.
(c) LIL element evidences strongly suggest that the best candidate for the
source of high-Ti mare basalt is an ilmenite-clinopyroxene rich cumu
late, and that for low-Ti mare basalt an olivine-orthopyroxene '~
clinopyroxene cumulate. Both cumulates can be genetically related
through a major lunar differentiation process.
Cd) Rb-Sr whole rock isochrons for all low-K mare basalts define least
squares age of 4.26AE and 1=0.69914. This could be interpreted as the
age of the lunar-wide differentiation event resulting in various mafic
cumulates capable of producing mare basalts.
Acknowledgements: The reviews and comments of J. Wainwright, J. M. Rhodes
and E. Schonfeld are highly appreciated.
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ORIGIN OF THE BASALTIC ACHONDRITES. E. Stolper, Grant Institute of
Geology, University of Edinburgh, Scotland.
Melting experiments on Juvinas and other eucrite meteorites have shown
that near their liquidi, most of these compositions are saturated with iron
metal, olivine(Fo65), pigeonite(Wo5En65), plagioclase(An94), and Cr-rich spinel
(TAC=.04, Fe/Fe+Mg=.65) at 1 atm pressure, f02=10-13.4atm, and T=1175 0 C 1 •
Liquidus diagrams based on probe analyses of glasses from these experiments roB
shown in fig 1 and 2, along with projections of known eucrite analyses. The
clustering of projected eucrite compositions about the olivine, pyroxene, pla
gioclase, Cr-spinel, metal peritectic (~) restates the results of the melting
experiments and emphasizes the role of the low pressure crystal-liquid equili
bria in the genesis of the eucrites: all known eucrite compositions can be de
signated as liquids on this peritectic or cumulates of the pyroxene and plagi
oclase present at the low pressure liquidi of these liquids. Any model of the
igneous processes which produced the eucrites must account for the preferemial
generation of liquids at peritectic ~
At low pressure, liquids at peritectic ~ simultaneously crystallize pigeonim
and plagioclase. The residual liquids move from ~ to ~ (fig 1). A silica poly
morph begins crystallizing at B. This crystallization sequence reproduces the
sequence petrographically dedu~ed for eucrites 2 • Spinel is present at all
stages of predicted and observed crystallization sequences. Though olivine and
metal are stable in equilibrium with a liquid at ~, they are in odd reaction
relation with the liquid and will not crystallize from it. This is consistent
with the absence of olivine in eucrites and the observation that metal was not
an early crystallizing phase in the eucrite crystallization sequence 1 •
The failure of models which produce eucrite liquids by differentiation of
more magnesian magmas and of models which explain the bulk of chemical differ
ences between the eucrites by differentiation of eucrite magmas during fracti
onal crystallization3 - 5 has been discussed elsewhere 1 • Briefly, these models
encounter the following difficulties:(a) preferential generation of liquids at
a peritectic as the products of differentiation by fractional crystallization
is unlikely6;(b) if parental liquids ever passed through a stage in their evo
lution in which pyroxene was the only crystallizing phase (required by such
models to account for the diogenites), the liquid line of descent would never
encounter the peritectic at ~;(c) liquid lines of descent resulting from frac
tional crystallization which reach peritectic ~ undergo only olivine and/or
. plagioclase fractionation in reaching the peritectic; such paths are inconsis
tent with the existence of diogenites and the abundance of magnesian pyroxenep
in howardites, the absence of olivine in eucrites and its rarity in diogenites
and howardites, the rarity of plagioclase cumulates which contain no cumulate
pyroxene, and the primitive REE distributions of some eucrites 7 , indicating
that these liquids did not develop from parental magmas by fractionation of
plagioclase;(d) these models cannot reconcile the constancy of major element
chemistry (particularly Fe/Fe+Mg) of the eucrites which cluster around A with
their wide variations in the concentrations of REE and incompatible ele;ents 4 •
The observed features of the eucrites can be explained if these meteorites
are interpreted as the brecciated products of low pressure melting of an oliv
ine+1Qw-Ca pyroxene+plagioclase+Cr-spinel+metal source which projects in the
shaded region of fig 1, with compositiqnal variation the result of variable
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degrees of partial melting and subsequent fractional crystallization and crys
tal accumulation. Diogenites are regarded as brecciated cumulates separated
from more advanced partial melts of the same source. Howardites and mesosider
ites are polymict breccias which contain lithic and mineral fragments sampling
the spectrum of differentiated liquids and cumulates developed from the range
of partial magmas produced by variable degrees of partial melting of this sou
rce. Magmas produced by partial melting would plot at peritectic ~ until plag
ioclase was exhausted from the source region; this explains the observed clus
tering of eucrite compositions. If the eucrites represent small degrees of
partial melting, small variations in the degrees of partial melting which pro
duced different eucrites could have produced the significant variations in the
concentrations of incompatible elements which are observed between eucrites of
indistinguishable majoraement chemistry and Fe/Fe+MgB. If plagioclase were
completely exhausted from the source at small degrees of partial melting, this
model can explain the variations in REE distributions and the magnitudes of Eu
anomalies which are observed between eucrites of nearly identical major ele~t
chemist ry 7,8. This model predicts the absence of olivine in the eucrites. Dif
ferentiation of eucrite liquids at A by crystallization and separation of pyr
oxene and plagioclase would be expected to produce the eucrite cumulates (e.g.
Moore County, Serra de Mage, Binda) and silica and trace element enriched li
quids of higher Fe/Fe+Mg (e.g. Nuevo Laredo, Lakangaon). Under conditions of
fractional fusion, the production of magma by further melting after the exhau
stion of plagioclase in the source would be nearly halted. If imperfect frac
tional fusion took place, the more advanced partial melts would move up the
olivine+pyroxene curve in fig 1, continuously decreasing Fe/Fe+Mg until pyrox
ene were exhausted from the source. The diogenites and magnesian pyroxenes in
howardites can be interpreted as cumulates of the low-Ca pyroxenes crystalliz
ing near the liquidi of these more advanced partial melts. The rarity of oliv
ine in these meteori tes is predicted since these liquids would not ordinarily
crystallize olivine. The occasional olivine in these meteorites (and Chassigny)
could be due to variations in source composition, small variations in condit
ions of melting or crystallization (e.g. a small drop in pressure between the
source region and the environment of crystallization), or xenocrysts from im
perfect separation of the magma from the source. Further melting after the ex
haustion of pyroxene in the source would produce liquids which move away from
the olivine+pyroxene curve in fig 1 toward the olivine corner. The olivines
crystallized near the liquidi of these magmas could account for some of the .
diogenitic and howarditic olivines. The observed abundance patterns of rockand
mineral fragments in howardites 9 and the lack of known meteorites with compo
sitions which could represent partial melts more advanced than the plagiocla~
saturated eucrites are consistent with the bias toward the products of smaller
degrees of partial melting which is expected under conditions of imperfect
fractional fusion. Models which require fractional crystallization of magnesi
an parental magmas to produce the eucrites should produce the opposite of ob
served trends; i.e. examples of magmas more primitive than the eucrites should
predominate and the abundance of mineral and rock fragments in the howardites
should be strongly biased towards more magneSian compositions.
The equilibria shown in fig 1 and 2 are relatively insensitive to pressure
and are probably broadly valid for pressures up to 5 kb. The melting which
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produced the eucrite magmas could therefore have occurred at depths greater
than 100 km if the parent planet was smaller than the moon.
If a partial melting model is accepted, constraints can be set on the mine
ralogy and nature of the source region. The low pressure phase equilibria only
dictate the phases present in the source region, not their proportions. The
proposed model requires that plagioclase be exhausted from the source at small
degrees of partial melting, so the source would project near the olivine-pyro
xene join in the shaded region of fig 1. The bulk Fe/Fe+Mg of the silicates
would be .30-.35. Mesosiderites show that concentrations of metal were present
in the eucrite planet and probably near its surface. This suggests that metal
may have been a major phase in the source region.
The residue of partial melting after the exhaustion of plagioclase in the
source would be olivihe+pyroxene+Cr-spinel+ffietal. If the source were metal-~,
the olivine-bearing diogenites could represent such residua. Since such an
origin is not possible for the olivine-free diogenites, a cumulate mode of or
igin is preferred for the entire diogenite group. If metal were a major cons
tituent of the source, as suggested above, the residue would approKimate the
Lodran meteorite 10 • Further melting of such a metal-rich source would leave a
pallasite-like residue after the exhaustion of pyroxene from the source.
If Lodran is assumed to be such a residue, its modal mineralogyl0,11and the
form of phase relations in the system Si02-CaAI2Si20S-Fe2Si04-Mg2Si0412can be
used to estimate the proportions (by weight) of phases in the source: metal/
metal+silicate=.OS; 0Iivine/olivine+pyroxene~.14j minor calcic plagioclase,
Cr-spinel, and sulfide. The same phase relations can be used to make an inde
pendent estimate of the initial source assemblage by assuming that the most
magnesian howarditic pyroxenes(~ EnS5)9crystallized from partial melts produ
ced just as pyroxene was exhausted from the source region: olivine/olivine+
pyroxene~.21 j the metal content cannot be estimated in this case. These esti
mates demonstrate that pyroxene must dominate over olivine in permissable
source assemblages.
No known meteorites satisfy the requirements of this source region. A primi
tive and as yet unsampled type of mesosiderite, formed either as condensates 13
or as the crust of the eucrite body (or some other planet which was subsequen
tly incorporated into the eucrite planet) produced by large scale melting and
planetary differentiation similar to that inferred for the moon could offer a
satisfactory source assemblage.
Wanke and Palme 14 have estimated the bulk composition of the eucrite parent
body. The low pressure «Skb) mineralogy of such a composition is nearly an
exact match for the source region required to produce the eucrites and related
partial melts; the only difference is that the source of the eucrite melts
would have to be slightly more iron-rich. Though the eucrite source would have
to be more iron-rich, the bulk composition and low pressure mineralogy of the
primitive moon inferred by Ringwood S ,15 are also an excellent match to the re
quirements of the eucrite source region. These similarities raise the possibi
lity that the eucrite melts may have formed by partial melting of the primi
tive material of the eucrite planet.
Though the gravitational field of the eucrite planet was sufficient to sepa
rate crystals from eucrite melts and to produce crystal alignment in cumulates,
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the planet is inferred to be smaller than the moon and possibly of asteroidal
dimensions 16 • The rarity of olivine in basaltic achondrites, the absence of
fragments similar to high- or low-Ti mare basalts, and the rarity of plagioc
lase-rich fragments in basal tic achondrites are other differences betwee'n
these meteorites and lunar rocks 9 • These differences may simply reflect the
smaller size of the eucrite planet, as illustrated in the fbllowingpossible
scenarios of its evolution:(l) Energy from homogeneous accretion of the outer
portions of the eucrite planet of material corresponding to the source of the
eucrite melts (possibly similar to the material from which the moon accreted)
resulted in melting in the outer portions of the eucrite planet. Unlike on the
moon, where larger size resulted in accretional energy sufficient to complete
ly melt its outer portions, the degrees of melting were restricted on the euc
rite planet, though melting probably occurred over much of the planet. The
widespread partial melting, controlled by the low pressure equilibria shown in
fig 1, resulted in eruption of eucritic and more advanced partial melts and
perhaps in the formation of large lava lakes. Differentiation of these melts
and accumulation of crystallizing phases produced the variety of rock types
represented in lithic and mineral clasts in basaltic achondrites. Continued
bombardment of the planet resulted in brecciation and mixing of these igneous
products. Impact melting of the basaltic achondrites occurred. Due to the
small size of the planet, heating from interior radioactive sources was never
sufficient to produce a later period of melting from the interior. The young
ages of some clasts in howardites 17 must represent impact melts or ages reset
by impact. (2) Early evolution of the planet 'is similar to (1), but in this
case radioactive heat sources in the interior produce melting between 3-4 AE.
The small size of the planet restricts pressures even deep in its interior to
<5 kb so that magma genesis is controlled by the low pressure equilibria in
fig 1. Since the source is identical to that involved in the earlier episode
of melting, the character of these eucrite magmas and the associated cumulate~
differentiates, etc. will be nearly identical to those formed at 4.6 AE by
accretional, near surface melting. The pressure drop accompanying eruption
would result in small amounts of olivine crystallization due to the expansion
of the olivine field with decreasing pressure.
The incomplete melting of the planet's outer regions envisaged in these
scenarios and the lowered effectiveness of crystal fractionation due to the
smaller gravitational field of the eucrite planet relative to the moon suggest
that neither the mafic cumulates which could represent Sources for low-Ti mare
basalts, nor the high-Ti cumulates or residua which could produce high-Ti mare
basalts, nor a plagioclase-rich crustal accumulate would be present on this
eucrite planet. In addition, the high pressure control of phase equilibria
needed to produce mare-like basalts would have been unavailable in this euc
rite planet. Thus the smaller size of the eucrite planet could account for the
differences between basaltic achondrites and lunar rocks even if the bulk com
positions of the planets are similar.
If the basaltic achondrites are indeed the products of magmas formed by snail
amounts of partial melting, they must be less abundant than the residua left
by this melting. This relations~ip is not observed among recorded falls.
If,
however the euc~ite body were never comp'letely disrupted and sampling of
mater1al from th1s planet were restricteo to eJecta from near surface regions,
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the observed abundance pattern would be expected. The brecciated character of
nearly all basaltic achondrites and mesosiderites indicate that sampling of
this planet has indeed been biased toward rocks from its regolith and near
surface regions. Estimates of the surface compositions of asteroids indicate
that Vesta (which was never disrupted) has a basaltic achondrite surface 18 •
Perhaps the basaltic achondrites were ejected from the surface of Vesta. It
should be noted that if Vesta or a body of similar dimensions (radius~200 km)
is indeed the source of the basaltic achondrites, an alternative to accretion
al energy as the heat source for the low pressure melting which produced the
eucrites at 4.6 AE may be necessary, since the temperature increase from grav
itational energy would be negligible on a body this small.
I thank the Marshall Aid Commemoration Commission for financial support.
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TRACE ELEMENT CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MARE BASALT SOURCE REGION :
IMPLICATIONS OF THE CUMULATE VERSUS PRIMITIVE SOURCE MODEL.
S.R. Taylor and A.E. Bence
Research School of Earth Sciences,
Australian National University
Canberra
Models for the nature of the source regions of the maria basalts fall
principally into two groups. One proposes that the basalts are derived, in
total or in part, from primitive unfractionated lunar material while the sec
ond provides for their origin from differentiated zones arising from crystal
fractionation during an initial early melting of at least the outer regions
of the moon. This is referred to as the cumulate model. In this paper we
propose to examine the major and trace element evidence to evaluate these two
mutually exclusive models. There are two constraints on the depth at which
partial melting takes place. The gravity evidence from the mascons indicates
a crustal thickness of the order of 60-100 km at the time of the maria basalt
extrusion 3.9 - 3.16 aeons ago . This follows the consensus identification of
the mascons with the mare basalt fill of the giant ringed basins. At the
time of the basin-forming collisions (>3.9 aeons) the crust was either hotter
or thinner since some isostatic compensation of the mountain rings (e.g .
Apennines) has occurred. A lower limit of about 400 km is obtained from the
standard interpretation of experimental petrology data (1) using the criter
ion of multiple saturation of phases on the liquidus. At depths below about
400 km, garnet appears on the liquidus. The apparent absence of garnet as a
major phase due to density constraints precludes derivation from depths below
400 km.
When examining the chemical evidence, variations due to crystal fraction
at i on either at or en route to the surface should be excluded. We have
selected three samples for which there is a consensus that near-surface frac
tionation was minimal. These are the emerald green glass 15426, the low
titanium basalt 12009 and the high titanium basalt 74275. In the following
discussion we compare and contrast their chemistries as well as those of the
other maria basalts.
Trace element abundances
In addition to variations in Ti02, the two major mare basalt chemical
types can be distinguished by differences in the abundances of some of their
minor and trace elements - particularly Ni, Co, Sc, and V.
Nickel (Fig. 1) is exceedingly low in abundance «5 to about 8 ppm) in
the high-Ti basalts and no correlation with Mg/Mg + Fe is observed. The
low-Ti basalts on the other hand exhibit a range from <5 ppm (12038) to 160
ppm (15426) and are positively correlated with Mg/Mg + Fe. This correlation
is consistent with the low-Ti liquids being generated by ranging degrees of
partial melting of a source region in which olivine is an important constit
uent. Subsequent olivine fractionation may also explain the relationship.
The low and restricted Ni content of the high-Ti basalt may be a reflection
of low Ni in the source region (due to early removal of olivine in the cumu
late model) or due to elimination of Ni from the rising basalt liquids due
to its reduction to Nio and precipitation with a metallic phase. Cobalt is
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not depleted in the hi-Ti basalts relative to the low-Ti basalts to such a
large extent as Ni. Again, a positive correlation with Mg/Mg + Fe is noted.
Vanadium is depleted in the high-Ti basalts relative to the low-Ti bas
alts.
However, some overlap is observed between the two groups. No correl
ation with Mg/ Mg + Fe is observed.
Chromium (Fig. 2) exhibits nearly complete overlap between the two Ti
groups . From its behaviour in terrestrial layered intrusions, Cr 3 + appears
early i n the crystallisation sequence as chromite. There is some evidence
that Cr in the moon is at least in part divalent. Cr 2 + resembles C0 2 + in
such parameters as crystal field site preference energy, (2). It thus follows
Fe 2 + and the contrasting behaviour of divalent and trivalent chromium can
account, at least qualitatively, for the rather uniform distribution of Cr in
the source regions of the maria basalts, in terms of the cumulate model.
Scandium (Fig. 3) falls into two closely defined groups. The high-Ti
basalts contain 75-100 ppm Sc whereas the low-Ti basalts contain 25-60 ppm.
Within the two groups, correlation of Sc abundance with the Mg/Mg + Fe ratio
of the basalts is not strong. However, at the respective low-Ti sites (12
and 15) there does appear to be a negative correlation of Sc abundance with
Mg/Mg + Fe. As scandium would be strongly partitioned into clinopyroxene
(KDs/l ~3) during crystal fractionation, the observed abundance relationships
are consistent with a cumulate source region model in which olivine is more
abundant than clinopyroxene in the low Ti source, with the converse in the
high Ti sour ce regions.
No systematic differences are observed for U in the respective major
mare basalt-types. However, the hi-K subgroup of the Apollo 11 basalts has
systematically higher concentrations. A negative correlation of U with
Mg/Mg + Fe is noted. Uranium abundance variations in the most primitive
liquids (0.02 ppm, 15426; 0.13 ppm, 74275; 0.15 ppm, 12002) cannot be
explained either by different degrees of partial melting of a homogeneous
source region or by subsequent crystal fraction but must reflect real differ
ences in the sources. This is consistent with the cumulate model but not with
a homogeneous primitive source model. Further consequences of the uranium
and thorium abundances are noted below.
Barium concentrations range from 20 to 150 ppm in both the high- and
low-Ti basalts, however, the low-K Apollo 11 basalts have significantly
higher Ba (~250 to >400 ppm).
Zirconium is significantly higher in all the high-Ti basalts (~200 
650 ppm) than in the low Ti-basalts (50-150 ppm). Green glass 15426, the
most primitive mare liquid sample, has only 22 ppm.
Nature of the source
By se lecting the most primitive basalts sampled by Apollo and relating
their trace element abundance to experimental investigations on these liquids,
it is possible to place some constraints on the trace element abundances in
the source regions.
Green glass 15426 by analogy with basalt 12009 appears to have been
generated by 30-60% partial melting of a peridotitic source region (3) and
does not appear to have experienced any significant crystal fractionation.
The incompatible elements, U, Th, REE, Zr, V, Ti, etc. are 3-4 times chon
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dritic. Therefore the source for 30 or 60% partial melting contained respec
tively 0.6 - 1.2 or 1.2 - 2.4 times chondri tic abundances of these elements.
An average figure of 1-2 times chondritic seem reasonable.
Basalt 12009 could be generated by 10-20% partial melting of a pyroxene
olivine assemblage. However this basalt contains approximately 12 times
chondritic abundance of the incompatible elements. This implies 1.2 - 2.4
times chondritic abundances of these elements in the source if the basalt is
unfractionated. However, its Mg/Mg + Fe ratio of .495 is consistent with the
removal of ~7% olivine (ave. Foss) from a more primitive liquid such as 15426.
This reduces the source region abundances to ~1-2 times chondri tic.
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Primitive high-Ti basalt 74275 contains 13-15 x chondri tic U and Th and
20-40 times Zr, Nb, and Hf but has Mg/Mg + Fe ratio similar to that of 12009.
Clearly, different degrees of partial melting of the same source region can
not generate these two diverse liquids. The source for 74275 appears to have
contained 1-2 times chondritic U and Th but 2-4 times chondritic Zr, Nb and Hf.
Fine-scale differences such as these are predictable from the cumulate
model. When the abundances of the refractory elements in the highland crust,
or in KREEP rich samples are examined, U and Th are more enriched relative to
chondritic abundances than are for example Zr and Hf (4). This crystal chem
ical effect would result in lower U and Th abundances in the source regions
of the maria basalts, relative to Zr, Hf, and Nb, as is observed.
The assimilative model
A recent proposal (5) combines features of the cumulate and primitive
SOUTce models, by proposing that initial melting takes place in a primitive
unfractionated zone below 400 km. High Ti contents and most of the trace
element characteristics are due to assimilation of the observed high concen
trations of REE, Zr, Hf, Nb, etc. from late stage residual material concen
trated below the anorthositic crust.
Possible tests for this hypothesis turn on the precise nature of the
assimilated material. If all the trace element characteristics are inherited
from the Ti-rich cumulate zone, then both cumulate and assimilative models
predict the same chemical characteristics, an untestable situation.
However, it is probable that the assimilative model will incorporate the
trace element characteristics of the lowest melting point components available
in the upper zones of a differentiated moon. These display many of the char
acteristics of the KREEP chemistry (6).
A possible test for cumulate versus assimilative source regions for the
trace elements can be made by considering the trace element abundances of
maria basalts relative to those in such late stage material. Possible candid
ates are KREEP or overall highland compositions. In the cumulate model, thes'e
should display a first order complementary relationship, recognising that some
masking of patterns may take place during partial melting and fractional crys
tallisation. In the assimilative model, the trace element abundances should
parallel those of the KREEP or highland crust selected, since the principal
effect will be a dilution of the assimilated elements (recognising of course,
that selective assimilation or subsequent fractionation may mask this to an
unknown extent). In Fig. 4 we compare the compositions of some pristine maria
basalts (15426, 12009, 74275) with two possible sources of assimilative mater
ial. These are KREEP or medium K Fra Mauro basalt, and the average highland
composition. The data in Figure 4 are plotted relative to CCI abundances.
Only refractory elements are considered. The assumption that the whole moon
abundances parallel those of the refractory elements in CCI is made and is
judged reasonable (note absence of Yb anomalies, for example in lunar REE
patterns relative to chondrities, although Yb and Eu are both relatively vola
tile compared to other (REE).
The trends in Figure 4 clearly show that those trace elements most dep
leted in the maria basalts are most enriched in the KREEP or highland crust
samples. Eu is a special case. Although depleted in KREEP, it is enriched in
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the plagioclase component of the highland crust, and a complementary relation
ship is predicted on this basis from the cumulate model. Note that the light
REE (La-Sm) enrichment in KREEP (and highland crust) are mirrored by deplet
ion in the maria basalts. Note also that 15426 (green glass), coming from a
region closest to an unfractionated source region (with a small Eu depletion)
shows least effect, except for U and Th depletion. (See above).
Remelting of cumulates
Extraction of incompatible elements from 1000 km depths in the moon
(ave. ~5 x CCI) and concentrated in the upper 300-400 km as stated in the
Taylor-Jake¥ (7) model for early moon melting implies an average U concentrat
ion of 5 times chondritic in the zone 60-400 km assuming 0.4 ppm U separated
in the crust. Continuing crystal fractionation (now Opx and Cpx as well as
olivine) in the deepest mare source regions results in extreme U concentration
in the trapped interstitial liquids (from which the ferromagnesian continue
to ppt) due to the very low crystal-liquid KO's. Less than 5% interstitial
liquids containing 0.2 ppm U can account for all the U observed in 15426.
Higher concentrations of residual liquids (with uncommittantly lower U) seem
unlikely at the pressures experienced at these depths (15-20 kb).
Remelting of cumulates containing chondritic K, U and Th seems likely
1 billion years after the differentiation event. However, the degree of
partial melting required for 15426 (30-60% requires a mechanism for the
retention of the melt during the preliminary stages of partial melting.
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IU·1ENITE CHEMISTRY IN ~1ARE BASALTS, AN EXPERH~ENTAL STUDY
T. M. Usselman, TN7, NASA Johnson Space Center, Houston, TX 77058.
Numerous descriptions of textures, morphologies and the mineral chemistry
of ilmenite from mare basalts are given in the lunar literature, however,
i nterpretations of the ilmenite chemistry in mare basaltic systems have limit
ed experimental basis. The purpose of this paper is to investigate the chem
istry of ilmenite in synthetic mare basaltic systems, and to compare these
results with the ilmenites from mare basalts.
Three approaches to this study were used: (1) equilibrium experiments
using analogue compositions of lunar basalts; (2) dynamic crystallization ex
periments on the analogues at different cooling rates, and (3) mineral phase
equilibrium experiments in the FeO-Ti02-MgO-A1203-Cr203-Fe system. Equili
brium and dynamic experiments on synthetic basalts were performed in one
atmosphere gas mixing furnace (1). Detailed description of the basalt compo
sitions, resultant mineral chemistry, textures and morphologies, and interpre
tations have been published elsewhere (2,3,4,5). Mineral phase equilibrium
experiments utilized a silica tube technique (6). Electron microprobe tech~
niques (4) were used to analyze the co-existing phases.
The compositions of ilmenite from mare basalts are usually chemically
homogeneous, but can show significant grain to grain variation, primarily of
MgO and Cr203 contents. Weill et a1. (7) suggested that minor MgO variations
in ilmenite reflected a progressive decrease in r,1g0/FeO of the coexisting
liquid during fractional crystallization. Equilibrium partitioning of ~1g0 and
Cr203 between ilmenite (Table 1, anal. 1-7 and high-titanium basaltic liquids
(3,8) indicate that MgO(Ilm)/MgO(Liq) ~ 1 (Fig. 1) and Cr203(I1m)/Cr203(Liq) ~
10 r---~--~--~--~----r-~

8
6
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Figure 1. MgO content of coexisting ilmenite and liquid in a synthetic high
titanium basalt (3). Open circles are data points from Akimoto et a1 (8).
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10. Within the intrinsic lunar range of conditions, ilmenite compositions
appear relatively insensitive to changes in fOz (3). Ilmenites experimentally
crystallized during controlled cooling histories (3) are homogeneous with the
resultant composition dependent on the quench temperature of the run (Fig. 2).
Since large differences in cooling rate (i .e., 7°/hr and 210 o /hr, Table 1) do
not effect the ilmenite composition, ilmenite must rapidly re-equilibrate with
other phases during cooling.
10

8
6

Wt % MgO
.4

2
0
0

1

2

3

Wt % Cr 0
2 3

Figure 2. MgO-Crz03 variation in ilmenite from mare basalts. Apollo 12 and 15
basaltic ilmenites are in the dark field. Ilmenite in equilibrium with
synthetic high-K Apollo 11 basaltic liquid is denoted by the upper line.
Points 1,2, and 3 represent ilmenite compositions from cooling rate runs on
high-titanium basalt: (1) 2°/hr, 1000°C quench; (2) 210 o /hr, 990°C quench;
and (3) 86°/hr, 920°C quench.
Published ilmenite analyses from high titanium basalts (Fig. 2) demon
strates that nearly all the i1menites have been re-equi1ibrated at least to
some degree. The field of i1menites in low-K Apollo 11 basalts nearly paral
lels the exper-imenta1 ilmenite trend, whereas the ilmenites in high-K Apollo
11 basalts appear to have had a substantially different re-equilibration his
tory. The bulk composition and temperature of ilmenite crystallization of
the two basalt groups are probably not different enough (9) to account for the
differences in ilmenite compositions. Due to the coarser nature of the low-K
basalts, one may speculate that these i1menites show a closer approach to
equilibrium with respect to the fractionating liquid, however, it was pointed
out earlier that cooling rate has little or no effect. Some of the high-K
basalts have been metamorphosed (9) but the ilmenite fields of unmetamorphosed
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and metamorphosed high-K basalts totally overlap. It is proposed that the
origin of the two high-titanium basaltic ilmenite fields is due to re-equili
bration with not only the fractionating liquid but also the coexisting ferro
magnesian minerals. Ilmenite re-equilibration with the ferromagnesian
minerals appears to be minimal when plagioclase is texturally dominant (i .e.,
low-K Apollo 11 basalts). It also ·appears that for the high-K basaltic il
menite, MgO re-equilibration with surrounding ferromagnesium minerals is more
extensive than Cr203 re-equilibration.
The differences between the experimental ilmenite composition trend and
that of the high-titanium basaltic ilmenites, can also develop from exsolution
of rutile and spinel. Reversed phase equilibrium experiments in the ilmenite
ss-spinelss-rutile-Fe system (Fig . 3) indicates that the exsolution from
ilmenite may be viewed simply as a response to Cr 203 supersaturation in ilmen
ite with falling temperature. Addition of A1 20 3 to the FeO-Ti0 2-Cr 203-Fe
system yields a relatively constant 0.4 wt. %A1 20 3 in ilmenite, but results
in a higher proportion of spinel thus lowering the Cr203 solubility in ilmen
ite . Likewise addition of MgO lowers the solubility of Cr203 in ilmenite.
The FeO-Ti0 2-Cr 203-MgO-Fe system best represents the natural opaque mineral
system although the presence of A1 20 3 would be expected to slightly lower the
Cr203 content of ilmenite. The spinel composition in the assemblages also
systematically changes with temperature (Fig. 3). The effects of MgO and
A1 20 3 on the spinel trend in the FeO-Ti02-Cr203-Fe system appear to cancel
one another.
With MgO in the FeO-Ti02-Cr203-Fe system, the ilmenite becomes
enriched in MgO relative to the spinel with falling temperature.
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Figure 3. Composition of coexisting ilmenites and spinels in the FeO-Ti0 2
Cr203-Fe system (e); the FeO-Ti02-Cr203-A1203-Fe system (x); and the FeQ-Ti0 2
Cr203-MgO-Fe system (*). Arrow on the ilmenite diagram indicates the Cr203
content of several 70035 ilmenites with the exsolved spinel and rutile
recalculated. The black boxes indicate the host ilmenite and exsolved spinel
compositional range of 70035.
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Ilmenite with greater than 1 wt. % Cr203 should exsolve spinel and
rutile. The compositions of several ilmenites containing exsolved spinel and
rutile in a slowly cooled basalt (70035) were calculated from volume estimates
and the composition of each phase (Table 1, anal. 10). Figure 3 shows that
the onset of exsolution occurs at approximately 1050°C and the process stops
between 800° and 900°C. This potentially can be used as a geothermometer in
dicating the lower temperature limit of significant subsolidus re-equilibra
tion in the opaque minerals.
In general the ilmenite grains exhibiting spinel and rutile exsolution
are adjacent to plagioclase in the slowly cooled basalts. However, if part of
the ilmenite is adjacent to pyroxene, the spinel and rutile lamellae are con
centrated nearer the plagioclase-ilmenite interface. In the more rapidly
crystallized basalts, where plagioclase is texturally less dominant, the
ilmenites rarely reach supersaturated compositions due to re-equilibration
with coexisting ferromagnesian minerals. Ilmenites in the low-K Apollo 11
basalts commonly have spinel and rutile exsolutions with the host ilmenite
rarely exceeding 1 wt. % Cr203'
The spinel composition with falling temperature in the ilmenitess-spinel
ss-rutile-iron system shows the identical chemical trends as spinels which are
believed to have undergone subsolids reduction (10). Thermal equilibration in
the ilmenitess-spinelss-rutile-Fe system may either be the process or a
process complimentary to reduction responsible for the spinels with ilmenite +
iron "exsolutions".
Ilmenites in the Apollo 12 and 15 olivine normative and quartz normative
basalts have lower r1g0 and Cr 203 concentrations relative to high titanium
basalts. This undoubtedly is related to lower MgO and Cr 203 activities in the
liquid at the time of ilmenite crystallization (essentially at or near the
solidus). Ilmenites of identical compositions to that of the Apollo 12 and
15 basalts have been synthetically crystallized (2,4). As in the high.
titanium basalts, ilmenites in the quartz normative and olivine normative
basalts show compositions (Table 1, anal. 11-12) which have re-equilibrated
with ferromagnesian minerals. Nehru et al. (11) showed that MgO concentra
tions in ilmenite roughly correlated with the whole rock MgO/FeO ratio in a
suite of Apollo 15 quartz normative and olivine normative rocks.
It can be concl uded that the ilmenite compositions in mare basalts are
only slightly representative of the composition of the basaltic liquid at the
time of the ilmenite crystallization, and that extensive re-equilibration of
ilmenite with the fractionating liquid and coexisting ferromagnesian minerals
has occurred. Important aspects of ilmenite re-equilibration are: (1) that
analyzed ilmenites from high-titanium mare basalts are not indicative of il
menite compositions in a fractionating high-titanium magma; and (2) caution
should be applied in using ilmenite and a ferromagnesian mineral (i .e.,
pyroxene) as a geothermometer. Although the compositions of the host ilmenite
and spinel exsolution may be capable of giving a lower temperature limit for
subsolidus re-equilibration for the opaque oxides.
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1. ll30°C (8); 2. ll20°C; 3. 1l08°C; 4. 1l00°C; 5. 1l00°C (8); 6. 1080°C (8); 7. 1058°C~
8. 7°/hr from 1200°C to 1000°C; 9. 2100/hr from 1200° to 990°C~ 10. Ilmenite recalculated
with spinel and rutile exso1utions, 70035; 11. Quartz normative basalt, 2.5°/hr from 1250°
to 1025°C, in groundmass; 12. Quartz normative basalt, 2.5°/hr from 1250° to 1025°C,
against pyroxene phenocryst.
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0.4
2. 1
40.0
0.3
2.8

9
53.9
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0.5
42.4
n.a.
2.5

Table 1. Ilmenite analyses, high-titanium basaltic systems.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Ti0 2 54.7 55.4 55.5 53.8 54.3 50 .2 53.0 54.5
A1 203 0.5
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.3
0.2
2.3
1.5
1.4
1.2
0.7
Cr 203 2.4
0.8
0.6
FeO
34.8 33.5 35.0 35.7 39.0 44.1
40.2 42.3
MnO
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0. 3
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
MgO
8.1
6.2
2.4
7.4
6.7
5.4
4. 1
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HETEROGENEITY IN TITANIFEROUS LUNAR BASALTS
D. Walker, J. Longhi, and J. F. Hays
Hoffman Laboratory, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. 02138
The major chemical variations within the low-K titanferous
lunar basalt suite can be explained by fractional crystalliza
tion near the lunar surface (1,2,3,4). An important petro
genetic question is: How many parental magmas are required in
order to produce the observed suite of rocks? Observed varia
tions in minor-element abundances seem to require the existence
of more than one parent (5); yet the major element similarities,
as well as the close relationship in space and time, argue com
pellingly that independently generated parent magmas should not
have been produced from widely differing depths and source
materials. We focus here on: 1) chemical heterogeneities dis
played by titaniferous basalt sub samples and 2) possible rela
tionships between two specific compositions that have been
proposed as possible parent magmas, 70215 and 74275 (1,4,5).
Heterogeneity. Variations in major- and minor-element chemistry
between different subsamples of the same hand specimen rival
the variations between different hand specimens of the same
suite (5,9,10). In addition, melting experiments on different
sub samples of the same hand specimen produce different results
(e.g. 70215 in 1,3,4; all in Fe capsules). These differences
may be in part the result of interlaboratory analytical and
experimental discrepancies, but it is also probable that real
differences exist between subsamples (see9 and 10 for analyses
of different subsamples of 70215 performed by the same labora
tory). Figure 1 shows a considerable range in published values
(6-13) of molar Fe/Fe+Mg for 70215 and 74275. Texturally,
70215 as well as other rapidly cooled high-Ti basalts, such as
71569 and 74275 contain two distinct groundmass domains with
differing proportions of olivine, pyroxene, ilmenite, plagio
clase, and mesostasis (1). These domains individually cover
several mm 2 in thin-section and undoubtedly vary in bulk
chemistry. It seems that problems of sample-size and homo
geneity may be significant even in these fine grained rocks.
Differences between hand specimens may not be sufficient grounds
for recognizing different parental magmas since differences of
similar magnitude exist between sub samples of the same hand
specimen.
70215 and 74275. Figure 1 also shows distribution coefficient
curves (K D - .26 and .28) for olivine in equilibrium with lunar
titaniferous basalt liquids as a function of Fe/Fe+Mg. The most
magnesian olivines found in 70215 are 300 ~m microphenocrysts
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Figure 1
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76 . 5 (contrast 4), whereas 74275 has F0 79 . 5 (4) megacrysts
up to 3mm long. Within the precision of the data, olivines in
of F0

both rocks could have grown directly from liquids having the
compositions of 70215 and 74275 respectively. The unique size
and habit of the megacrysts in 74275, however, suggest an alter
nati ve possibility: that this rock resulted from AJ 4% addition
of olivine megacrysts to a liquid with major element chemistry
similar to 70215. This would require that the megacrysts be
xenocrysts from an unknown source, since olivines of this com
position could not have grown from a liquid of 70215 composition
even accepting the most magnesian values reported.
Both 70215 and 74275 have been proposed as possible parent
magmas for the low-K, high-Ti basalt suite (1,4).
74275 is
more magnesian and more olivine normative ("primitive"), but
70215 has lower contents of Rb, K, Ba and REE (5,7,13,14).
Analysis of the REE data for these rocks (5,13) shows that no
simple scheme of differentiation or accumulation can relate
them.
If indeed both rocks represent different "parental" com
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positions, are the implied depths of origin and source materials
compatible?
The inference of depth of orlgln and source material for
lunar basalts requires determination of the pressure at which
olivine and pyroxene appear simultaneously on the liquidus of
the proposed parent magma composition.
Figure 2 shows that
there is a regular
Figure 2
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origin. Furthermore,
if the more magnesian
FEO + MGO
analyses of 74275
71.8 40.3
represent the compo
sition of an unmodi
fied parent magma,
then a depth of origin greater than 200 km is implied (4).
This is within the depth range previously inferred for the
origin of low-Ti basalts (2,4).
A parent magma composition like
70215 would imply a shallower source depth.
Can the two be
reconciled?
Suppose there exists a source region consisting of olivine
(>80%), pyroxene, ilmenite, and a residual component. The
residual component varies in amount and composition from place
to place.
Partial melting to an extent greater than 20% (5)
will exhaust all the phases except olivine. The apparent depth
of origin inferred from pyroxene-olivine co-saturation will be
greater than the true depth.
Less than one percent difference
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in degree of partial melting could account for the difference
in major-element chemistry between 70215 and 74275 at the depth
inferred for multiple saturation in 70215, although 74275
requires a source material somewhat richer in LIL elements.
However at the depth inferred for multiple saturation for 74275,
no such variation in the melting process will give 70215.
It has been claimed (4) that a magma of 70215 composition
could not be derived from source regions which contain ilmenite
as a residual phase since ilmenite is not a liquidus phase at
5kb and 8kb. New experiments in high-purity Fe capsules
(Fig. 3) confirm our earlier work using Mo and graphite capsules
(1) showing that 70215,69 has ilmenite on the liquidus at about
6-7 kb pressure. Specifically, at
Figure 3
1205°C and 7.5 kb in Fe, 70215,69 is
saturated with. pyroxene and ilmenite
200 KM
100
less than 10° from the liquidus; at
o
1190 0 C and 5.0 kb, again less than 10°
170215, 69 1
from the liquidus, it is saturated
with olivine alone. Spinel does not
appear in this multiple saturation
~
assemblage when Fe capsules are used.
If 70215 is a primary magma, it may be
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J
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MARE BASALTS, THE INTERNAL CONSTITUTION OF TI~E MOON, AND THE LPO.
Jeffrey L. Warner, TN7, NASA Johnson Space Center, Houston, TX 77058.
This paper investigates the possibility of mapping the age and chemical
composition of lunar mare basalts from lunar orbit with the view of determin
ing the state of the lunar interior as a function of time and space. The
major and trace element composition of a volcanic rock such as basalt may be
used to deduce the mineralogy and mineral chemistry of the source region with
in a planetary interior where the melt was generated, and the pressure (depth)
and temperature conditions of the source region when the melt was generated
(e.g., the studies of Longhi et al. (1974) and Shih et a1. (1975)).
Potential Significance of Such Data
The-mare--basfns--a-n-ds-evera1l"arge craters on the floon are filled with
basalts that range in age from 3.9 to 3.2 (and possibly to ca. 2) AE. Construc
tion of a matrix of basalt ages, depths of magma generation, and locations
effectively defines the thermal state of the Moon's outer mantle thoughout
the period of magma generation. The lack of basalts in specific age intervals
provides weak, negative evidence about the thermal state as well. Each epi
sode of magma generation within a planet provides constraint for planetary
thermal models. The other constra"ints for lunar thermal models are the mea
sured heat flux at Apollo 15 and 17, present day seismically determined melted
zones, and the inferred present day thermal gradient derived from electro
magnetic studies. Accounting for the basalt flows has commonly been the major
constraint of thermal models (e.g., Gast and McConnell, 1972).
The only direct probe to the lunar interior would be inclusions in
basalts (as are found in some terrestrial basalts). However, no such inclu
sions have been recognized and the extent to which they would adequately
characteri ze the 1unar mantl e is unknown. Indi rect probes i ncl ude i nterpre
tations of (i) seismic velocity and density profiles, (ii) basalt major
element and phase equilibrium data, (iii) basalt trace element and isotopic
systematics, and (iv) "volatile" coatings of pyroclastics (such as the Apollo
15 green glass and the Apollo 17 orange glass). The data that would be deriv
ed by mapping the composition of all lunar basalt flows will provide boundary
conditi ons for determi ni ng the t100n lsi nterna 1 1ayeri ng. And such knowl edge
is crucial in studying major lunar-wide differentiations such as produced the
feldspathic lunar crust and the metal (metal-sulfide) lunar core.
Studying lateral heterogeneity of a planet's mantle is especially diffi
cult because many geophysical probes into a planet measure bulk properties of
large volumes or of the planet as a whole. Seismic investigations can deter
mine lateral differences, but such studies require an elaborate seismometer
net which does not exist on the Moon. It appears that inferring the internal
state from surface volcanics is perhaps the only available technique until a
major new program of lunar exploration is begun. By assuming that basalt
flows on the lunar surface originated approximately directly below where they
erupted, the secondary information generated by mapping the age and chemical
composition of lunar basalts will yield moderately direct information concern
ing lateral heterogeneities. Information will be generated concerning both
the Moon's thermal history and internal compositional layering. Data concern
ing lateral heterogeneity will prove to be important in understanding lunar
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evolution because radially symmetric models, although necessary first steps,
are clearly simplistic. The sophistication of planetary models that account
for lateral heterogeneities will be a major advance in understanding cosmic
evolution.
Age of Basalts
The samples returned by the Apollo and Luna programs have yielded basalt
crystallization ages by the Rb-Sr, Ar 39 _Ar 4o and Sm-Nd methods that range from
3.9 to 3.2 AE. The high Ti0 2 basalts all appear to be old relative to the low
Ti0 2 basalts. Remotely determined basalt flowages have been obtained by
Boyce et al. (1974) for much of the lunar mare. They show that large areas of
the mare are as young as 2 AE suggesting that there may be classes of basalts
not sampled by the Apollo program.
Remote radiometric age determinations are not possible. Therefore,
photogeologic techniques must be used. Several techniques have been used
including superposition, crater counting, and crater morphology. These tech
niques all require calibration from radiometric ages, and these calibrations
have been difficult to obtain outside of the 4.0-3.2 AE time span. Calibra
tion curves commonly use an age of 1 AE for Copernicus based on Apollo 12 data
(e. g., Boyce et a1., 1974) and that datum rests on many poorly founded assump
tions.
Superposition is generally thought of as being limited to qualitative
data. However, if a net could be set up using low sun angle photographs, and
the net included the five Apollo and Luna mare landing sites, superposition
data might prove to be an important technique.
Crater counting is best done from photographs, taken at low sun angles,
with the resolution and quality of the Apollo metric camera pictures from
Apollo 15, 16, and 17. Total Moon coverage of such photographs are required
for this technique.
Several crater morphology techniques have been proposed. Blockiness or
sharpness of craters only yield qualitative results. However, the method of
Soderblom and Lebofsky (1972) that relates the maximum diameter crater with an
interior slope angle of 1° to the age at the Apollo sites has yielded inter
esting results. This technique requires the same quality photographs as
crater counting with the added requirement that the sun angle be 1°, photo
graphs not generally useful for mapping purposes.
Chemi ca1 COl1!l2..os it ion _o--.f Bas alts
The samples returned by the Apollo and Luna programs have provided chemi
cal data on basalts from six areas of the ~oon. Lunar mare basalts, when
compared with terrestrial basalts, are rich in FeO (17-23 wt. %) and Ti0 2 (2
13 wt. %), poor in A1 2 0 3 (7-14 wt. %) and alkalies (Na 2 0 + K2 0 less than 1 wt.
%), have high CaOjA1 2 0 3 and FeOjMgO ratios, and are near silica saturation.
Large ion lithophile trace elements are enriched relative to chondrites by
factors between 10 and 100 . Siderophile trace elements occur in very 1ow
concentrations.
Three major elements have been used to define mare basalt groupings: low
versus high Ti0 2 (2-4 versus 10-13 wt. %), low versus high A1 2 0 3 (7-11 versus
11-14 wt. %), and low versus high alkalies (e.g., K2 0 less than 0.1 versus
0.3-0.4 wt. %). These chemical discriminates subdivided the mare basalts into
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four groups: (1) one type of the Apollo 11 basalts and all the Apollo 17
basalts contain high Ti0 2 and low alkalies and A1 2 0 3 ; (2) the other type of
the Apollo 11 basalts contain high Ti0 2 and alkalies and low A1 2 0 3 ; (3) all
but one Apollo 12 basalt and all Apollo 15 basalts contain low Ti0 2 , alkalies,
and A1 2 0 3 ; and (4) the one remaining Apollo 12 basalt, two Apollo 14 basalts,
and all the Luna 20 basalts contain low Ti0 2 and alkalies and high A1 2 0 3 •
The individual basalts within each group display a range of composition
in both major and trace constituents. These chemical ranges are systematic
'and are explained by near surface fractionation (low pressure crystal-liquid
equilibria) involving olivine, pyroxene, ilmenite, and/or spinel. Phase equi
librium studies suggest that the source for high Ti0 2 basalts is an ilmenite
clinopyroxenite and the source for the low Ti0 2 basalts is an olivine
pyroxeni te.
Experience with returned lunar mare soils suggests that the mare regolith
contains 10 to 20 percent highland material (Schonfeld, 1974; Reid et al.,
1972a,b), and in special cases where rays are present the extra-mare component
in soils may approach 50 percent. To achieve precise determinations of the
bedrock composition a scheme must be derived to see through this obscuring
curtain. The practical effect of the regolith in mapping bedrock chemistry is
that those elements subject to significant errors from a few percent contamin
ation (i .e., the trace elements) cannot be determined by remote techniques.
Although a complete major and trace element data would allow detailed infer
ences to be made concerning each basalt flow's source region, clearly this
goal is unattainable.
The minimum data required for the interpretations outlined above are
major element determinations that are precise enough to assign each flow to
one of the known basalt groupings. That is, the data must be sufficient to
distinguish among the known basalt types and to distinguish if a new basalt
type is encountered. This data must be obtained with a spatial resolution no
larger than the surface area of lunar basalt flows.
Experimental uncertainties for the Apollo 15 and 16 orbital chemistry
experiments and Earth-based tel escopi c IR spectral reflectance exper'iments are:
XRF
r1g/Si
'V.05
Adler et al., 1973
'V.08
Al/Si
Metzger et al., 1974
gamma-ray
K
11 -49%
Fe
2-48%
~1g
11-49%
Ir spectral
refl ectance
<1%
~cCord et al., 1975
Ti
These experimental parameters are adequate to distinguish the various
major types of lunar basalts: IR spectral reflectance data will distinguish
high ~ low Ti0 2 and XRF data will distinguish high ~ low A1 2 0 3 • It does not
appear to be possible to distinguish high ~ low alkali basalt types. In
addition, the XRF data will aid in identifying if a new basalt type is encoun
tered. Improvements in the precision of the XRF determinations will make all
distinctions more clear-cut. These data will yield important results because
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the source region for low Ti0 2 basalts is mineralogically different from the
source region for high Ti0 2 basalts.
Lunar basalt flows are thin, on the order of meters to a few tens of
meters. For thin units, each basalt flow covers a large area, commonly on the
order of 100 km 2 • However, the 100 km 2 is arranged in a narrow strip-like
shape so that the effective area of a flow from a remote sensing point of view
is on the order of a few km across, an order of magnitude smaller than the
Apollo XRF or gamma-ray spatial resolutions. This apparent problem can be
clrcumvented by noting that basalt flows on the mare have not erupted as iso
lated events, but rather the flows erupted in groups (Schaber, 1973). These
groups of flows may be considered time-stratigraphic units. The individual
flows comprising a time-stratigraphic unit erupted over a short time interval
because they all have equal crater densities. Time-stratigraphic basalt units
cover 1000 km 2 or more, and although they have the shape of narrow strips,
their effective remote sensing area is a few tens of kilometers across, about
the same as the Apollo XRF experiment spatial resolution but still consider
ably smaller than the Apollo gamma-ray experiment spatial resolution. The IR
spectral reflectance spatial resolution is small enough to resolve an individ
ual flow.
Conclusions
This analysis of the potential for mapping the age and chemical composi
tion for basalt flows on the lunar surface by remote sensing techniques from
lunar orbit, and interpreting these results in terms of the thermal and compo
sitional history of the lunar interior suggests that the experiment is partly
realistic: a map of low ~ high Ti0 2 basalts can be produced if an IR spec
tral reflectance experiment is on the spacecraft, a map of low vs high A1 2 0 3
basalts may be produced if an XRF experiment is on the spacecraft; and a map
of basalt flowages derived from photogeologic studies can be produced if a
high qlJality imaging experiment is on the spacecraft. These maps taken in
combination could be interpreted in terms of the compositional and thermal
evolution of the lunar interior.
A major conflict for the mission profile comes out of this analysis;
specifically, the imaging experiment requires a low sun angle to optimize
photogeologic results, and the XRF experiment requires a high sun angle to get
maximum secondary X-ray excitement.
The universal presence of a regolith layer acts as a semi-transparent
membrane that remote sensors must "see" through to obta"in bedrock data. If a
scheme is designed for reading through regolith "contamination", more precise
chemical data could be determined and hence more sophisticated interpretations
of the evolution of the Moon's interior could be developed.
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oritics, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM 87131, and A.
V. Murali and R. A. Schmitt, Department of Chemistry and The
Radiation Center, Oregon State University, Corvallis, OR 97331.
Chemistry: Abundances of 18 elements, including six key
REE, have been measured by INAA in 12 Apollo-17 basalts.
In Table
1, we hav 7 listed the basaltic samples in decreasing Ti02 for
samp l es wlth Sm <8.5 ppm, 9 <Sm<11 ppm, and Sm>15 ppm. We have
plotted the new data in Figs. 1 and 2, variation diagrams previ
ously reported (1).
In general, the new data fall within the
previously reported ranges.
In Figs. 3 and 4 we have plotted Sm
versus Ti0 2 and MgO, respectively, seeking some trends for
armalcolit~-ilmenite and olivine controls.
The bulk and trace elemental abundances for the top ten
basalts in Table 1, clearly fall within the spread for 25 basalts
in Table 1 of reference (1).
REE patterns and the Sm/Eu ratios
for the basalts of this work are also similar to those reported
in (1), indicative of similar partial melting events of cumulates
for the generation of these basaltic magmas. Two basalts, 70185
and 75015 are distinguished from the other ten basalts of this
work by lower Ti0 2 , MgO, and Co and higher K 0 and REE abundances
2
(see Figs. 3 and ~). For the basalt 75015, a lower V abundance
of 24 ppm is similar to the low V abundances of 20 and 30 ppm
found previously (1) in 78598,3 and 71559 , 1. As observed (2, 3)
for a large variety of mare and highland samples, the strong
correlation (cc=0.92) between V (2 0- 1 60 ppm) and Cr 2 0
(0.162
0.649%) observed in 39 Apollo-17 basalts by us may De 3 attributed
to addition or subtraction of a spinel phase during fractionation.
Noting apparent Sm clustering among the 35 Apollo-17 basalts
of this and previous works (1) at an average abundance for 18
basalts of 7.2 ppm Sm for 6.0 <Sm <8.5 ppm and an average Sm abun
dance for 17 basa l ts of 9. 8 ppm for 8.5<Sm211.1 ppm and for Ti02 >
10%, (the basalt 77 536 ( 1 ) with Sm=8.5 ppm has been retained in
the high Sm cluster), we have calculated the average bulk, minor
and trace elemental abundances ± standard deviation of the mean
for the apparent clusters.
The average abundance for the lower
and higher Sm clusters are respectively: Ti02 12.4±0.2, 12.3±0.2%;
A120~ 9.1±0.2, 9.1±0.2%; PeO 1 9 .4±0.2, 19 .1±Q.3%; MgO 8.2±0.3, 8.7±
0.3%, CaO 10.4±0. 2 , 10.3± 0 . 2%; Na 0 0.3 7 ±O. 01, 0.40±0.01%i K 0
0.071±0.001%, 0.048±0 . 002% ; MnO 0 2. 240±0.003, 0.236±0.003%; cr2 0
2
0.432±0.023, 0.4 4 5 ±0 . 01 5%; Sc 8 1 ±1, 79± 1 ppm; Co 20.5±0.7, 19.2-J
0.4 ppm; La 5.1±0.16, 6. 3±0.13 p pm; Sm 7 . 2±0.2, 9.8±0.2 ppm; Eu
1.53±0.04, 2.02±0.03 ppm; Yb 6 .9 ±0.2, 9.1±0.2 ppm, and Hf 6.4±0.14,
8.7±0.2 ppm. Wi th t he excep t i on of K 0, REE and Hf, the average
abundances of the bulk and t race elem~nts Ti0 , A1 2 0 1 , FeO, MgO,
2
CaO, Na 0, MnO, Cr 0 , Sc , and Co are e ss enti ally Id~ntical within
2
their standard devla~ ion s. As wi l l be d is c us sed later, individual
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basalts within these two apparent clusters may be derived by frac
tionation of olivine, armalcolite, ilmenite, and spinel; however,
it seems evident that the average basalts in these two apparent
clusters are not related to each other by fractionation.
The ratios of the average abundances of representative trace
elements in the high Sm cluster to the low Sm cluster are: K 0
1.48±0.07, La 1.23±0.05, Sm 1.36±0.04, Eu 1.32±0.04, Yb 1.32±3~04,
and Hf 1.36±0.04. Within ±20, all ratios agree.
These similar ratios could be interpreted in terms of slightly
different degrees (e.g., ~5% and ~8%) of modal partial melting of
mineralogically similar cumulates, limited to <5% plagioclase and
<10% clinopyroxene in the cumulates. About 2% partial melting of
similar cumulates will generate a 70135 magma and ~2% partial
melting of ilmenite poorer cumulate will generate the 75015 and
70185 magmas. However, if appreciable quantities of opx exist in
the cumulates and since D
(Yb)~4 D
(Sm) (4), it appears that
these two apparent cluste~gxof magma~P~nd 70135 may not be derived
by simple partial melting of identical cumulates.
The same argu
ment holds for different degrees of partial melting of similar
cumulates for the derivation of a single basalt in the apparent
upper cluster relative to a single basalt in the apparent lower
cluster, e.g., 77516 vs. 75089.
(See (5) for other partial
melting models).
If appreciable cpx exists among the cumulates
then the average chemical data for the two apparent clusters are
explained by similar degrees of partial melting of similar cumu
lates that differ in their contents of solidified intercumulus
liquid.
Petrography: Of the 12 basalt samples for which new compo
sitional data are herein reported, only two (71509 and 78595)
have been allocated previously to us for petrographic study.
However, six of the remaining ten basalts have been reported on
previously (6), so that textural classification is possible for
eight of the 12 samples. According to the textural classification
reported by (1), we would group these eight basalts as follows:
olivine-microporphyritic ilmenite basalt - 70255, 74245, 78595;
plagioclase-poikilitic ilmenite basalt - 70185, 71175, 71509,
78505; and subophitic-granular ilmenite basalt - 75015.
Petrologic mixing calculations:
In order to assess possible
parent-differentiate relations among the Apollo-17 basalts, we
have performed mixing calculations using the Mineral Distribution
Program developed by (7).
In our calculations we have used only
basalts which have a relatively fine-grained matrix, and only
those mineral phases which we have observed as microphenocrysts
(i.e., olivine, armalcolite, spinel, and ilmenite).
In general,
the results of the calculations indicate that reasonable fits may
be obtained between any two Apollo-17 mare basalts by adding or
subtracting various proportions of olivine (up to ~12%) and one
or more opaque minerals (armalcolite ± ilmenite up to ~12%; spinel
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almost always 1% or less). Table 2 shows the results of one such
calculation where i n addition of 10.33% olivine (Fo ) and 8.23%
76
armalcolite (Fe/Fe+Mg=0.47) to a low MgO- Ti0 differentiate
2
(78598) provides a good approximation to the composition of a
possibly parental basalt (71569).
In this particular example, the
average dispersion of the calculated o xi de values from the analyt
ical results is ±2%with the exception of Cr 0 3 , which is very
2
sensitive to presence or absence of small amounes
of spinel in the
mixture .
In order to obtain a more complete overview of possible
parent-differentiate relations among the Apollo-17 basalts, we
have attempted to quantify the effect of the above calculations on
trace element chemistry. We have taken several very high Ti0
basalts (for e x ample, 77516 and 75089) as parent rocks, and 2
attempted to duplicate the major element chemistry of a low MgO
Ti02 differentiate (78598) by means of the mixing calculations as
described in the previous paragraph. utilizing the various propor
tions of minerals/rock thus required, we have calculated the trace
element abundances associated with each solution. Unfortunately,
the D's (solid-liquid distribution coefficients) are not presently
available for the opaque mineral phases under consideration. 8m
and Eu distribution coeffi c i ents for olivine are known to be very
small, < 0.01 (8). For simplicity, we have assumed D's to be neg
ligible-for all mineral phases used in our calculations; for the
amounts of fractionation which concern us here, this assumption
probably introduces only minor error. The results of such calcu
lations for 8m are i ndicated in Figs. 3 and 4 for 77516 ~ 78598
(dashed line) and 75 089 ~ 78598 (s olid line). With 75089, the
calculated 8m value is about 3% high, and the average dispersion
for all REE is about 7%. However, the calculated 8m with 77516
as a parent rock is 33% low, and the other calculated trace
elements abundances are also low by similar amounts. From a
search in the literature for 8m abundances determined in duplicate
(or more) analyses of seven Apollo-17 hand specimen basalts, the
average 8m dispersion of abundances in a given basalt rock for
0.5-2 g samples is ±8.6%. Furthermore, the estimated accuracies
of individual 8m analy s e s via INAA are ±1-2%. Hence we conclude
that although a parent-differenti ate rela t i onship between 75089
and 78598 is likely, a s i milar relationship between 77516 and
78598 is not.
The dashed and solid lines in Figs. 3 and 4, although calcu
lated for two specific Apollo-17 rock pairs, should provide a
reasonable approximation of the behavior of 8m during fractionation.
The observed slopes, if in error, err on the side of being too
steep,
i.e., if the D for 8m i s not negligible for one or more
of the opaque mineral phases as we have assumed, then our calcu
lations of 8m abundances in the residual liquid are too high.
Bearing this in mind, it is apparent from Figs. 3 and 4 that the
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range of Sm abundances far exceeds that which is to be expected from crystal
fractionation involving olivine, armalcolite, spinel and ilmenite. We suggest
that the observed range in Sm and other REE abundances is largely inherent from
partial melting in the source region. As we have suggested previously (1),
this range in trace element abundances could be derived by similar degrees of
partial melting of late-stage cumulates which contained variable quantities of
solidified intercumulus liquid, but were otherwise homogeneous.
(1)
Warner R. D. et. al., (1975) Proc. Lunar Sci. Conf. 6th, in press.
(2)
Laul J. C. et. al., (1972) Proc. Lunar Sci. conf. 3rd, p. 1181-1200.
(3)
Taylor S. R. (1975) Lunar Science: A Post-Apollo View (Pergamon Press) , p. 165.
(4)
Weill D. F. and McKay G. A. (1975) Proc. Lunar Sci. Conf. 6th.
(5)
Shih
c.-y. et. al., (1975) Lunar Science VI, p. 735-737.
(6) Brown G. M. et. al.,
(1975) Lunar Science VI, p. 95-97.
(7) Wright T. L. and Doherty P. C. (1970)
Geol. Soc. Amer. Bull. 81, p. 1995-2008.
(8) Weill D. F. et. al., (1974) Proc.
Lunar Sci. Conf. 5th, p. 1337-1352.
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Fractionation of 78598 from 71569

Olivine
Ti0
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2
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Fe6
22.40
MgO
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CaO
0.36
Na20
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Cr 0
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8.23
0.69
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21.80
7.00
40.20
6.40
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22.80
0.00

Ilmenite
53.20
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0.00

78598
8.90
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18.50
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71569
INAA Calc.
13.20 13.22
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0.23
0.22
0.42
0.36

Diff,
-0.02
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0.01
0.00
-0.01
0.06
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POSSIBLE SLOW ACCRETION OF THE MOON AND ITS THERMAL
AND PETROLOGICAL CONSEQUENCES.
George W. Wetherill, Dept. of
Terrestrial Magnetism, Carnegie Institution of Washington, Wash
ington, D. C. 20015
1.
Plausibility of slow accretion.
Discussions of the thermal and chemical evolution of
the moon have primarily been confined to models in which its
outermost several hundred kilometers melted at the time of for
mation to form a "magma ocean" (1). The energy required to pro
duce melting is usually considered to represent the gravitation
al energy of accretion on a time scale (10 3 to 10 4 yrs) suffici
ently short to severely limit radiation of this energy into
space.
Other than the need for an early heat source there is lit
tle reason to prefer this short time scale to a longer one of
~108 yrs.
Insofar as quantitative theories of planetary accre
tion have been given, they require this longer time scale (2,3).
This is essentially the consequence of the characteristic time
for collision of bodies in heliocentric orbits (4) with relative
velocities determined by their mutual gravitational perturba
tions (5). This time scale can be reduced only at the cost of
introducing additional problems.
For example, the accretion
rate can be increased by assuming the density of solid material
to be much greater than needed to form the planet.
Such models
lead to the formation of numerous planetary embryos which must
somehow be disposed of without significant further growth of the
residual planets.
Characteristic collision times of bodies in
geocentric orbit are sufficiently short. However for plausible
models the rate of accretion of a moon in geocentric orbit will
be limited not by sweep-up of material from a geocentric swarm,
but by the acquisition of heliocentric material by the swarm (6).
This again leads to the longer time scale.
Radiometric age determinations do not distinguish between
these two time scales.
The initial lead in lunar igneous rocks
conforms extremely well to a model in which the formation of the
moon 4.43 b.y. ago was accompanied by major U/Pb enrichment, and
no further significant fractionation took place until the time
of crystallization of the rock up to 1.2 b.y. later (7).
Doe
(8) has shown that the best fit of the isotopic composition an
cient terrestrial lead ores is achieved using an age of 4.43 b.y.
Both of these ages are -10 8 years younger than the age found for
the primitive chondrite Allende (9,10) as well as for most other
chondritic and differentiated meteorites.
The xenon formation
interval of the earth calculated by comparison of the isotopic
composition of solar wind . xenon with that of the atmosphere and
well gas (11,12 ) also is about 120 m.y. (13). While it is true
that alternative lunar and terrestrial lead and atmospheric evo
lution models can be constructed which are compatible with the
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short formation time scale, these alternative models are by no
means required by the data.
2.
Thermal history of a slowly accreting earth and moon.
The following discussion is given in the context of
lunar accretion in earth orbit, along the lines discussed by
Harris (6).
The basic conclusions are not limited to this mode
of formation, but are also applicable to dynamically less plaus
ible models in which the moon is captured from heliocentric or
bit.
Previous thermal history models calculated for the moon,
e.g. (14), would lead to negligible initial lunar temperatures
on the -10 8 year time scale. However, as discussed by Safranov
( 2), the impact of large bodies will excavate material to dep
ths comparable to the radius of the impacting body.
Fall-back
of ejected material will trap heat within material at the bottom
of the cavity which has been heated and/or melted by the impact.
This effect will be greatest for large (e.g. -200 km radius) pro
jectiles not only because of the greater depth of the excavated
cavity but because of the effect of gravity in reducing the
fraction of material escaping the cavity (15).
If the mean
depth of burial of heat is taken to be the ~adius of the projec
tile (R), the characteristic thermal diffusion time will be
T = R2/K, where K is the thermal diffusivity. The smallest body
for which effective trapping of heat occurs can be found by set
ting this time equal to that in which the radius of the moon in
creases by R because of accretion, T~(R/Rmoon)T, where T is the
time required for accretion; R~KT/Rmoon'
For T = 10 8 years, and
values of K (N.Ol) for lunar and terrestrial rocks, R will be
~2 km.
Considering the large number and velocities of projec
tiles of this size, this small value of R would result in the
burial of more heat and higher lunar temperatures than that
given by previous calculations.
However, the value of R is
underestimated because heat transfer to the surface during ac
cretion will not be primarily the result of conductivity, but
will be dominated by mechanical mixing of the overlying material
by further impacts (2).
In this case, an "effective conductiv
ity" can be estimated in analogy with the theory of thermal con
ductivity in turbulent liquids US)
The exact result of such a
calculation will obviously be model dependent, but increase of
effective thermal diffusivities by a factor of 100 for the
heated material at the base of a larger impact are reasonable
(2).
This implies RN200 km.
The effectiveness of the process for burying heat therefore
depends on the fraction of the impacting bodies with R~200 km.
The radius of the largest primordial bodies produced by gravita
tional instability in the cen
tral plane of the solar nebula is given by Goldrich and Ward
(17) as N 5 km.
During the process of accretion these primordi~
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bodies will grow by inelastic collisions with significantly smal
ler bodies and fragment by collisions with bodies more nearly
equal in radius.
Although some work has been done on this problem (18), the
detailed mass spectrum during accretion is not known.
However,
any 3easonable model leads to a significant fraction of the mass
>10 2 g.
The maximum size of the remaining projectiles following
the emergence of a dominant terrestrial embryo can be estimated
from the inclination of the earth's rotation axis to be .~1025g.
A model developed by the author may be applicable as the earth
accretes from 10 27 to its final mass of 6xl0 27 g.
This involves
a "next largest mass" Of/1JIO~5g and a Dohnanyi (19) steady state
distribution below about 10 2 g.
In this model about 10 % of the
rem~ining planetesimal mass is in bodies in the range between
10 23 and 1025 g .
The kinetic energy which will be delivered to the moon by
the impact of these bodies depends upon their impact velocity.
Safranov (2) has developed a theory for the velocity dispersion
of a planetesimal swarm.
He obtains the result Vm ;tVe/3, where
Vm is the mean velocity of the projectiles with respect to the
earth and Ve is the terrestrial escape velocity. When the earth
has accreted to about 1/2 its final mass, its escape velocity
will be about 8 km/sec, and the relative velocity of the projec
tiles with respect to the earth about 2.5 km/sec.
For lunar im
pacts this will be augmented to about 3.4 km/sec when the effect
of the lunar geocentric velocity and the escape velocity is in
cluded.
If 10% of the bodies are larger than
1023 g and 25%
of their kinetic energy is retained in the cavity, about 1.5xl0 9
ergs/g will be trapped inside the moon by these impacts.
Since
melting requires 'VIO IO ergs/g, this is not sufficient to pro
duce much melting. At least by this stage in the process of ac
cretion other mechanisms for increasing the relative velocities
of the impacting bodies will become effective.
In Safranov's
theory of acceleration, the principal embryo is ineffective as
a cause of acceleration because perturbations by this body re
sult in a constant velocity in its form of reference, as a con
sequence of the Jacobi inte~ral being constant in the restricted
3-body problem. Arnold (20) showed that when the effect of the
eccentricity and inclination of the earth are included in the
calculation, considerable additional acceleration is caused by
the principal embryo. Also, even the velocity calculated by
Safranov is sufficient to allow the planetesimals in earth's
zone to overlap with those of Venus' zone.
Close encounter with
the principal embryos of both these zones will result in accel
eration to a mean velocity of about 8 km/sec. At this velocity
the heat dissipated within the moon will be sufficient, on the
average, to melt all of the incoming material.
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3.

Petrological consequences of slow accretion.
The thermal history outlined above is also on the aver
age, similar to that resulting from rapid-accretion models.
It
differs primarily in the localized and heterogeneous distribu
tion of the heated regions. The impact of a All023 g projectile
will melt a region several hundred kilometers in dimension which
has a good chance of crystallizing before it is sufficiently
buried to be isolated from the region of high effective thermal
conductivity caused by impact mixing near the surface. At the
end of accretion the moon would then contain about 60 large dif
ferentiated layered intrusive bodies. At a depth of V 400 km
these bodies would represent only ~15% of the lunar mass, and
most of the material would be undifferentiated matter of average
lunar composition. As one approaches the surface, the fraction
of differentiated material will increase, and the outermost 200
km will consist almost entirely of differentiated bodies, which
to some extent will overlap one another.
The differentiated bodies may be expected to contain a suc
cession of cumulate layers with anorthosites nearest the surface,
grading downwards into pyroxenitic and olivine-rich bodies. The
residual liquid would crystallize to form regions enriched in
incompatible elements.
Fractional crystallization in equilibri
um with plagioclase will result in Sr and Eu-depletion of this
material.
This late-crystallizing material will represent an import
ant source of heat.
Even if it is enriched only 10-fold in K,
U, a nd Th it will generate enough heat to melt itself from an
initial temperature of 300 0 K in about 50 m.y. More likely this
material will remain within a few hundred degrees of the melting
point, or possibly never crystallize at all.
On a time scale of
1~10 8 years heat generation in the outer portions of the moon
will be sufficient to remelt major portions of these layered
bodies, producing a variety of magma types, depending upon the
extent of melting, the geometrical disposition of the heat
sources relative to the various cumulates, and chemical inhomo
geneities in the impacting bodies. This melting may permit rel
atively unreacted anorthositic cumulate bodies to migrate to
ward the surface, and more dense cumulates to sink.
At greater depths the rise in temperature will be less be
cause of lower ambient temperature resulting from the lower lm
pact velocity at which this part of the moon was accreted.
Ra
dioactive heat will be generated within the more sparsely distri
buted residual cumulates enriched in incompatible elements, as
well as the surrounding undifferentiated material. Partial melt
ing in this region could generate the mare basalts on a time
scale of rvl0 9 years.
The magnitude of the negative Eu anomaly
will depend on the
proportion of REE in the magma which,
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is derived from the residual fractional crystallization products.
Even though later partial melting takes place at pressures ex
ceeding the stability of plagioclase, the original fractional
crystallization occurred near the accreting surface and in equi
librium with plagioclase.
Rb-Sr fractionation would be minimized
and AJ4.4 b.y. model Rb-Sr ages preserved by partial melting be
low the depth of stability of plagioclase, and possibly, by lack
of equilibrium with massive layers of cumulate. Assimilation of
undifferentiated material will cause the parent magmas of the
mare basalts to be depleted in Ca and Al relative to those pro
duced nearer the surface.
It would be presumptive to attempt to state exactly the
course of chemical evolution expected for a slowly accreted moon.
Even the more easily modelled "magma ocean" hypothesis is imper
fectly understood, as evidenced by conflicting opinions regard
ing the importance of intercumulus liquids and partial melting
vs. fractional crystallization.
Nevertheless, it appears likely
that the principal features of lunar chemical evolution are not
at all incompatible with slow accretion, and that this dynamic
ally attractive alternative deserves detailed consideration.
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GEOLOGIC SETTING AND PROVENANCE OF SPECTRALLY DISTINCT PRE-MARE
MATERIAL OF POSSIBLE VOLCANIC ORIGIN, Charles A. Wood and James W. Head,
Brown University, Department of Geological Sciences, Providence, RI 02912.
Apollo and Luna missions to the Moon returned samples which appear to
represent pre-mare highland volcanic rock types (Kreep basalts, high-Al
basalts, high-K Fra Mauro basalts, etc.; see Table 5.3 1 ). Many of these
rocks may have formed extensive deposits on the lunar surface prior to, and
perhaps coincident with the early stages of mare volcanism. Identification
of highland volcanic deposits is complicated by albedo similarities to back
ground deposits, by the destructive effects of relatively higher cratering
rates in pre-mare times, and by the mor holo gic similarity of many impact
basin deposits to volcanic landforms. 2 ,
However, color composite images 4
and telescopic spectra 5 offer opportunities to distinguish variations within
the highlands. Images obtained by Whitaker 4 show a number of areas which
are distinctively redder than their surroundings. Malin has recently sug
gested that many of these areas may represent the surface manifestation of
pre-mare basalts (Apollo l4/KREEP/norite).6
The characterization of premare volcanism has important implications for thermal models and for the
early history of the lunar crust. The purpose of this study is to document
the geologic setting of a number of these distinctive red spots and to assess
their role in pre-mare history. Hansteen Alpha -- This rough-textured trian~
gular mound about 25 km on a side is located in southern Oceanus Procellarum
just north of the crater Billy. It is distinctive in its surface texture,
color, and albedo from surrounding uplands and appears to be embayed by
adjacent mare material. Herigonius Pi and Eta -- This helmet-shaped region
is about 40 km in diameter and lies just northeast of Mare Humorum. It is
surrounded by onlapping mare material and consists of two distinctive terrain
types both of which are abnormally red; 1) a smooth plains unit more densely
cratered than the mare and comprising about 60% of the helmet region, and 2)
a hummocky to hilly terrain concentrated in the central part of the helmet.
Spectra reported for the helmet region 7 show strong absorption in the UV and
weak absorption in the near-IR, indicating a composition distinct from both
adjacent uplands and nearby red maria. Lubiniezky Chi and Theta -- A series
of high-albedo degraded crater rims and adjacent crater deposits lies 50-100
km east of the helmet region in southern Cognitum and is flooded by mare
deposits. A small group of these features just north of Lubiniezky E are
distinctly redder than adjacent uplands and mare. Darney Chi and Tau--An
additional spectrally distinct deposit occurs about 100 km to the north of
Lubiniezky Chi in central Cognitum and is somewhat similar to the helmet in
its characteristics. Darney Chi is a plains unit about 10-20 km in diameter
and is more heavily cratered than the surrounding mare. Darney Tau is com
posed of a series of hills elongated in a north-northwest direction. Both
are onlapped by mare and appear to be dissected by pre-mare structures.
Southern Montes Riphaeus -- The Riphaeus Mountains form a 170 km arc along
the northwestern edge of Mare Cognitum. Approximately the southern 50 km
are distinctively red and can easily be distinguished from the adjacent
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mountains and onlapping mare. These mountains appear to be part of an an
cient impact basin rim. 8 ,9 Euc1ides Theta and Rho -- These two small hilly
areas lie just to the west of the southern Riphaeus Mountains and appear to
be a portion of that deposit separated by subsequent mare deposits. Lasse11
K, G, C -- A small red patch has been noted by Whitaker 10 in northern Mare
Nubium and is associated with several craters in an upland patch surrounded
and embayed by mare. Apollo 16 pan photography shows that the upland patch
has a subdued appearance and may be mantled. Copernicus -- The 95 km dia
meter crater Copernicus, located just south of the rim of the Imbrium basin,
appears distinctly red in part, suggesting that it excavated some red
material. Euler and Pytheas -- These two craters, 28 and 20 km in diameter
respectively, lie in the southern part of Mare Imbrium just outside of the
trace of the second basin ring,ll which is generally interpreted to be the
crater rim. Although these craters have impacted into mare fill, their
interiors are distinctly red on Whitaker's photographs 4 in contrast to the
Imbrium mare material, suggesting that they may have excavated pre-mare
material. Archimedes and Plato -- These two early Imbrian impacts, 83 and
100 km in diameter respectively, contain distinctive red rim deposits, and
floors which have been flooded by mare material. They both lie just inside
the trace of the second ring11, which appears to correspond to the Imbrium
crater rim. Mons La Hire and Montes Spitzbergensis--These two features form
part of a series of isolated mountains and clusters of mountains which lie
on the trace of the inner ring of the Imbrium basin.11 Other elements of
the ring are red but not as distinctively red as these features. All predate
the mare material and appear to be associated with the Imbrium event.
Gruithuisen Gamma and Delta -- Two distinctive red domica1 features 15-25 km
in diameter occur at the edge of westernmost Mare Imbrium, just south of
Iridum crater. The domes are very distinct from surrounding topography,
post-date Imbrium and probably Iridum, and appear morphologically unlike the
upland red spots noted previously, being most similar to Hansteen Alpha. The
domes are embayed by Imbrium mare material, indicating a post-basin, pre
mare age. Aristarchus and Aristarchus Plateau -- The Aristarchus Plateau, a
roughly diamond~shaped region in central Oceanus Proce11arum, is distinctly
redder than surrounding areas (Wood's Spot). The area has had a complex
geologic history12 and appears to be an upland region which was the source
for many adjacent mare deposits. The plateau is covered by a dark mantling
deposit which was emplaced during mare volcanism. The 40 km diameter crater
Aristarchus impacted into the southeast edge of the plateau, excavating dark
mantle, mare material, and pre-mare highlands. 14 The area is also the site
of high levels of radioactivity as determined by the orbital gamma-ray
spectrometer 15.The major portion of the red area seen in Whitaker's images 4
appear to be correlated with the area of dark mantling covering the plateau
12,13 and may thus be distinctive in origin from other red areas described
here. At present, the relationship of the radioactivity levels to the dark
mantle, underlying uplands, or Aristarchus ejecta, is uncertain.
Discussion
The areas described can be grouped into several types based on
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similarities in modes and areas of occurrence. Imbrium Basin Central Peak
Ring -- The occurences at La Hire and Spitzbergensis indicate that at least
some segments of the Imbrium central peak ring are distinctly red. Central
peak rings are similar to impact-generated central peaks in smaller craters
16 and appear to be bedrock structures which form during the basin event. 17
This mode of origin would indicate that the red material present at La Hire
and Spitzbergensis existed in the target area prior to the Imbrium event.
The presence of less distinctively red central peak ring segments suggests
that the target area was heterogeneous. Imbrium Basin - Associated Craters
A series of post-Imbrium basin craters are distinctly red, including Plato,
Archimedes, Copernicus, Euler, Pytheas, and parts of Aristarchus. These
range in age from early Imbrian to Copernican. Plato and Archimedes lie just
within the crater of excavation and based on their size and location pro
bably excavated into pre-Imbrian deposits. The larger Iridum crater is in a
similar position with respect to the rim but is not as distinctly red as
Plato and Archimedes, again suggesting inhomogeneity in sub-basin materials.
Euler and Pytheas lie just on the trace of the crater rim and have penetrated
through surface mare units into red material. Because of the small size of
these craters and the probability of thick Imbrium rim deposits, it is un
certain whether these red spots represent in situ bedrock characteristics
(either pre-basin bedrock or early basin fill) or Imbrium ejecta from more
central parts of the basin. Craters at greater distances from the basin
(Aristarchus, Copernicus) are large enough to have penetrated through any
Imbrium ejecta deposit. Post-Imbrium Domes -- The Gruithuisen domes are
morphologically distinct from, and appear unrelated to, other Imbrium red
spots associated with craters. Their morphology indicates that they are
good candidates for extrusive volcanic deposits and they may be evidence
for more widespread post-Imbrium, pre-mare surface volcanic rocks. The
general similarity of morphology and setting of Hansteen Alpha in southern
Procellarum suggests that this may be a similar type of structure. Mantled
Upland Islands -- The Aristarchus Plateau and tte Lassell area represent two
examples of topographically high areas surrounded by mare deposits. The
origin of the red material is at present uncertain but may be related to
mare-associated mantling material. Plains and Associated Terrain -- Several
of the distinctive red spots in southeastern Procellarum and Cognitum occur
as relatively smooth plains patches (Herigonius Pi and Eta and Darney Chi).
These plains occur in association with patches of red hummocky uplands and
with portions of degraded basin rims, such as the southern Riphaeus Mountains.
Much of the area separating red plains units is embayed by younger mare, sug
gesting that the plains may have originally been more extensive. The
Riphaeus Mountain occurrence indicates that the red material may have been
excavated by the Cognitum basin event. In addition, several of the occur
rences form an arcuate structure between Cognitum and Humorum. The distinc
tive plains units here may be of impact origin 18 or they may be local vol
canic deposits, possibly incorporated into an ejecta deposit. Whatever their
specific mode of origin, the red materials appear to have originated in this
region rather than having been transported from other areas of the Moon.
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Summary
Pre-mare red spots indicate the location of spectrally distinct high
land material, some of which may represent the sources of pre-mare KREEP
rich volcanic rocks returned by lunar missions. The geologic setting of
these areas indicates that red spots form a wide variety of morphologic
features which span several events in pre-mare history. Red material was
involved 1) in pre-Imbrian cratering in the Cognitum area, 2) in the Imbrium
basin-forming event, 3) in numerous post-Imbrium cratering events in the
Imbrium region, and 4) may have been involved in some post-Imbrium extrusive
volcanic activity prior to the formation of the major maria.
REFERENCES: 1) Taylor, S. R. (1975) Lunar Science:
A Post-Apollo
View, Pergamon; 2) Wilshire, H., D. E. Wilhelms and K. A. Howard (1974) J.
Res., U. S. Geol. Surv. 1, p. 1-6; 3) Head, J. W. (1975) Lunar Volcanism
in Space and Time, Rev. Geophys. and Space Phys. (in press); 4) Whitaker,
E. A. (1972) The Moon i, p. 348-355; 5) McCord, T. B., M. P. Charette, T. V.
Johnson, L. A. Lebofsky, C. Pieters and J. B. Adams (1972) J. Geophys. Res.
77, p. 1349-1359; 6) Malin, M. C. (1974) Earth, Planet. Sci. Lett. 21,
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Zisk (1975) Geochemical and Geological Units of Mare Humorum, Proc. Lunar
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GLASS COMPOSITIONS AS A CLUE TO UNSAMPLED MARE BASALT
John A. Wood, Center for Astrophysics, 60 Garden
LITHOLOGIES
Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138.
It is very likely that the lunar maria contain basa l t types
that were not sampled directly by any of the eight sample-return
missions, and equally likely that additional missions will not be
flown in the near future to more adequately sample the maria.
We must expl mit the resources currently at hand to learn about
ot h er members of the lunar basalt suite: remote sensing , and stu
dies of lithic fragments and glass particles in soil samples.
Some small fraction of these soil constituents was undoubtedly
derived from unexplored portions of the maria, having been pro
jected to the landing sites by energetic cratering events.
The present abstract reports on an effort to detect clusters
of glass compositions dissimilar to known crystalline basalt
types and local soil types, which might represent basalt compos
itions from unexplored mare regions.
This approach was pioneered
by the Apollo Soil Survey team at JSC (Reid et aI, 1972 , and sub
sequent papers).
A body of 500 glass analyses, believed to be mare-derived on
the basis of their Ti02 content and Ca/Al ratio, was assembled.
This data collection contains, as nearly as possible, an equal
number of analyses from all eight sample-return missions.
Plots
involving all combinations of eight compositional parameters
(MgO, A1203, K20, Ti02, and cr203; the molar content of Fe and Ca
in normative mafic minerals; and an index of the degree of Si02
saturation) were generated. One of the most informative is a
simple plot of Ti02 vs. MgO (Fig. 1).
Unfortunately the lower portion of this plot must be dis
counted, because it includes a large number of glass analyses
that contain a substantial KREEP component (as revealed by their
K20 content); the filter used t o e x clude highland compositions
from the present data base was not rigorous enough.
However, the
disposition of high-Ti02 glasses in the plot is of considerable
interest.
1. Cluster b consists of red-brown glasses from the Apollo
11 soil (most of the analyses plotted are from Lovering and Ware,
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1970).
These glasses resemble no known crystalline rock (Fig.
2), but are strikingly similar both in major element composition
and in compositional homogeneity to the Apollo 17 orange soil
glasses (Glass, 1973, and other authorsi Table 1). The orange
soil is widely held to be an early lunar pyroclastic deposit,
identifiable with the dark mantling material mapped by astrogeol
ogists.
Either the Apollo 11 red-brown glasses are representat
ive of a local occurrence of these dark mantling pyroclastics, or
they were derived via cratering from an hitherto unsampled basalt
flow unit, one that must be genetically related to the lunar
pyroclastic vulcanism.
Substantial interest attaches to either
of these interpretations.
Dark mantling deposits have not been mapped in the vicinity
of Tranquillity Base: the nearest occurrence noted is at Mare
Vaporum, 500 km to the northwest (Wilhelms and McCauley, 1971i
Head, 1974).
It can be postulated that later basalt flows eno
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tirely covered dark mantling pyroclastics in the Tranquillitatis
Basin, but this would not explain why they are not observed on
slopes of the central highlands near the margin of Mare Tranquill
itatis, as they appear to be in the Taurus-Littrow area.
2.
Few glass particles have the compositions of Apollo 11
or 17 rocks 7 cluster a corresponds more nearly to the composit
ions of Apollo 11 and 17 soils.
This holds not only for hetero
geneous, clast-laden, agglutinate glasses, but also for the clear
homogeneous glasses (often in the form of spherules) that are
presumably generated by more energetic impacts than those that
incompletely melted the agglutinates.
The great majority of an
alyses in cluster ~, and in the literature generally, are of
homogeneous glasses7 investigators have seldom felt motivated to
microprobe agglutinates.
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The cluster a glasses come from Apollo 16 as well as 11 and
17 soils; the other missions are almost totally excluded.
The
substantial component of mare glass in the Apollo 16 soil pro
bably comes from Mare Nectaris (Delano, 1975), and testifies to
the similarity of soil and (presumably) basalt there to the mat
erials at the Apollo 11 and 17 sites.
Note, however, that in this case substantial amounts of mare
glass have been projected 200 km or more, implying a particularly
large cratering event (perhaps Theophilus). Such an event could
not have been confined to the thin mare regolith, only a few me
ters in depth.
It must have penetrated into the basalt flows be
neath, but in this case why does the glass appear to reproduce
soil rather than rock compositions? The most likely answer is
that a regolith developed on each basalt flow in Mare Nectaris
before the next flow was erupted, so that the total depositional
stack in the Mare (as elsewhere) contains a large component of
soil, everywhere more or less contaminated with feldspathic mat
erial from the adjacent highlands.

Table 1.

Si0 2
Ti02
A1 2 0
3
cr203
PeO
MnO
MgO
CaO
Na20
K20
P2 0 c
5

Apollo 17
orange soil
glassa

Apollo 11
red-brown
glass b

38.79
8.87
6.16
0.76
21.51
0·30
15.11
7.03
0·33
0.05
0.05

38.59
10·07
5.28
0.54
23.58
0·33
13.86
7.41
0.28
0.07
0.04

a. Average of 12 analyses
b. Average of 21 analyses
c. In each case, only one anal
ysis.
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This means that most mare glasses are apt to be mixtures of
true mare lithologies with highlands material, no matter how
large the impacts that created them. Yet this is not universally
true; regoliths developed in the far interior regions of the
maria should be less contaminated by the highlands, and glasses
derived from them might faithfully reflect the local rock compos
itions.
But glass particles cast from such distances could never
be abundant in the soils we study, and will be very difficult to
single out and appreciate.
In general, great caution and ingen
uity will be needed to determine the compositions of unsampled
basalts from studies of mare glasses.
A larger and better-filtered collection of glass analyses is
being assembled for the furtherance of this study.
Factor anal
ysis will be employed in separating coherent groups of analyses.
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